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I. Introduction

A thermonuclear reactor based on magnetic confinement becomes economically attrac-
tive if the achievable average plasma pressure, relative to the magnetic field pressure, exceeds
a value of 5-10%. The ratio of these two pressures defines 0 = 2fio<p>/<B2). This assessment
is based on the known temperature needed for ignition, which lies in the range of 6-10 keV,
the fact that the rate of nuclear reactions is proportional to the square of the plasma density
and therefore to the square of the pressure, and the anticipated limits on the power flux to
the first wall. For these reasons there has been a strong emphasis on increasing /3 in magnetic
confinement devices to the maximum value allowed by stability considerations.

Theory and experiments carmd out over the past decade in conventional, joule-heated
tokamaks had implied that the maximum achievable plasma pressure in tokamaks is less
than A(Bp/Bt)

2, where BpIBt is the ratio of the poloidal tjid toroidal components of the
magnetic field, and A = Ro/e is the geometrical aspect ratio of the torus. In particular, in
tokamaks of circular cross section, OBp/Bt is limited to values below A'1 by the well-
documented Kruskd-Shafranov stability limit. In addition to the Kruskal-Shafranov limit, it
had been shown theoretically that for static, ideal MHD equilibria, a second magnetic axis
appears,on the inner side of the plasma when beta approaches A(Bp/Bt)

2, and magnetic flux
surfaces than intersect the chamber wall and permit plasma to flow directly to the wall
Thus, the most promising approach to increasing the beta limit appeared to be through the
use of noncircular plasma shapes; and major research programs were developed to explore
these configurations.

A different approach was suggested by the Oak Ridge group, who developed the con-
cept first set out in a 1971 review article by Mukhovatov and Shafranov. They had pointed
out that if the plasma pressure could be increased so rapidly that the magnetic flux could be
considered to be frozen in the plasma, no second magnetic axis could intrude into the
plasma, and beta could be arbitrarily large without loss of equilibrium. These predictions
were verified through extensive numerical and analytical studies at Oak Ridge and Princeton.

For several reasons these approaches to achieving tokamak plasmas of moderately high
beta had a strong impact on the planning functions of the U.S. fusion program. First of all
was the increasing awareness that economic fusion power necessitates beta values around
10%. Secondly, the successful development of power neutral beam heating offered a prac-
tical method of testing the beta limits of circular or noncircular tokamaks. But in addition,
the widespread availability of numerical codes made possible a systematic study of ideal
MHD equilibria in realistic magnetic configurations, leading to a high level of confidence in
the ability to produce snd control both flux-conserving and noncircular tokamak plasmas.

In view of the potential impact of these theories on the tokamak program, an advisory
committee was formed by the Office of Fusion Energy. In January 1977, the committee
met to analyze the long-range implications of the studies carried out on axisymmetric
toroidal equilibria with finite j3, such as the so-called flux conserving tokamaks. It was
concluded that the time evolution of these equilibria remained an open problem. This
evolution can be characterized: (a) by "laminar" time scales that are determined by the
effects of transport coefficients such as finite electrical resistivity; (b) by instability time
scales of evolution that are determined by the onset of ideal MHD instabilities or of collec-
tive modes (resistive and micro-instabilities) predicted on the basis of theories that do not
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constrain the plasma to move with the magnetic field lines as implied by the ideal MHD
approximation.

At the time of the January meeting, numerical codes for the analysis of MHD equilibria
and their linear MHD stability had evolved to the point where previously developed analytic
theories could be verified and their shortcomings assessed. Of particular importance were
the ballooning modes whose theory was developed in 1965 in the ideal MHD approximation
with extensions to resistive and Vlasov approximation. From 1965 to 1976 the theory of
micro-instabilities excited in one- and two- (three-) dimensional equilibrium configurations
was developed mainly in relationship to the stability of trapped particle modes. In the latter
part of 1976, ideal MHD ballooning modes involving the consideration of low and high num-
ber of harmonics in the poloidal variable were shown to exist by the PEST code developed
at Princeton. At the January meeting it became evident that the analytical tools to interpret
stability results were beginning to be available, particularly for the high poloidal mode num-
bers. It was felt that if a coordinated effort by the various institutions interested in the
theory of magnetic confinement were encouraged, a body of preliminary conclusions on all
the aspects of finite-^ tokamak and a reasonable formulation of the most pressing relevant
problems could be developed by the fall of 1977. It was also evident that it would be bene-
ficial to involve the international community in our effort. After examining several alterna-
tives, it became clear that the International School of Plasma Physics at Varenna, would be
the proper place and time to have a Workshop in Finite-/3 Tokamaks.

The Varenna Workshop was very productive because it provided an opportunity for long
technical discussions that took place in a scientific atmosphere where scientific questions
were of primary interest. The Workshop stimulated further work in a wide range of institu-
tions. Some specific examples of the tangible mark of success are as follows:

• The development of analytical theories explaining the results of the PEST and other
codes and covering a range of wavelengths that extends well beyond the one that can be
treated by these codes. In fact, short accounts of these theories have now been pub-
lished in Physical Review Letters.

• The identification of the favorable stability properties of finite-/} configurations,
achieved by flux conserving processes, that point to the possibility of attaining average
P values of < 10%.

• The consensus that was reached on the type of transport codes that can be used to inter-
pret a large set of existing tokamak experiments and tc reproduce the scaling laws de-
duced from these. As a result, of the consensus, these transport codes are now to predict
operating regimes of experiments either proposed or under construction.

• Beginnings of a formulation of a unified stability theory that can reproduce both the
results of the ideai MHD approximation and the microinstabilities (resistive and kinetic
ballooning modes, and trapped particle modes) which appear when the constraints of
this approximation are violated.

• The discussion of the type of magnetic systems (e.g., poloidal coil system) to confine
and produce, by relatively fast heating processes, finite-^ plasmas.

In the present volume we collected a series of formal contributions to the workshop that
illustrate the range of topics that were treated. However, we feel that this collection is not
the only product of the Workshop. In fact, the discussions that took place and the conse-
quent series of ideas and papers that are in the process of elaboration sn various institutions
around the world are as important as the formal presentations that were given.

Over 90 scientists from 14 countries participated in conjunction with the Varenna
International School of Plasma Physics that was held from Se^ternberJ^toSeptember 12,
197^ Therefore, the Workshop owes its success in large measure to the excellent organiza-
tion and facilities provided by the Directors and staff of the Varenna School of Plasma
Physics.



The Workshop made it possible to discuss in small sessions the outstanding problems in
the tokamak area facing the world fusion community. Therefore an executive session was
held, at the conclusion of the Workshop, in which members of the U.S. Steering Committee
met with senior researchers from other countries to discuss the results of the Workshop and
summarize the present state of theory in equilibrium, stability, transport, heating, impurity
control, and radiation in high-beta tokamaks.

Summary of the Executive Session follows.

SUMMARY OF THE EXECUTIVE MEETING OF THE HIGH-BETA TOKAMAK
THEORY STEERING COMMITTEE

VARENNA, ITALY

SEPTEMBER 9,1977

The Chairmen of the working groups on transport., ideal MHD equilibrium, stability, and
microinstabilifes presented summaries of the working sessions that took place in the after-
noon of September 9. Problems considered by the working group and the conclusions
reached in the sessions were discussed in the executive meeting. Although there was no
unanimity concerning the conclusions on specific technical points reached by the working
groups, there were many points of consensus concerning the general status and direction of
high-beta tokamak research.

It was generally agreed that the exchange of scientific information that took place at the
Workshop was both timely and useful. The participants felt that the staff of the International
School of Plasma Physics contributed in a large measure to the success of the Workshop and
that they deserved special recognition for this.

The summary of the results of the working group sessions is given below:

Transport: Gareth Guest, General Atomic, Chairman
One-dimensional transport codes, based on the best available models, can reproduce

experimental data obtained on all of the major tokamak experiments in the world. All cf
the data can be fitted with the variation of adjustable parameters in these codes of only
20-30%. Such a unified description was not possible with the codes in the past. In spite of
the success achieved, the predictive capabilities of these codes in the regimes with greater
contribution of auxiliary heating and higher temperatures than those achieved so far, are
affected by the uncertainties with which the adopted transport coefficients have been
derived. In addition, the relationship between confinement time and ohmic power is dif-
ficult to unravel in the experiments carried out at present. The assessment of limitations of
the predictive capabilities of such codes will become possible when devices such as DITE,
PLT etc., start producing data in beam-heated regimes.

Additional important physical processes must be included in these transport codes, and,
in particular, those involving the inflow of cold plasma that occurs when neutral gas is bled
into the plasma chamber as observed for instance in the Alcator experiment. There exists
two schools of thought on this. Some feel that neutral penetration, charge exchange and
reflux from the walls can explain the plasma density increases with gas injection. The
opposite school feels that anomalous inward diffusion must be present.

Transport codes need further input that is not presently available due to the scarcity of
experimental data. The most important of these is the information on particle confinement
time and impurity transport. High-beta regimes will bring a new set of problems that the
codes must handle, and high injection power and alpha-particle sources will probably intro-
duce a new set of instabilities that will have to be modeled. The problem of possible breakup
of skin layers during the evolution of flux conserving configurations can be addressed by
2-D transport codes including various processes for magnetic flux diffusion which are being
developed.



Ideal MHD Equilibrium and Stability: J. Wesson, Culham, Chairman

There are no definitive answers at this time on the limit values of 0 that can be provided
by the ideal MHD stability analysis although a numbe; of stability calculations have been
done. It was pointed out by Wesson that in attempting to achieve stable high-/? configura-
tions there is a conflict between the requirements for different modes of stability. In par-
ticular it is necessary to find the highest 0 which is stable against both internal (ballooning)
modes and free surface (kink) modes.

Culham had emphasized the importance of tailoring the equilibrium and had found a
case with <0> = 12% which was stable to low-m internal modes. This was however unstable
to kink modes. Princeton had carried out more complete calculations on a more restricted
class of equilibria and found stable values of (0) in the range 3-5%. It is clear that a substan-
tial amount of numerical calculation is necessary to resolve these matters and several partici-
pants indicated their intention to participate in this task. There was substantial agreement
that higher stable 0 should be obtainable with elongation although this is not yet documented
and there is the problem of axisymmetric modes.

The simple scaling law for stability against ballooning modes gives 0 ~ e/q2 but it was
pointed out that the connection length used in deriving this result can be very inaccurate
since high-0 equilibria can have a considerably higher poloidal magnetic field on the side of
the plasma away from the major axis and this reduces the connection length substantially.
It was hoped that this effect would lead to higher estimates of /3crit and would bring them
closer to those obtained numerically.

Opinions were divided on the possibility of operating tokamaks past the marginal
stability point. Coppi indicated that resistive ballooning modes have a sharp resonance at
the ideal marginal stability condition and disruptive processes may result if the marginal
stability point is reached with relatively low temperatures.

Microinstabilities, B. Coppi, M.I.T., Chairman

Some of the observations that were made by the Working Group were:
(a) Finite-0 effects induce a local variation of the rotational transform and shear, as a

function of the poloidal angle. These are important factors to be included when evaluating
analytically the stability limit of ideal MHD and other types of ballooning modes.

(b) When developing a theory that includes both the idecl MHD ballooning modes and
kinetic (such as the ubiquitous trapped electron mode) or resistive modes, a 0 limit for
stability cannot be well defined. Rather, different processes may be anticipated to occur for
different ranges of values of 0.

(c) The growth rate of resistive ballooning modes tends to go to zero as the temperature
of the plasma increases and therefore these are not expected to be a problem in the future,
as long as finite-/? conditions are reached at relatively high temperatures.

(d) A reasonably complete and realistic linear theory of microinstabilities, including the
effects of trapped particles in finite-/! configurations is still to be developed. This theory
should be complemented by an estimate of the relevant transport processes and a derivation
of the coefficients to be incorporated in one-dimensional transport codes.

BRUNO COPPI, MIT

WALTER L. SADOWSKI, DOE
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Tokamak Equilibria with ft Close to 1

P. C. T. VAN DER LAAN AND L. W. MANN
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

of the University of California
Los Alamos, New Mexico U.S.A.

Equilibrium calculations have been done for a High-Beta Tokamak experiment, that has
been under consideration at Los Alamos [ 1 ]. The geometry studied was that of a torus with a
major radius Ro of 30 cm and a racetrack-shaped minor cross section of a height of 48 cm
and a width of 24 cm. A metal shell around the discharge vessel keeps the magnetic surfaces
closed and inside the vessel so that force-free currents can flow along the field lines. Results
showing equilibria at very high beta have been obtained with a computer program described
in [2] . It appeals that the beta limit for equilibrium has disappeared and that the force-
free currents and the elongation of the minor cross section allow equilibria with a beta close
to 1 at a small shift of the magnetic axis. There is a strong relation between these pinch-like
equilibria and the Flux Conserving Tokamak (F.C.T.).

Equilibrium studies done earlier [1] for a possible High-Beta Tokamak experiment have
been extended to higher betas. The incentive for these studies was the idea that these equi-
libria should be possible if no separatrix is allowed to come inside the plasma [3-5], in other
words if q is kept finite. In addition to this condition on q, the two trial functions p(^) and
/(i//) used in the computer program were chosen to approximate a flat q(r) profile. There
are three reasons for this choice: the force-free currents corresponding to this flat q profile
reduce the otherwise excessively large equilibrium shift of the plasma, secondly a flat q
profile gives the best chance for stability [6] and thirdly flatg profiles are easy to generate
experimentally, as has been shown in Screw Pinches. The two functions that thus far have
produced the best equilibria are

p = po \ x - 0.6(1 -x)3 sin ™ I for x > 0 (1)

/ D \ 1 / 2

HOI = ROBO{1 - 2 C f - j + «V (2 )

where x = ($-\l/c)/(\pm-\l/c), \p is the poloidal flux times 1/2TT, which runs from zero at the
wall to \pc where the pressure starts to rise, to its maximum i//m at the magnetic axis. The
plasma pressure, p, has its maximum po on the magnetic axis. The poloidal current times
1/27T is denoted as /, R is the distance to the major axis, Ro is the major radius and Bo is the
toroidal field at radius Ro. Eq. (1) gives p an almost linear dependence on i//, with a
rounding off near the low-pressure edge. The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (2)
generates the diamagnetic dip in the toroidal magnetic field with a pressure dependence as
in a high-beta theta pinch. The last term in Eq. (2) represents the force-free currents. The
coefficient a is chosen to give a reasonably flat q{r). The toroidal current density on the
magnetic axis, j ^ , required to produce the right q value on axis, cf/Ji be used to find the
coefficient C by means of the equation



'* = R d++ itI w (3)

evaluated on the magnetic axis with Eqs. (1) and (2).
One of the many equUibria that have been found is described in Table I and Figs. 1

and 2.

Table I

Parameters for Example of Equilibrium

Po

<e >
0.540

(MPa)
2.0

tax
0.823

0-3 >Jw

0.713

Input

BO(T)
2.0

Output

/^(kA)

1326

C a (
0.44

Shift (cm)
4.46

m-i)

6

Lf(nH)

119.1

The three 0 values listed in the table are: the average toroidal J3, 2\i0(p)IBo
2 often used in

0

tokamak literature; the local (3 on the magnetic axis, 2jiopo{2nopo +
" / "

)}-1; and a( g , j o p o { n o p o ^ i ) } ;
"root mean square" j3, defined as 2|uo-v/<p"2 > IBO

2 which should be a figure of merit for fusion
reactor extrapolations. The inductance Lf is the inductance 2n\jjm/I^, which the capacitor
bank sees.

The peak pressure and the (3 values for this example are very high. It is almost certain
that equilibria wnh j3ar = 1 exist also, although no serious attempt has been made to find
out what p(i//) and I(\p) functions would be needed for this rather degenerate case. A
reasonable conclusion is that the 0 limit for the equilibrium has disappeared. This is prob-
ably a general conclusion for flux conserving equilibria but the elongation of the cross

42 22 26 30 34

RADIUS (cm)

FIGURE 1. Flux plot for the top half of the racetrack and plots of B^, Bp, p, and q along
tha midplane of the torus. The safety factor q is calculated for each magti.°tic surface and is
plotted at either side of the magnetic axis. Note the relatively small shift of the magnetic
axis at this high pressure. The parameters for this equilibrium are given in Table I.



FIGURE 2. The current densities for the equilibrium of Table land Fig. 1 plotted along the
midplane of the torus. Inside the pressure profile which is also shown, both parallel and per-
pendicular currents are flowing, whereas only parallel currents can flow when p has dropped
to zero. The poloidal currents change sign in that region, thereby separating the paramag-
netic outside from the diamagnetic inside plasma.

section and the force-free currents are required to reduce the outward shift to a tolerable
value, such as obtained here.

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the equilibrium of Table I. Fig. 1 shows at the left the flux
plot in the top half of the racetrack and at the right the distribution of the toroidal and the
poloidal field, the pressure and the safety factor q along the midplane of the torus. The value
of q is greater than 1 everywhere. At these high |3 values an elongation of the innermost
magnetic surfaces takes place, which increases the q values near the magnetic axis. Either
this increase of q or the elongation, which increases the chance for ballooning, lead to a
violation of the Mercier criterion near the magnetic axis. How relevant this is, or whether
this could be rectified by modifications of the p and / functions or by flattening of the
p-profile in an actual experiment is an open question.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the current densities along the midplane of the torus.
At the left the poloidal and toroidal current densities are plotted; note the large/ j , neces-
sary at this high (3. At the right the perpendicular and parallel currents are shown.

The parallel currents flow throughout the plasma, also in the pressureless plasma outside
the pressure profile. These force-free currents contribute strongly to the toroidal current
and reduce the toroidal shift of the plasma. The perpendicular currents flow inside the
pressure profile only and are peaked at the outside, similar to what is seen in the Oak
RidgeFCT[5].

High-beta equilibria, such as described could be produced rather easily in Screw Pinch-
like machines. Required are the closely fitting shell, a modest vertical elongation and a
programming of external currents to generate the flat q-profile. Heating is in fact easier for
these higher betas because the implosion heating is more efficient at a lower bias field.

The crucial question for these high-beta Tokamak equilibria is what the |3 limit for sta-
bility will be. Existing stability theories [6] show the beneficial effect of both the elongation
and the force-free currents, but are not directly applicable because the model used has a
sharp skin plasma, has no wall stabilization and has separatrixes present in some cases. An
extension of the equilibrium cor'.e used, car test for MHD stability, but there are problems
Tvith the required numerical accuracy.

Experimental evidence for at least a fair amount of stability can be inferred from Screw
Pinch [7] and Belt Pinch [8] experiments in which lifetimes of about 200 MS were obtained.
The problem in these experiments is that the initial § of respectively 20 and 60% decays, so
that a conclusion about long-term stability is not possible. To avoid this decay one needs



cleaner systems and operation at higher temperatures, so that especially the intense radia-
tion of Lithium-like ions, such as 0 VI, can be avoided. The strong initial oscillation in the
midplane around the eccentric equilibrium position proves that the field configuration is
able to hold both plasma pressure and outward momentum. This provides evidence that
higher /3 values could be held also, but does not say much about stability because of the
short duration of the maximum outward excursion.

Although both theory and experiment provide these promising indications, no clear in-
formation on the stability (3 limit is available at this stage.

Three theoretical studies, possible with the Baker-Mann code are briefly described here.

• The parameter \pc in Table I can be increaspH to produce a narrower plasma profile.
Results obtained thus far, show that the elongation of the magnetic surfaces can be re-
tained even when the profile width at half po is reduced to 8 cm. These studies can give
information on the accessibility of elongated equilibria at higher compression ratios,
(a problem discussed in Ref. [9]). Results quoted in Ref. [10] show that the plasma has
less tendency to shrink to a circular cross section if force-free currents are present.

• The stability might be improved if the minor cross section of the machine is given a
D-shape. To facilitate construction we chose a shape in which a circular bulge was added
to the outside of the racetrack, and the inside of the racetrack was kept straight. A num-
ber of equilibria in this geometry have been studied; a conclusion is that the Mercier
unstable region near the magnetic axis shrinks; however the peak pressure in these
studies was only 1.5 MPa.

• The force-free currents close to the wall can be made to fall off by a reduction of a near
the wall. Experimental [11] and theoretical [12,6] evidence indicates that this has little
effect on equilibrium and stability. It is nevertheless interesting to study this effect in
more detail, because the current channel is expected to shrink at later times.

Both in the FCT and in the HBT machine, for which the calculations were done, flux
conservation is of crucial importance. In the FCT fluxes are conserved from the moment
when powerful additional heating is applied to the conventional tokamak target plasma. In
implosion-heated Tokamaks, the configuration is set up and an important part of the heat-
ing takes place during the implosion. Bscause a large heating power (order GW) is fed into
the plasma during this setting-up phase (order fis) fluxes are conserved right from the begin-
ning. This conclusion could be valid for pinches in general, but there are two restrictions.

• Pinches operated at lower densities induce large drift velocities and have consequently
large anomalous resistivities. This provides an efficient means of heating but leads also
to an enhanced interdiffusion of field and plasma and hence to poor flux conservation.

• Pinches constructed without a conducting shell or with an externally applied vertical
field can only be flux conserving in that limited part of the cross section where the
flux surfaces remain in a well conducting plasma.

In Screw Pinches and in the HBT-plans, the construction of the shell and the chosen
density range are such that both restrictions are largely avoided. This leads to a conservation
of the safety factor q for an observer moving with the field lines, in other words: Dq/Dt = 0.
This is the same condition as the one used in FCT descriptions where Q(I//) is constant.

The initial q(\jj) profile which stays constant during the heating phase in the FCT, is that
of the conventional Tokamak discharge, which is formed before the additional heating starts.
Curve a in Fig. 3 shows such a q profile.

The g profile in Screw Pinches and in the HBT is built up during the formation, when
the field lines move in. Since the field lines carry in their q value, the time history of q at
the wall determines the resulting spatial q variation. Curve c in Fig. 3 represents the result
for the simplest programming: a q(wall) constant in time produces a uniform q in space. To
generate curves a or b, q(wall) should rise in time. Such a time behavior of q(wall) can be
obtained by slowing down the rise of the plasma current relative to the rise of the toroidal
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AXIS WALL

FIGURE 3. Various q profiles that can be produced in Screw Pinches or in the HBT. Curve a
corresponds to the FCT profile; curve c shows the flat profile required for the high-beta
equilibria discussed in the text.

field. Appropriate modifications in the external circuits make it in fact possible to generate
any given q-profile. Profiles such as a have the force-free currents that are also present in
regular Tokamak discharges; a profile asc has additional "programmed force-free currents."
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Fundamental Timescales for Flux Conserving
Tokamak Heating and

Certain Global FCT-Equilibrium Properties*

D. J. SlGMARt
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee USA

ABSTRACT

Since the existence of high beta flux conserving equilibria has been established it be-
comes important to analyze the accessibility of these equilibria via auxiliary heating, to
discuss the resistive decay of the safety factor profile and to extend the virial theory to
noncircular plasma cross sections.

I. TIME SCALES FOR FLUX CONSERVATION

There is a fundamental difference between ohmically heated and beam heated tokamaks.
In the former, the energy confinement time TE has to equal the heating time rh, the poloidal
beta is transport limited to (3p < R/a and flux diffusion is in equilibrium with the pressure
rise. In the latter, rh can in principle be decoupled from TE, j3p > R/a is possible without
encountering an MHD equilibrium limit and flux diffusion is much slower than the beam
driven pressure rise. Let UE pursue these ideas for a specific next generation tokamak, the
ISX-B machine at ORNL.

The primary objective of ISX-B is to test the effects of strong beam heating (Pb/POH <
10) in an elongated tokamak plasma. Theoretical estimates of MHD instability limits and
of the transport properties of a low field moderate size plasma such as ISX-B arrive at a few
percent (3. With an aspect ratio A = 3.5 and expecting q2 ~ 0(10) one obtains from the
naive formula

|3p = q2A2p =± 10 X 12.5 x 0 > A,3p

commonly called the "high |3 regime." Numerical calculations yield similar results for fip.
With Pb < 3 MW, the heating time Th = p/(POH +Pb) is expected to fall below the

poloidal skin time rs = 4na2/ri\\c2, so that from

8 1 + PJRb'rOH

it appears that the plasma is taken from its initial ohmic heating equilibrium with $p < 1 to
Pp < A in a time less than a skin time. Thus one concludes from a very simple theoretical

•Research sponsored by the Department of Energy under contract with Union Carbide Corporation.
'ORNL, on leave of absence from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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viewpoint that in ISX-B the stage is set for a flux conserving transition to high ,8 tokamak
equilibria.

It is worthwhile to investigate this time ordering in more detail, including the effect of
finite energy confinement time TE and the delay in heating due to the finite slowing down
time tf. The simplest model for the pressure rise is

£ - - £ • HO-.-«"> •!•„„ (1>

where rf is the slowing down time of the fast injected particles, Pb and POH are the power/
volume into the plasma due to beam injection and ohmic heating, respectively, and we
define r^1 = K/4a2n, K being the effective perpendicular heat conductivity. [We note
from Eq. (1) that only in a purely ohmic steady state discharge does TE equal the usual defini-
t i o n ^ = p/POH.]

From the solution of Eq. (1)

-
- e

p ( 0 ) - e p(0) ^ * '

(2)
P(O)

one obtains for the fractional pressure rise at t = TE

Ap P(TE) ~ p(0)

P(O)

- 0.632
TE{P0H 4

P(P)

-Pb)

1
'A

' P(0) 1

\

" TElTf
(3)

and we recall that for Pb = 0, TEP0H/p(Q) — 1 = 0. In the desirable limit TflrE « 1, Eq. (3)
becomes

(4)

an expected result, whereas in the opposite limit of poor confinement TJTE » 1, there
results

T- ̂  a632 IWT i1 + °-582 7^) ~ °-632

indicating that beam heating will not occur unlessPb/POH > (rf/TE) X 2.72.
Specifically, for the ISX-B parameters, Vol. = 1.23 X 106 cm3 (for circular cross sec-

tion), n = 2 • 1013 cm"3, Te + Tt = 0.6 keV and T = 8 ms (a very conservative number),
one has P(0)/TE X Vol. = 300 kW, whence it follows from Eq. (4) that to produce a Ap/p
of 2 in one energy containment time takes 1.26 MW, quite within the range of available
beam powers. This reconfirms the statement made previously that ISX-B may have the
injection power to heat flux-conservingly, provided the energy confinement time TE does
not strongly deteriorate with high power injection, which ultimately only the experiment
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call show. (Model dependent transport simulations including trapped ion mode anomalous
diffusion and beam driven impurity effects lead to less optimistic predictions at 3 MW of
beam power.)

II. RESISTIVE DECAY OF THE g(i//)-PROFILE

While it thus appears feasible to conserve flux on the beam-heating time scale there will
occur flux diffusion on the slower resistive time scale. Since in a magnetized plasma the
classical perpendicular resistivity TjfL = 2i)n = 2rjs, where r?s is the Spitzer-resistivity and,
judging from anomalously enhanced electron cross field diffusion, r)1 effective > r\f- is pos-
sible, it is interesting to find the diffusion coefficient for the decay of q{ii, t) and its de-
pendence on i?|| and/or TJĴ .

Several authors seem to have addressed this question, recently. Byrne and Klein [1]
derived the essential ingredients for an equation of the form

without actually writing it down. Pereversiev et al. derived Eq. (6) precisely but not in an
easily accessible paper [2] . The coefficients k1 2(

XIJ) a r e related to the "inductance coef-
ficients" k = <|vi|/|2/.R2> and A = <R~2). Hirshman [3] arrived at the more general result

• B)) (7)

where E is the electric field, B the magnetic field, V(\l>) is the volume inside a flux surface
\jj, and < > denotes a flux-surface average. This result follows solely and simply from
Faraday's law and toroidal symmetry, starting with the defining relation for the safety
factor

^ ^ - a > (8)

where R is the major radius to a point on the flux surface. The fundamental insight from
Eqs. (6), (7) derives from the fact that only the parallel resistivity enters the flux diffusion
time TM ~ (T?||(IVI/'I2)/^O)~1, where i//o is the total poloidal flux in the plasma column.
Since the parallel resistivity in tokamaks appears to be purely classical this result bodes
well for flux conservation in hot large tokamaks unless it turns out that in the reactor there
should exist an unforeseen anomalous bootstrap current, driving (E • B) in Eq. (7) or, con-
comitantly, that the quantities entering the expression for TM implicitly are subject to
anomalous perpendicular diffusion.

III. GLOBAL EQUILIBRIUM CHARACTERISTICS OF
NONCIRCULAR FLUX CONSERVING TOKAMAKS

A year ago Clarke and Sigmar [4] calculated the pressure driven increase of the total
plasma current / during the flux conserving heating phase of a tokamak plasma with circu-
lar cross section. The unexpected result was that I <xpU3 (where p is the volume averaged
pressure) and thus 0p ~ p 1 ' 3 ~ 01 '3 a radical departure from the usual formula 0p =
0(g2/e2) ~ p. The seeming paradox is resolved when one realizes that in an ohmically
heated tokamak the steady state pressure is proportional to / 2 , whereas in the FCT the
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pressure rises due to the auxiliary heating and the current has to adjust according to pressure
balance and the constraint of flux conservation.

The resulting relatively smaller value of (3p, achieved at a certain value of 0 and at the
same value of q{a) [since Q ( ^ ) is frozen in] as in the initial low j3 state suggests improved
stability behavior of those pressure diiven modes whose threshold depends on (3p, besides
postponing equilibrium limitations which (although not operative on the flux conserving
time scale) may threaten the confinement on a longer time scale. It is therefore useful to
redo the calculation of [4] for an elliptical m;nor cross section plasma. This has been
initiated by Mizoguchi and Kammash [5] whose first results we will briefly report here.

Following [4], an elliptical flux model is assumed as

fl2 ± = (R

where R^ is the center of the individual flux contour \p = constant, \jjo is the total poloidal
flux in the plasma and K = a2/b2 describes the (variable) elongation. Then the poloidal field
is given by

a 1 + d cos 0

where d - (2\jjo/a)(dR^ /d\p) measures the Shafranov-Shift.
Generalizing the virial theory of [4] to include the elliptical terms in Bp, Mizoguchi

and Kammash find for the poloidal beta, in the "high beta" (i.e., |3 ~ alR) limit,

h - (C h3 (H-f 1 ^
where j3p = / pdV/irRI^ measures the pressure, normalized by the square of the initial (low
beta) current. For a 2:1 elongation the factor in brackets (Eq. (9)) equals 0.46, showing a
marked additional reduction of j3p due to elliptical geometry, besides the flux conserving
reduction derived in [4] for the circular plasma cross section. Thus it appears possible to
produce elongated "high beta" plasmas with |3p > 1.
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Stable High-p Equilibria for Cylindrical Symmetry

JOHANN W. EDENSTRASSER
University of Innsbruck, Austria

ABSTRACT

A certain class of MHD equilibria (the current density profile being the result of a varia-
tional principle) is investigated. The corresponding Grad-Shafranov equilibrium equation is
solved for the straight circular cylinder in the plasma-on-the-wall case. The solution is
appropriate for the description of tokamaks as well as high-j3 pinches. The maximum achiev-
able slab'e |3-values are limited to 50% and proportional to the percentage of the longitudinal
current density at the plasma surface. These large (S values can only be achieved in the case
of diamagnetic confinement systems and high-(3 pinches. The highest stable j3-values for the
conventional paramagnetic tokamaks are found to be less than 1%. A remarkable agreement
with the experimental data is found for the reversing of the RFP pinches.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a general coordinate system (x1, x2, x3) whose metric coefficients do not depend on
xs, the magnetohydrostatic equations can be reduced, by assuming b/dx3 = 0, to an elliptic
differential equation the generalized Grad-Shafranov equation [1]

/v<A (8aP\ ldB3 dp
\S33/ \ #33 / 3 2g 3 3 d0 d<(>

4> is the transverse magnetic flux, p(<j>) the kinetic pressure, 53(0) the mathematical, covar-
iant component of the magnetic field; §3, g3 are the mathematical co- and contravaxiant
basis vectors.

To this class of coordinate systems belong, e.g., all cylindrical and all rotational systems
(with arbitrary cross-section) as well as helical systems and Mercier's (natural axis) coordi-
nates. In cylindrical coordinates Eq. (1) is well known and named after Shafranov, Schliiter,
and Grad.

Within ideal MHD the two functions 53(0) and p(4>) are entirely arbitrary and no
reasonable criterion is known for choosing these functions so as to get satisfactory equi-
libria. The contravariant component j 3 of the longitudinal current density is related to
these two functions by

Thus, the starting point of all equilibrium calculations has been an appropriate choice of
the longitudinal (toroidal) current density. Note, however that to date there is no direct
and convincing way of measuring the current density profile.
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For the last few years, several authors have tried to remove the arbitrariness of the cur-
rent density profiles by solving the whole set of equations of real MHD (compare, e.g., the
talks given by Mercier, Field, and Monticello at this meeting). I have overcome the arbi-
trariness of the pair of functions p(0) and 53(0) by minimizing the potential energy with
respect to <j> and p ((/>), keeping the total current and the maximum kinetic pressure
constant [2] . This yields (for general symmetry) the following expressions for the functions

and

7 being the ratio of the specific heats.
For given parameters Pm~-^. ?> B3 the resulting equilibrium has then the lowest possible

potential energy (among the symmetric equilibria).
For the straight circular cylinder there exists yet another solution of my variational

^ ^ 2)e'X* (4)

To show the characteristics of this class of equilibria, I am going to solve the corresponding
Grad-Shafranov equilibrium equation in the case of the straight circular cylinder. For
simplicity only the plasma-on-the-wall case is regarded.

II. SOLUTION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEM

In the case of the straight circular cylinder, assuming only r-dependence, the equilibrium
Eq.(1)reduces to

„ •• 1 • dp i dBz
2

Inserting the expressions for the two arbitrary functions from Eq. (4) yields

. 1 d<f>

If we impose the boundary conditions 4>{x = 0) = <p0 and <t>{x = 1) = 0 Eq. (6) has
the solution [3]

In i
\ A =

Instead of A, now the parameter a is regarded as continuous eigen value. By using
Eqs. (2), (4), and (7) one gets for the longitudinal current density the following expression
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Integrating the two flux functions in Eq. (4) yields

. Cl
**£* j w ^ ) • 2}
+« 2 ) (H-a 2 ) 2 |_ *o J

a

c0, c l 5 c2 being constants. Here, 7 is taken as 5/3.
With the boundary conditionsp(x - 0) = p 0 andp(x = 1) = 0 one obtains

p{x) = __££_ J j l i ^ L _
H2 2) \ f

= p 0 r 0
2 In( l + tt8)( ) _ _Jo__

C ° 8 ^ 4 ( 2 + 2 ) l ( l + 2 ) '

The transverse or poloidal magnetic field SA is given by

a 0 o v
^ r 0 l n ( l + a2) 1 + a*x2

j$ and Bz depend on the constant c2 in Eq. (9), which is determined by the initial # , field.
The functions p, </>, y3, and 5^, which are all independent of the constant c2, are plotted in
Fig. 1 (for a = 0.5,1,1.5, 2). In normalized form, these four quantities are written

±_ _ a2) ' p 0 a

J2°
(l + a2*2)2

40O a2

a2) ln (1 + a2)

In spite of the simplicity of my solution, the equilibrium quantities show a very realistic
behaviour. An interesting feature is perhaps the nonvanishing of the longitudinal current
density at the plasma boundary. For example, J. J. Field in his talk given at uiis meeting has
arrived at a similar current density profile. Such profiles also have been used in JET
equilibrium calculations.
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FIGURE 1. Normalized equilibrium quantities p, B^, 0, jz versus x = r/r0 for a = 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2. (p kinetic pressure, BQ poloidal magnetic field, 0 poloidal magnetic flux, jz toroidal
current density.)

Now, I am going to relate c2, the constant of integration appearing in the expression fpr
Bz, to the physical quantities (3 and p0. Inserting the constant c0 from Eq. (10) yields

(x) = c2 +
I2 2p0

l47r2r0
2a2

(13)

The following volume integrals, which are needed for the calculation of the 0's, are
taken between 2 = 0 and 2 = 1.
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(2 + a2

With the help of these integrals one obtains the expressions for {5 and j3poi

( 1 + a 2 )
2

( 2 + a 2 )

=
 2Po f + J ( l ^ ) l n ( l « ) _ p o ( W ) ]

' 2 + tt2 . f 2 47r2r0
2

a
4 (2 + a

2 ) a 2 J

The parameter c2 inEq. (13) may now be expressed by j3 and onegets5z =52(x;(3,/,p0;a)

+ a2*2)2' U*W 2 + a2j a2

2p0 f l , 1 + a 2 ! / 2 ( lH-a 2 ) 2 l n ( l + a2

The maximum j3-value is achieved for 520 —> 0 and j3 -* |3pol

4a4

• (18)
2)]

( 1 **• Q ) [ l n ( l ^ " t t ) —

This function attains its maximum value 2 for a ->• 0, i.e., for the trivial case with all
quantities constant For a - 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 the values for /*max are 1.7, 1.3, 1, 0.8,
respectively. These maximum ji values are certainly unrealistic since they are achieved for a
vanishing supporting Bz field. The stability analysis below will yield a more realistic bound

III. PARA- AND DIAMAGNETIC CONFINEMENT

In my variational principle [2] , I did not assume any special confinement system. There-
fore my theory applies to low-)3 as well as to high-/3 tokamaks, to FCT tokamaks and to
toroidal pinches as well as to RFP pinches, to paramagnetic as well as to diamagnetic
systems. It will turn out that the equilibrium with p(0) and 5Z

2(0) given by Eq. (9) describes
in a satisfactory manner Iow-j3 and FCT tokamaks and high-|3 pinches with no force-free
currents and no field reversal. For high-i? pinches with force-free currents at the outer part of
the discharge and for RFP pinches, p(4>) and Bz((j>) are different in the inner and outer part
of the discharge (only the constants c0, Cj, and c2 are different). These two cases will be
discussed in a subsequent publication.
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In the following calculations one has to distinguish between the cases b > 0 and b < 0,
belonging to the paramagnetic and diamagnetic confinement, respectively.

From the conservation of the total toroidal UJX it follows that

i> = f [°Bzordrd<p = ( [ ° Bz(r)rdrdp. (19)

The two constants a and b, defined in Eq. (17), are now related to the initial vacuum field

Bzo = 2 [ s/a + b/(l + a.2x2)2 x dx (20)

For the paramagnetic confinement with b > 0 Eq. (20) yields

=^l\ yK(l + a2)2 + 1 - V F

+ 1 - + 1

•a2)2 + 1 + l)k/T+~T -

27rr0

a 2 ) U/2
K = alb . (21)

For the diamagnetic confinement with b < 0 one obtains

—— j v4( l + a2)2 - 1 arctg ^ ~ arctg

+ a2)4

K = :ahb.

(22)

The ratio BZIBZO taken at the boundary, usually known as field reversal ratio, is denoted
by R {Bz is the equilibrium and Bzo the initial vacuum field).
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R =
B, >c + 1/(1 +a 2 ) 2

B,,
(23)

The pinch ratio 6 is given by

6 = B, 4irr0B.2O
(24)

If B^ is measured in Gauss and / in Amp, then the 4TC has to be dropped.
In the paramagnetic case the final form of R(K, a) and 0(K, a, (1) is written

R = a2 y/K + 1/(1 + a 2 ) 2 • F(K,a) K = alb

e =
a2)2 + ft2)4 a 2 )

, a) =

+ | l n

r l

(25)

Analogously, one obtains for the diamagnetic case

R = a2 y/K - 1 / ( 1 + a 2 ) 2 G{K, a) K = o/-6

In ( l + a2) -

"}
, a)

G(K,a) = • (26)

Now, we are able to express R, the attenuation (or amplification) of the toroidal field Bz
at the boundary, as a function of the pinch ratio 0. R = R(a, k(0)) is plotted for a = 1 in
Fig. 2.

The experimental data are taken from Zeta [4] , which has a j3 * 10%. A striking accord-
ance between these data and tha curve calculated for 8 = 10% can be seen.

The field reversing in HBTX i, which has a 6 ^ 40%, occurs at 1.5 < 0 < 1.8 [5] .
According to my theory, for 0 = 40% the field reversing occurs at 6 = 1.6, also showing a
very good agreement with the experiment.
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FIGURE 2. Attenuation (or amplification) of the toroidal magnetic field Bz at the boundary
versus the pinch ratio 6 for several values of 0. (•, A, • experimental data from Zeta [4].)

Present tokamaks are operating in the paramagnetic regime with 0.2 < 6 < 0.6 and
0 < 1%. As can be seen from Fig. 2 there are two possible ways to get to higher 0's, first
by increasing the pinch ratio 6 and secondly by decreasing the induced paramagnetism
(and even changing to the diamagnetic confinement), both ways being considered in desined
future tokamaks.

IV. STABILITY AND BOUNDS FOR /3m a x

Up to now, nothing has been said about the continuous eigen value a. A physical system
always tends to approach the state of the lowest possible potential energy, compatible with
the appropriate boundary conditions and with certain other constraints (e.g., invariants of
motion). This means, we find the corresponding value of a by stability considerations.

Independent of the confinement system considered, a sufficient criterion for stability
to all m = 0 modes {m toroidal mode number) is given by a < 1 [1] . The corresponding
necessary and sufficient criterion allows, depending on Bzo and p 0 , somewhat larger a's.

In the case of the tokamak, the criterion for localized modes and internal kinks is
Mercier's criterion ^(O) > 1.

For the calculation of q, we need the longitudinal (toroidal) magnetic flux ii which
is given by

= 27rr0 Bz(x')x dX' = 2nrQ
2 a + 6/(1 + a2

X'2)2 X <*x' • (27)
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The safety factor q is defined as d\j//dx, where x is the transverse magentic flux per
length 2ITR and counted from the magnetic axis outwards. Since 0 is the transverse poloidal)
magnetic flux per unit length of z and counted from the boundary inwards, it follows that

d* _ d^> d^j Id*
q ~ dX ~ 27riJd0 2irRdx/dX' K '

Using Eqs. (12) and (27), one obtrias for the safety factor q(x)

q{x) = ^ - r - v/a(l + a 2
X

2 ) 2 + 6 . (29)
A/( l + cr)

A being the aspect ratio R/r0. Hence, the condition q{0)> 1 is written

< a + b . (30)
47r2r0

2

Substituting fora and b from Eq. (17) into Eq. (30) yields

ln ( l + a2) i

a
4 a2 2 + a,2

(31)

The expression in the square brackets is for all real a's negative and attains its minimum
value -0.5 for a —> 0. Since the aspect ratio must always be larger than unity it follows
that the left-hand side of Eq. (31) is positive. Hence, the right-hand side must be positive,
leading to a bound for the maximum achievable )3

:=!) = 50% (32)

whereby Eq. (12) has been used for the current density. For a * 1, this bound for 0m a x

is still rather large. However, it will turn out that such large j3 values—if Mercier's criterion
(7(0) > 1 has to be fulfilled—are only possible in the case of diamagnetic confinement.
For high-0 pinches, relying on wall and shear stabilization (with q(0) < 1), the maximum
achievable |3 is bounded by Eq. (18). For an exact bound for (3 the full stability analysis
would have to be applied.

With the help of Eqs. (29) and (21), the following relation may be derived for the
paramagnetic case.

± - qw
2A2 - f(a)

4 - 1- (33)
or

From Eq. (21) we infer that for the paramagnetic case the inequality K(1 + a 2 ) 2 + 1> 0
must be fulfilled, yielding
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0 < x (34)

M2 «)
For a's of the order of unity f(a) may be neglected with respect to qJ'A2. Thus we

arrive at the following bound

* 7TF' (35)

Representative values are qw = 5, A = 5 and <?„, = 4, A - 3 for early and current tokamaks,
respectively. According to my theory, the resultant values for/3 are 0.69%, being in accord-
ance with the experimental data.

Using the Eqs. (21) and (29), the analogue to Eq. (33) is found for the diamagnetic case

K ( 1 + O 2 ) - 1 = ^ 'T- (36)

qjA2 + f{a) -j

From Eq. (22) it can be seen that now the inequality K(1 +cv2) > 1 must be fulfilled,
leading to

0 > - ~ • (37)
A

With Eq. (37), we have arrived at a very interesting result, namely at a lower bound for (3.
Now, we can formu'ate the following statement: The quantity (qu,A)~2 is an upper bound
for (5 in the paramagnetic case and a lower bound in the diamagnetic case.

This statement once more stresses the advantage of the desired diamagnetic confinement
systems. The proposed way of getting to these equilibria is the application of auxiliary
heating to the Iow-j3 paramagnetic tokamaks.

In the case of the FCT tokamaks, the fluxes, and hence the paramagnetism, remain
conserved during the neutral injection heating leading to high-(3 paramagnetic equilibria
(not belonging to our class of equilibria). However, it is shown [6] that on a resistive time
scale these high-j3 equilibria become diamagnetic, this being in accordance with our theory.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For a special current density profile, resulting from some variational principle [2], we
have solved the Grad-Shafranov equilibrium equation for the plasma-on-the-wall case. The
solution, albeit extremely simple, leads to very realistic equilibrium quantities, with a non-
vanishing longitudinal current at the plasma surface.

For comparison with experiment we have plotted the field reversal ratio versus the pinch
ratio 0. Our model allows, contrary to the force-free Bessel function model [4] and [5] ,
the description of diamagnetic equilibria and furthermore gives the dependence of the field
reversing on 0 (for Zeta, 6 = 1.2 and for HBTX 1,6 = 1.6). However, in the case of the
high-/3 pinches, the stability with respect to the kink modes remains to be shown.

Application of Mercier's criterion q(0) > 1 shows that the maximum achievable (3 is
bounded by the ratio y/jz(wall)/;^(axis). The quantity (qwA)~2 is found to be an upper
bound for j3 in the paramagentic and a lower bound in the diamagnetic case.
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Maximum Thermal Energy Density in
Magnetically Confined Plasmas

B. COPPI*

I. RELEVANCE OF THE IDEAL MHD APPROXIMATION

In an earlier paper [ 1 ] we havs considered the possibility of obtaining relatively high
values of the parameter 0 in dense, magnetically confined, toroidal plasmas with low aspect
ratios. In particular, the relevant equilibrium configuration is achieved by magnetic flux con-
servation after thermonuclear ignition has been attained, relying on the ensuing rapid plasma
heating by the produced a-particles. Equilibrium configurations with the desired values of 0
and aspect ratios have been reproduced numerically by different authors and reported [2].
The remaining question is whether these configurations can be stable against the onset of
"disconnected" ballooning modes of the type that have been described in Ref. 3. These
modes, that are localized over periodically spaced successive intervals of a given magnetic
field line, are driven by the combined effects of the finite plasma pressure and the locally
unfavorable magnetic curvature. The analysis of these modes that has been carried out ex-
plicitly in Ref. 3 and in following papers such as Ref. 4, is restricted to the limits of the
ideal MHD approximation and to an equilibrium configuration that reproduces the main
features of a realistic configuration only in the limit |3 « 1.

Here we shall examine the consequences of the limiting value of p that follows from
analyzing the onset of these modes in high temperature regimes where the ideal MHD ap-
proximation is not strictly valid and for finite-(3 configurations exhibiting the main features
of those that are obtained by magnetic flux conservation. For a start, we consider a config-
uration in which the magnetic surfaces are circular and labelled by the variable r, while 8
and f are the poloidal and toroidal angular coordinates, respectively. We refer to the local
value, at r = ro, of

8irp(ro)
(3

where p = n{Te + T,), and recall that the highest estimate of the growth rate for the MHD
ballooning mode is

(1)

when |3 > |3e, 0C being the threshold value for the onset of the relevant instability. Here n is
the particle density, T the temperature, vm the ion thermal velocity, rp = -(d Inp/dr)'1 the
scale distance for the pressure gradient and Rc the radius of curvature of the magnetic line
on which the mode is localized.

•INESCO, INC., Arlington, Virginia, and Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA.
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Now we notice that in regimes of thermonuclear interest the electron and ion collision
frequencies are smaller than the relevant transit frequencies [5,6].

^ and v{ < - ^ , (2)

L being the typical periodicity length of a given magnetic field line. At the same time, re-
ferring to Eq. (1) we can see that the mode growth rate lies in the frequency range

Notice that the first inequality can be satisfied, for Te ^ T,, when

that is a realistic condition. Then, in order to see whether the results of the ideal MHD ap-
proximation extend to regimes for which the inequalities (2) and (3) are satisfied, we refer
to a one dimensional plane geometry, that simulates the toroidal one we consider, by adopt-
ing the correspondences

x -> r, y - r6 , z - i?cf , *„ - 2TT/L , g -> p

In fact, we consider density perturbations from the equilibrium that are represented by

nx = n(x) exp (-icot + ikyy + ik^z),

z is the direction of the confining magnetic field, g the effective gravity acting in the x di-
rection and rn = (-rlUnn/dx)"1. The relevant form of the perturbed electric field is

while

We notice, in particular, that Ez = 0 for

^

and this is verified in the ideal MHD approximation for which

Mi + Hix W

jy being the macroscopic flow velocity. Now, we introduce the scalar
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that can be regarded as a measure of the departure from the frozen-in-law. We shall show
that x < ? for the mode we consider and that no obvious change in the dispersion relation
for the ballooning modes of interest can be foreseen unless a realistic finite-/3 equilibrium
configuration and the particle orbits that are appropriate to it are analyzed.

Before proceeding witi: the plane geometry simulation we notice:
(a) the growth rate (1) actually lies in the frequency range

cofi < co < cobe , (7)

where u)6e = (v^e/L) (AB/B)1/2 is the bounce frequency of trapped electrons and AB/B the
relative modulation of the magnetic field. Thus, the effects of trapped electrons should be
considered in referring to a realistic configuration;

(b) to the extent that the frozen-in-law can be violated the system may take advantage
of the magnetic well dug by the plasma when j3 increases In fact, the unfavorable term en-
tering the guiding center drift is fully compensated by the magnetic field gradient associated
with the plasma pressure when

B • IB * - | v£2 , (8)

implying 4\B • VJ3| * 47r|vpl or (3 =» 4rp/fio.
On the other hand, when the frozen-in-law (5) is strictly obeyed the plasma tends to

carry the magnetic well with itself and ballooning modes tends to remain unstable, for
(3 > (3C, under the effect of the unfavorable magnetic curvature [7].

Returning to observation (a), we recall that the fraction of trapped particles in a toroidal
configuration scales as

r
while, as we shall see, x/0 scales as r/R0 for transverse wavelengths much larger than the ion
gyro-radius, Ro being the torus major radius and Ro ~ Rc. Thus, we expect that the correc-
tion on 7 due to trapped electrons will scale as

»* w
An evaluation of j including these effects has been carried out recently [8] on the basis of
the generalized energy principles described in Refs. [9] and [10], and the correction of
order Eq. (10) was found to contribute to stability as expected.

Finally, we observe that, in spite of extensive experimental work carried out on finite-/?
toroidal configurations, no ideal MHD ballooning modes have been identified yet.

We simulate the theory of ballooning modes in a plane configuration by considering the
frequency range v^ < u/kn < vfhe that reproduces (3). The relevant dispersion relation can
be obtained from the two equations

and

nu = nel. (12)
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These, using a well known procedure and considering the asymptotic limit co/k^ v^ > 1, re-
duce to

CO - C J ^ / ^ CJ - OJ

and

CO — O ) *
* e

Here,

and \ 2 g = Te/(47rne2).
Now we consider the interesting case where 6, < 1 and define

Then we have,

"

y-D =

= - - p f d*r?ii{i - «/(*l|Dthe)], (16)

= Jo(&.) exp (-6,.), 6,- = fe2T,/(m,.n,.2), (17)

where bs = (Te/r,)6,. If we take the ordering 6S ~ cj^e u>Delto
2 ~ cj^g tJDe/(fe

2i)2 ) we find,

X ~ M - (21)

Thus, IE,, | « |fe(|0| and we have the dispersion relation
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Conversely, if u2/(k2v2 bs) - 1 or OJ = u>+e + 5OJ and bsk
2v2 ~ co^Sw, we have

X ~ 0 .

Thus, we see that the result of the MHD theory is recovered even in the collisionless regime
and that, we obtain yf$< 1 in the limit where Eq. (22) is valid. We may, in fact, rewrite the
dispersion relation resulting from the previous equations as

-I ~ (23)

while

(24)

Notice that if bs < rp/R0 we would find x/0 ~ r
pIRo-

The condition for stability can be derived simply from Eq. (22) and can be written as

2

Gc . (25)P ^ Pc — W \~T~

We have introduced the quantity Gc in order to take into account the results of a more com-
plete theory including the effect of magnetic shear [ 3] . In particular, Gc is a finite increasing
function of the local value s = d$.nq/d9.nr, l/q(r)= U2n, i(r) being the rotational transform.
The minimum value of Gc, that is found in a configuration with circular magnetic sur-
faces [3,4] and s = 0, is below 1/2.

Now, in the absence of a consistent theory carried out for a realistic configuration we
may attempt to evaluate the impact that the results of such a theory may have on the (3
limit. Therefore, we construct a model dispersion relation that includes the following effects

(a) the "shortening" of the effective connection length when

- 2RO i T \2
rp \2*Rol

This effect is discussed further in Section III.
(b) the steepening of the pressure gradient occurring when 0 increases.
(c) a degree of influence of the magnetic well dug by the plasma and connected with

the degree of breakdown of the frozen-in-law.
Thub, we replace

L-*Lo[l-aJe], (26)

T ~* ~r ~, 3 • (27)
rP rpo 1 - a r t
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Here

•po
2-nR,

(28)

aL and <xp are finite coefficient to be deduced from the analysis of the considered toroidal
configuration and 0 < aw < 1, its precise value depending on the degree by which the
frozen-in-law is violated. Then, we obtain, instead of Eq. (25)

S \ 2 / = 2Gc(l-aJc),

where ew = (aw/8)(2irRo/Lo)
2. In particular for ew « 1 and aL = ap

= 2GC

(29)

(30)

Now it is possible to verify that values of |3C considerably higher than Gc can be obtained.
A mode that shows a definite improvement as (3 is increased is the "ubiquitous" trapped

electron mode [5] in the limit of wavelengths shorter than the ion gyroradius. In this con-
nection we recall [11,6] that the relevant growth rate tends to vanish when

(31)

where 0e = 8irnTe/B
2. In fact, the relevant mode dispersion relation can be written as

,2 ~ - L.
\l/2 1 *%**•[*$_

- 1

(32)

We also recall that in the case of an Ignitor experiment [1] , finite 0 conditions are reached
only after ignition where the degree of collisionality of the relevant plasma regimes is quite
low and the influence of electrical resistivity is very small. Thus, we can avoid considering
the possible unfavorable effects of the resistive ballooning modes which are fluidlike and can
be described by the simplified dispersion relation [7]

(33)

Here,

n =

is the magnetic diffusion coefficient and r\ is the electrical resistivity. In particular, if we
take the limit where CJ =» cô g + 5CJ and 5 a; < OJ*,, we have

(34)

for g/rn > co2. Then we see that instability can be found also when A2 v^ < g/rn, that is,
even when /3 < /3C, /3C being the critical j3 for the onset of the MHD ballooning mode that we
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have discussed earlier. In any case, it is evident from Eq. (25) and following considerations
that, in order to have the highest possible values of j3c near the center of the plasma column
where most of the fusion power is produced in an igniting experiment, it is convenient to
operate with as low q as possible. We notice that the ability to operate with values of q as
low as 2 at the edge of the plasma column even with relatively large aspect ratios has been
demonstrated recently in both the Alcator and Pulsator experiments of M.I.T. and Garching,
respectively.

II. TOPOLOGY OF BALLOONING MODES

Since the explanation for the results of the stability analysis by the PEST code was given
in Ref. 3, considerable activity has been devoted to analyzing the topological features of bal-
looning modes in a toroidal configuration. Therefore, we report here a description of the
same modes that establishes a connection between the original analysis given in Ref. 3 and
more recent ones by subsequent authors [4,12].

In a toroidal configuration with circular magnetic surfaces, in which we can adopt the
r, 0, £ coordinate system, we represent a general perturbation from the equilibrium by a
function ox the form

f I f 6 1 1
<f>(r, 0,f) = <t>{6, r) exp j -iut + in° U - j qK(r,0') dd' + in°C(r, 0) f (35)

Here J is the toroidal angular coordinate, n° is an integer

df = qt(r, 0) dO , (36)

is the equation for the line of force,

C(r, 2TT) - C(r, 0) = 2Ti[q(r) - qo] , (37)

,0')df)'!2TT, qo = m"ln° (38)r
q(o = I

C(0, r) being a correcting function that makes the exponential function of (35) periodic in 0
when q is not equal to a rational number, m° is an integer, and $"(0, r) is a periodic and
finite function of 0. Then we may rewrite

$ = 0(0, r) exp \-icjt + in° | f - [ qr^r, 0') dO'l | , (39)

where the indicated argument of the exponential function represents propagation across th°
magnetic field and

0(0, r) = 0(0, r) exp {-iC(0, r)} , (40)

is a non-periodic function of 0 when C ¥= 0 and r does not correspond to a rational surface.
Then we introduce the function F(Q) used in previous works [3,5] as

n°C(9,r) = SF(6,S2) (41)
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where

S = n"(q-qo), (42)

F(0) = I D(0'\Sz)d0\ (43)

D is an even and periodic function of both 0 and S

n D(d'\S2)dQ' = 2TT.

The modes we consider have a radial profile that is affected by two types of scale-
lengths [12]. One is that of the equilibrium pressure gradient and plasma current. The
other is connected with the distance between mode rational surfaces and corresponds to
S = 1, 2, 3, etc. The latter scale distance is the shorter of the two in realistic configurations
as we consider modes with values of n° well above unity. Then we take [12]

H9,r)exp[iSF(0)]

to be periodic in S as was done in Ref. 5 for the theory of trapped particle modes.
In order to treat "ballooning" modes of the disconnected type that were introduced in

Ref. 3, we choose D(9, r) to be close to a delta-function centered at ±ir and having a typical
width Ag « IT. Then, within the interval

-IT •+ AB < 6 < IT - A e (44)

\p(d, r) =s 0(0, S) where <p(8, S) is periodic in both 0 and S. We solve the relevant equation
for <? with the following boundary conditions

0(0 = 0) = 1 ,

0'(fl = O) = 0 ,

0(0 = TT) = 0^ , (45)

and we take 0^/0(0 = 0) =» Ag/ir. Thus the equation for 0 in the interval (44) is character-
ized by nonperiodic coefficients and we call this procedure the "disconnected mode
approximation."

One of the interesting aspects of this approximation, besides that of giving firsthand the
most relevant information on the considered modes, is that the equation for 0 is the same
as that to be used also for a more accurate representation of \p. This [12] corresponds to
choosing

F(d) = 0 (46)

and then taking into account the fact that

£ )e's9 (47)
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is a periodic function of S. This observation leads to express [ 12]

r
i

/ rQ\ v
 J / —• V 7

Thfc boundary conditions that are appropriate for the function do{Q) are

0(8 =0) = 1

?(0 = 0) = 0

0(|01 = °°) = 0 , (49)

where 6=6 + 2irj°. We also note that the/° = 0 component in Eq. (48) corresponds to the
eigensolution 0(0) in the interval (44) after we have chosen for C(r,6) the expression (41).
with Ag « it. The advantage of the representation (46) over the one corresponding to (43)
is that it carries a simple prescription for the boundary condition of 0O. The disadvantage is
that, once 0O is evaluated it is not simple to reconstruct the function $(0, r) out of (48) and
to visualize its physical properties.

III. MODEL EQUATION FOR FINITE-^ CONFIGURATIONS

In this section we consider at first a model equation, for disconnected ballooning modes,
which takes into account the most important changes occurring in the equilibrium configu-
ration when

3 = 20 | ° q* t (50)
rp

approaches unity. We derive this equation as an extension of the one given in Ref. 3, in
order to obtain the condition for marginal stability by a less rudimentary procedure than
indicated by Eq. (29).

In particular, we assume that the magnetic surfaces remain circular and we represent the
shortening of the connection length by writing an expression for BQ that gives a finite vari-
ation of it over a given magnetic surface. Thus, we take

and

We may notice at this point that in a finite-/3 flux conserving configuration the value of tne
poloidal field in the outer region of the torus, where ballooning modes can be localized, can
be as large as 3 times its average. In particular, OQ ($) is a positive, monotonically increasing
function of ft. In addition we consider [4]

dlnq .
V « c o s 9 ' (52)

in order to take into account the weakening of magnetic shear occurring around 6 = 0 as a
result of finite-(3 effects. We do not include any effect of magnetic well deepening as we re-
main in the frame of the ideal MHD approximation. Then we follow the same derivation,
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step by step, as that given in Ref. 3 to obtain a model second order differential equation in
£r(0,r) where

Sr - Fr(0,r)e"l>tdt + in0 [S ~ J q^dd'\ (53)

is the expression for the radial displacement in the interval

~lt + Ag < 0 < IT ~ Ag .

In order to recognize more easily the influence of the various terms included we give a quad-
ratic form that is obtained by multiplying the relevant dispersion equation in £r and integrat-
ing it in 0 over 2it. Then we obtain [13], in the "disconnected mode approximation,"

([1 - a e ( j § ) c o s 0 ] -j l +
"s0 - a_(J3) sine"

dd

cos e] 2 J cos0 + sin
S0 - a9(j3) sin 0

cos 0 ] s

- r 2 (l?rl J l
s0 - ag(|3)sin0

(54)

where P is a normalized growth rate. When adopting the representation (48) the same
equation is written for the function £ro(0) and < > means integration over (~°°, +°°). In
particular, if we neglect the terms in OLQ and aq snd consider $ > 1, we can derive a simple
dispersion equation for a mode localized around 0 = 0 as indicated in Ref. 3. This is

= o. (55)

and we consider

and

The solution of Eq. (55) is

- r2 = sr2 ~ f-,

s ~ d&nr

Er = exp I - -
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where

°o = (58)

(59)

Then we observe that no consistent asymptotic ordering can be found for a solution, for
instance of the type of Eq. (57), of Eq. (54) when ae ~ aq ~ 1 and j3 > 1. The equation
that is appropriate to consider instead of (54), written in terms of general coordinates [4],
0> X> ?» is, at marginal stability,

I J7? 2 B p
2

X 9(2ir9B)

xW0>l\RBp I51 fi5KA"T"x (60)

Here, the relevant magnetic configuration is represented by

= j[ {V0 X &r (61)

J is the Jacobian, i? the distance from the symmetry axis,

Bp = (70 X e f) ^

is the poloidal field, gg = IJ/(2TTR2), ?

( d s ) 2 = (62)

the metric, «„ and KS the normal and geodesic components of the magnetic curvature

K =-hBxv p + ^ - , (63)

and ic = KR.

Now we compare Eq. (60) with (54) and recognize the significance of the various terms
we have introduced. We see also that, as stated earlier, that Eq. (29) simulates the quadratic
forms Eq. (54) and (60) only in a qualitative fashion. Therefore, a reliable estimate of (3C re-
quires a detailed numerical analysis of Eq. (54) first and finally of (60). In fact, a numerical
analysis of Eq. (54) has been carried out recently by A. Ferreira, and has confirmed the
favorable indications given on the basis of Eq. (29) or Eq. (30).

A study of the interaction between the ubiquitous mode and the ideal MHD ballooning
mode in the limit of wavelengths larger than the ion gyroradius has been performed by
J. Filreis and S. Migliuolo [14] adopting a "low-(3" model configuration, that is without the
stabilizing effects _-i ag and aq. The result of this study is that, as j3 increases, the instability
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of the "ubiquitous" mode continues into that of the ideal MHD ballooning mode as these
modes have the same driving factor and topology. Therefore, instead of considering stability
limits that have to be removed when changing approximation or the type of confinement
configuration as a result, for instance, of different heating cycles, it is appropriate to con-
sider a sequence of intervals for the local 0 over which different processes will tend to prevail.
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The PEST Code and High-p Plasmas

M. S. CHANCE
Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory

Princeton, New Jersey, USA

I. INTRODUCTION

We study various aspects of ballooning instabilities using the PEST (Princeton Equilib-
rium and Stability) code. Since the code has been described previously elsewhere [1] , we
give only a general overview of it showing the salient features and then present some results
describing the dependence of ballooning instability on various equilibrium configurations.

II. THE PEST CODE

The PEST code is designed to study the linear ideal MHD stability properties of axisym-
metric systems. The MHD equations are solved by applying a Galerkin approach to extre-
mize the Lagrangian obtained by using the energy principle of Bernstein, et al. [2] . We
choose the coordinate system and the decomposition of the Lagrangian displacement care-
fully to conform as much as possible to the physical requirements. To take advantage of
periodicity, we Fourier decompose in the toroidal and poloidal variables, <p and 6; i.e.,

M_ L

££ n 0 ) - i w f ] , (1)

treating each n separately because of equilibrium axisymmetry. For the radial coordinate \)J
we use finite elements 4>m(^). The Jacobian J = (v<// X v#- V0)"1 is chosen such that the
magnetic field lines are straight in (6, (j>) on each surface.

Upon inserting the expression above for £ in the Lagrangian and extremizing, we are led
to the matrix equation

^ 2 , f )> - <SW(|,|* P ] ^ , ^ ^ = 0 (2)

which is diagnolized to obtain the eigenvalues GJ2, and eigenfunctions agm ; positive co2 in-
dicates purely oscillatory stable modes and, conversely, modes with to2 negative are un-
stable and purely growing. The size of the matrix M is determined by the choice of M and L,
the number of finite elements and Fourier components, respectively. These can be chosen
at will, the upper bounds, at present, being determined by the CPU storage and time of the
CDC 7800 computer used for the calculations. With due respect for numerical accuracy,
larger values of M and L will naturally give more accurate results; in general, large M values
are needed for modes localized in \j/, and large L is required for modes with high n values
since modes of interest usually demands that L > nq, with q the safety factor. We find also
that the required L and M increase as the plasma beta increases. The size of the matrix M
can be quite large because of these requirements; at present, it is not uncommon to solve
for eigenvalues from 4000 X 4000 matrices. This problem of large matrices is alleviated
quite substantially by taking advantage of the inherent sparseness due to the use of finite
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elements in i// which overlaps, at most, only nearest neighbors. At present, the eigenvalue
package used for large matrices in PEST is one developed by the MHD group at CRPP in
Lausanne, Switzerland for use in ERATO [3] a code similar to Princeton's PEST package.

Higher precision for the eigenvalues is obtained by extrapolating the results from suc-
cessive runs of the code for different L and M values. We find, to a very good approxin a-
tion, that the extrapolative formulae have the forms

Loo L M fixed (3)

* «Af + eMM~5m , L fixed (4)

where the constants « /« , , CJMOO. eL,eM,8L, 8M are determined empirically. Usually

5L ~ 1

showing exponential convergence in L ana quadratic convergence in M. Typically, we use
nine runs of the code to obtain a converged result. This procedure is outlined in Fig. 1.
There, for each of three values of M we extrapolate the eigenvalues obtained from three L
values to L ->• <» and then perform an extrapolation in M for M -»• °°. Results thus obtained
were checked against similar codes, ERATO and KERNER and the agreement was found
to be excellent [4].

III. APPLICATIONS

Some of the known MHD instabilities which can be studied with the PEST package and
possible mechanisms which could stabilize these modes are as follows:

(a) Internal kinks. These can occur if Q(0) < 1, and thus can be stabilized by ensuring
that q(0) > 1.

(b) Localized interchange modes. Stability of these modes can be ensured by choosing
equilibria which satisfy Mercier's criterion.

(c) Axisymmetric modes. Stabilized by a conducting wall near the plasma, or possibly,
active or passive feedback mechanisms.

(d) Current-driven free-boundary kink. This mode is most easily made stable by the
presence of a conducting wall on or near the boundary of the plasma. Introducing some
pressureless plasma outside the main body of the discharge also has a stabilizing influence
on this mode.

(e) Ballooning modes [5 ] . These modes are driven by pressure gradients and are local-
ized in regions of unfavorable curvature; since the curvature in tokamaks is dominated by
that of the main toroidal field, the amplitude of the mode is largest on the outer side of the
torus. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Ideally, one would like to achieve as high a plasma beta as possible, but this would en-
hance the driving mechanism of ballooning modes. Unlike cases (a) through (d) above, no
simple stabilizing scheme is as yet known. Current research in ideal MHD stability theory is,
therefore, biased heavily towards understanding these modes. The PEST code is being
applied quite extensively by the MHD group at Princeton to study them. These are best
analyzed if we make use of the properties of the modes listed above to isolate the pure
ballooning modes as much as possible. Thus, we choose equilibria with q(0) > 1, that satisfy
the Mercier criterion over most of the plasma region and place a conducting wall on the
plasma for the stability study. Typically, we choose n ~ 3; larger n values require corre-
sponding larger L and hence make the size of the matrix M prohibitively large. Fortunately,
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in the limit of large n the ideal equations can be shown to reduce to a relatively simple
second-order differential equation [6] to describe these modes. This equation is local in ^
and establishes only a stability criterion but it does complement the PEST code for the
range of n values. Both codes show very reasonable agreement for the cases in common so
far.

In Fig. 3 we plot the growth rate versus 0*[= 2no(jp
2 du/y)1/2/B0

2] for an equilibrium
with elongation b/a = 1.5, and the safety factor q ranging 1.08 at the axis is 3.59 at the
plasma edge; the pressure profile is given by

e-aLL

FIGURE 1. Graphical illustration of how the results of nine runs of the PEST
code are used to arrive at an extrapolated growth rate
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FIGURE 2. Typical eigenfunction for a ballooning mode showing the

larger displacement in the region of unfavorable curvature

= Po
w i t h 5 = (5)

here ^o,^b is the poloidal flux at the axis and edge respectively. The growth rate £2 is nor-
malized to the poloidal Alfven time. The notation nF, nW signifies stability studies done
with toroidal mode number n for a free surface mode and one with a conducting wall on the
plasma boundary, respectively. The solid line represents the result obtained when due care
is taken to extrapolate the results to L, M -»• °° as outlined above. Note that this can be quite
a significant difference from the unextrapolated results. Of the three curves shown, only the
3W represents a pure ballooning mode.

Rough calculations based upon balancing magnetic tension terms against pressure and
curvature effects indicate that the critical plasma beta, 0*, for balloon instability should

ftJL ,6)
Rq2
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FIGURE 3. Growth rate versus (3* for a fixed and free boundary case. This also illustrates
the significant difference between an extrapolated and a nonextrapolated result.

where R/a is the aspect ratio. This dependence on the aspect ratio is borne out by results of
the PEST code as shown in Fig. 4, where we plot /?* versus R/a for the parameters indicated.
The dependence on the safety factor given by Eq. (6) have not yet been established. In fact,
the critical plasma beta can depend quite significantly upon other plasma parameters such as
the detailed shape of the various equilibrium radial profiles, and the geometry of the plasma
cross section. At present, the PEST code is being used to study these and other effects upon
the stability of the ballooning modes.
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High Beta Tokamak Instabilities*
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ABSTRACT

Theoretical predictions using the ideal MHD model indicate that large-scale ballooning
modes should appear when the average beta is raised above 1-2% in present-day tokamak
geometries or 5-10% in more optimized geometries. The onset of instability is predicted to
be sudden and the behavior of ballooning modes to be strikingly different from the saw-
tooth and Mirnov oscillations experimentally observed at low beta. Conditions close to the
predicted onset were achieved in ORMAK with no noticeable change in plasma behavior.
Experiments are planned for the ISX tokamak to test the beta limit.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

The ORMAK experiment at Oak Ridge National Laboratory has demonstrated several of
the prerequisites needed to raise tokamak beta to several percent. First, a volume averaged
beta of about 1% was achieved [ 1 ] when 350 kW of coinjected neutral beam power was used
in a plasma with low g-value (<7edge = 2.5), low density (ne ^ 1.5 X 1013), and low toroidal
magnetic field (Btor = 10.5 kG). The volume averaged beta of the background plasma was
about 0.4% with the remainder of the pressure coming from the fast beam particles. Central
beta values were approximately 1.4% for the background plasma and approximately 3.0%
total. No fundamental changes were observed in the plasma characteristics—no voltage
spikes or excessively large Mirnov oscillations. Also, no toroidal spinup of the plasma from
the neutral beam momentum was observed.

Second, when the toroidal current was lowered to 70 kA, ORMAK was operated [2]
with neutral beam injection power (340 kW) greater than ohmic heating power (100 kW),
again with no fundamental change in the stability or normal energy confinement of the
plasma. At low density (he =. 2 X 1013 cm"3) and reduced impurity concentration (Zeff ^ 3),
significant electron heating (Teo from 0.3 keV to 0.75 keV) by neutral beam injection was
demonstrated in addition to ion heating (Tio from 0.2 keV to 0.7 keV). Electron heating
was also observed in high current discharges. Heating by neutral beam injection was found
to be equivalent to ohmic heating. Also, it was demonstrated [1,3] that neutral beam injec-
tion could be used to raise the ion temperatures to 1.8 keV.

With this in mind, the ISX-B experiment under construction at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory is designed to test the beta limits predicted for the onset of large-scale instabil-
ities [4,5,6] as described below. Massive amounts of neutral beam power (from 1.8 to 3.0
MW) will be injected into a moderately small volume of plasma (Ro = 92 cm, a = 26 cm,
1 < b/a < 1.9, 1.2 < plasma volume < 2.3 m3) in order to achieve an input power density
of up to 1.5 W/cm3 for up to 200 Msec. The low toroidal magnetic field (< 18 kG) is com-
patible with the 40 keV injection energy and is suitable for achieving average beta values up

*Research sponsored by the Department of Energy under contract with Union Carbide Corporation.
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to several percent. The flexible poloidal field design can change the shape of the plasma
from circular to elongated {b/a < 1.9) to D-shaped and is designed to accommodate the
rapidly heated plasma. In addition, the ISX series of experiments are relatively easy to
change (with their split toroidal field coil design) and they are coupled to a large number
of diagnostics.

A number of questions must be answered by the experiments as tokamak heating is
increased.

(1) What is the effect of ballooning modes as the plasma beta is increased beyond a few
percent? Can the predicted instabilities [4-6] be controlled?

(2) As the injection power becomes much larger than ohmic power, will the quality of
the plasma deteriorate? Will there be more impurities? Will the energy confinement
time decrease?

(3) How fast must the plasma be heated to make an effective test of the flux conserv-
ing tokamak concept [7,8,9,10] and what happens when the magnetic fluxes
diffuse?

(4) Do we have adequate control of the equilibrium and axisymmetric stability of the
plasma during rapid heating?

The ISX-B and PDX experiments are specifically designed to answer most of these questions.

MHD INSTABILITY COMPUTATIONS

The Oak Ridge initial value MHD computer code has been used for several years to
study the linear and nonlinear evolution of large scale instabilities in toroidal geometry [ 11 ].
Late in 1976, the cede was modified to accept axisymmetric equilibria with arbitrary
shape [ 4 ] such as the flux conserving high beta equilibria computed by Dory and Peng [ 9 ] at
Oak Ridge. In a D-shaped plasma with modest elongation (b/a = 1.6), large aspect ratio
(Asp = 4.0) and 9edge/9axis = 3.3, it was found [4] that a large-scale instability set in when
the volume averaged beta was raised above 4.5%. Now, in Figs. 1-3 of this report, results are
presented for a circular toroidal plasma with lower aspect ratio (Asp = 3.1) and a more
peaked current profile ( 9 , ^ / 9 axis = ^.5).

In Fig. 1 it can be seen that a striking change occurs in the growth rate curve as the
poloidal beta [or 0j = <p>/(# di mB^oXl§ dfi)2/2juo] is raised until it is comparable to the as-
pect ratio. As suggested by the Lausanne group, the growth rate curve seems to have two
components: In addition to the part that drops to a marginal point near q ^ = 1, there is an
extended tail that rapidly moves the marginal point out to large g-values as j3pol is raised.
This rapid change in the marginal point as a function of q^^ is a characteristic of balloon-
ing modes driven by pressure gradients and toroidal curvature at high poloidal beta.

Going along with this change in the growth rate curve is a change in the structure of the
instabilities as illustrated in Fig. 2. For three values of the equilibrium poloidal beta, level
contours are shown for the perturbed pressure in a cross section of the toroid associated
with that instability near the marginal point (g^g and y specified). Each of these instabili-
ties is helically twisted around the toroid with toroidal mode number n = 1. The instability
shown in the top frame is an ordinary internal m = 1 kink mode which dominates all such
low beta plasmas below g^g * 1. However, as the poloidal beta is raised, as in the middle
and lower figures, the strongest part of the instability shifts toward the outer edge of the
toroid and additional structure appears from the inner edge. The evident higher poloidal
mode numbers are due to resonance on flux surfaces with higher g-value. However, if one
were to follow the perturbed pressure or any perturbation variable along an equilibrium
magnetic field line, the perturbation would be strongest at the outer edge of the toroid and
would be nearly vanishing at the inner edge. This is characteristic of ballooning modes.

In Fig. 3, the same information given in Fig. 1 is presented in a different way. A level
contour of constant growth rate near the marginal stability point is plotted on the (<0>,
9axis) Plane. Poloidal beta is increasing from left to right along the curve. As the poloidal
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FIGURE 1. Instability growth rates for FCT equilibria with circular cross section

beta is increased, it can be seen that there is a maximum marginally stable beta which i
reached when the internal m = 1 kii d mode abruptly changes into a ballooning mode with
poloidal harmonics m > 1. This kind of curve is especially characteristic of ballooning
modes with n > 1.(6)

The sequence of equilibria used in this study was computed by Y-K. M. Peng. At
9axis = 1' t n e equilibria are a flux conserving sequence in which the q(ii) profile is held
fixed while the pressure profile is raised. From three members of this flux conserving
sequence, the growth rate curves are produced by scaling the equilibria

(1)
p
old

(2)

(3)

= Q fedge 'o.d
(4)

where S is a scale factor. This scaling holds the geometry and poloidal beta fixed, but it can
be seen that the <?-profile is changed.
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FIGURE 3. Volume averaged beta as a function of q-value at the magnetic-axis.
Poloidal beta increases along the curve from left to right.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In comparing this study with other research in the field, it becomes evident that balloon-
ing modes are a striking new instability phenomenon at high poloidal beta. The marginal
stability condition for ballooning modes depends on the plasma shape. They are more stable
in a £>-shaped plasma with low aspect ratio. The combination of a broad current profile and
a wall [13] also provides higher stable beta confinement. By analogy with the Rayleigh-
Taylor instability, it is expected that viscosity [ 14] and finite Larmor radius effects [15] will
allow still higher beta before the unstable plasma breaks into the toroidal analogue of
Benard convection cells and confinement deteriorates.
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Ballooning Modes in
Axisymmetric Toroidal Plasmas
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Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey, USA

There is growing belief that tokamaks will make economically viable reactors only if
they can attain moderately high values of j3, in the range 5-10%, and that the limit on (3
will be determined by the onset of ballooning instabilities [ 1-4]. These are ideal or resistive
MHD modes analogous to aneurisms that develop on a hose with weak spots. They are
driven unstable by the interaction of the plasma pressure gradient with local regions of un-
favorable magnetic field curvature. They are not nearly constant along the field line, as are
Mercier or interchange modes, but are concentrated in regions of bad curvature. Because
they bend the field lines, they are stabilized by magnetic tension, and require a threshold
plasma pressure to drive them unstable. Ideal MHD stability codes developed recently at
Princeton, Lausanne, and Oak Ridge show an increasing tendency toward ballooning at
higher toroidal mode number n, but these codes have convergence problems for n greater
than about 4. It is, therefore, worthwhile to develop an analytical theory of ballooning
modes with large mode numbors, which these codes cannot treat. Such a theory has several
advantages. By exploiting the large mode number, we can substantially reduce the difficulty
of determining stability, by converting the problem to the solution of ordinary differential
equations. The additional analytical progress which is possible in this limit improves our
intuitive understanding of these modes, and leads to interpretations of many features of the
code results. Finally, it enables us to treat additional physical effects such as resistivity.

After describing our equilibrium and coordinate system, I will show figures from the
Princeton PEST code for an unstable n = 3 mode, as a guide to the salient features of bal-
looning modes. I will then derive a system of three partial differential equations which
govern resistive ballooning modes with large ./>ode numbers, and discuss the relationship of
these equations to those governing low-n interchange and tearing modes, on one hand, and
those describing ideal ballooning modes, on the other. The limit of these equations when
resistivity and growth rate vanish can also be obtained from the ideal MHD energy principle,
and this leads to an interpretation of the forces involved. Specializing to this case for sim-
plicity, I will discuss a difficulty that arises in systems with finite shear. I will show how we
resolve this difficulty, and then describe a numerical technique which gives stability pre-
dictions in good agreement with some PEST code results.

We describe an arbitrarily-shaped, axisymmetric equilibrium in terms of Hamada co-
ordinates^] V, 6, f (Fig. 1). Each surf ace is labeled by the volume V enclosed within it. A
point on the surface is labeled by the angular variables d and f, which increase by 1 in going
around the torus the short way and the long way, respectively. The angle f is an ignorable
coordinate. The system has a unit Jacobian,

vv • ve x v? = l , (l)

and the magnetic field B and current density J have simple representations,
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V= Constant = Constant
FIGURE 1. Hamada coordinates

B - v v .-• ( v ' - 7 « - x ' " r ) ,

J = ~ V x (/'v/> - « / ' 7 f ) ,

(2)

(3)

involving their toroidal and poloidal fluxes y, x, A and J. These aie functions of V only, and.
primes denote derivatives \vith respect to V.

Fig. 2 shows an ideal MHD instability with toroidal mode number n = 3, derived by
the PEST code [2]. Arrows denote fluid displacement vectors in a poloidal cross section,
with the axis of symmetry on the left. Displacements are large on the right where the field
lines bend away from the plasma, and small on the left, where the field lines bend toward
the plasma. In regions where the displacements are large, there are radially extended chan-
nels which conduct the plasma directly to the wall. In these regions, the radial derivatives
are small.

Fig. 3 shows the normal component of the fluid displacement as a function of the
poloidal coordinate 0 on three flux surfaces, holding the toroidal variable f fixed. (The co-
ordinates used in the figure'-- are actually those used in the PEST code, which are similar to
Hamada coordinates but differ in ways which are not important for our purposes.) If we
count the number of oscillations m on each surface and relate it to the safety factor q on
the surface, we find that m * nq, indicating that the mode minimizes its variation along the
field line.

This tendency is verified in Fig. 4, where the normal displacement is plotted as a func-
tion of 0, holding f - qO fixed, following a field line. This eliminates the oscillations, but
still leaves finite variations along the field line. When 0 increases by unity at constant f - qO,
we move around the torus the long way by a certain amount and do not return to the same
physical point, so the curves are not periodic. Looking along a vertical line, we find that the
radial variation is small near 0 = 0, corresponding to the outer region of the torus where the
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FIGURE 2. Displacement vectors projected onto a poloidal cross section for a numerically
determined ideal MHD instability with n = 3

channels were seen. The radial variation becomes large for 0 > 1/2. Near 0 = 1/2, the inside
of the torus, the mode is small. I will give an analytical interpretation of this behavior later.

Fig. 5 shows a Fourier decomposition of the mode as a function of radius. Each po-
loidal mode m has a maximum where m = nq.

Proceeding now with the analytical derivation, we treat the linearized equations of re-
sistive MHD. We use the equation of motion,

and Ohm's law,

j X B - psu = Vp - J X (V X A) ,

iTx B - r\j = V0 + sA ,
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FIGURE 3. Normal fluid displacement vs. poloidal angle 6 at constant toroidal angle

as algebraic^equations to be solved for the perturbed fluid quantities v and j in terms of field
quantities .4 and 0, where

E = -V0 - dA/dt,

- » • - » . - » •

b = V X A ,

(6)

(7)

and with the perturbed fluid pressure p treated as another potential. The solutions for v and
7*are

v = [(EX B) + •q(I-ele1) • (7x 6 - +pS7j) - (B • Vp + b (8)

7 = jT- Vp) X B + ^\) ' E]/(B2 + psrj) + (E-B)B/vB2 , (9)
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FIGURE 4. Normal fluid displacement vs. poloidal angle 9 at constant f - qd

where ej =B/B. These are then used in the quasineutrality equation for <j>,

v - r = o ,
Ampere's law for A,

A = -f,

and the adiabatic pressure law for p,

sp + v- VP + = 0.

(ID

(12)

This procedure brings out symmetries that are hidden by conventional MHD techniques, and
leads to a better understanding of the resulting equations. It is also much closer to the
methods used in kinetic theory, and should facilitate the comparison to kinetic regimes.
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FIGURE 5. Fourier amplitudes vs. volume V

We study high-n ballooning modes by introducing an expansion parameter e ~ 1/n. We
take derivatives with respect to V, d, and f to be large when acting on perturbed quantities,
due to the large mode number n.

3/30 ~ 3/3J ~ e"1 » 1. (13)

But the linear combination of 3/30 and 3/3f corresponding to B- V contains an approximate
cancellation of the fast variation which makes it neither large nor small, but the same order
of magnitude as equilibrium variations,

B • V = x'a/00 + 1. (14)

This parallel variation excites sound waves and Alfven waves, so we allow for finite complex
growth rates s, on the order of Alfve'n and sound frequencies,

= s - 1 .
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We take the resistivity r? to be small, of order e2, which makes diffusive effects on the
growth rate finite. /? and the aspect ratio are also treated as finite. ^ ^

After some algebra, we obtain three coupled equation for <f>, p, and A B:

V [ i ( f .v* + * ? . l ) ] + ̂  V20 + 2n ̂ 1 • Vp = 0, (16)

V^HA-B) = B • V0 + sA - B . (18)

Other components of A enter the calculation, but are eliminated algebraically. The equa-
tions for 0 and X-B are coupled to the one forp only through the terms involving the curva-
ture i?= ex • vej. These equations reduce to those for resistive interchange and tearing modes
in the limit as the mode number gets small while the radial derivatives remain large [6]. Bal-
looning modes represent the opposite limit, with small radial derivatives but large mode
numbers.

While these equations are much simpler than the full set of resistive MHD equations,
they are still partial differential equations. The ignorable coordinate f can be replaced by a
single Fourier mode, but this leaves the slow derivative along the field line and the fast
radial derivative. While it might seem possible simply to drop the radial derivative as small
because of the radially extended channels, or to treat it by a WKB approximation, this is
made difficult by shear and the requirements of toroidal periodicity. In order to isolate this
difficulty, we restrict our attention to the simpler cases of ideal and marginally stable ideal
MHD modes.

In the limit as the resistivity rj -»• 0, the system reduces to two coupled equations for 0
andp,

r 1 2 ->•

B • V — V*(B • V0) - — V*0 - 2s ^-^- • Vp = 0 ,

B ' V — B • V '-•• •

+ 2ps2 02UL . v*0 = 0 . (20)
B

In the absence of curvature, the first equation gives shear Alfven waves while the second
gives slow magnetosonic waves. The curvature terms couple them. Fast magnetosonic waves
have been eliminated by our ordering. To reduce these further to the marginally stable limit,
we let the growth rate s -* 0. This reduces the system to a single fourth-order partial differ-
ential equation for 0,

B~-'[ii'2<H + 2 7 ^ - ' ? = 0- <21>
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This last equation can also be obtained from the ideal MHD energy principle,

-~^- (fx B - Q ) - 2(t • VP)(F- K)J , (22)

where

£ = vx dX B) (23)

and doing so improves our intuitive understanding. When n gets large, only the first stabiliz-
ing term due to the parallel, compressional magnetic field gets large. This term is eliminated
by making \f-f^ vanish and introducing 0 as a stream function. The third stabilizing term,
arising from fluid compression, is eliminated by minimizing with respect to £n, and the par-
allel current term that drives the kink mode is found to be negligible in this limit, leaving
only the second stabilizing term, arising from magnetic tension, and the destabilizing curva-
ture term. The Euler-Lagrange equation for minimizing these terms is identical to Eq. (21).

The problem that arises in systems with finite shear is due to a conflict among three con-
ditions we want to impose on the solution. The first condition is that the variation along
the field line remain finite while the mode number gets large. This implies that 0_can depend
rapidly on 0 and f only through the variable 0 = f - qd, which is constant along 5 , B- v/3 = 0.
There is an additional slow dependence on 0, the variation along B. The second condition is
that the solution be periodic the long way and the short way, respectively. With 0 required
to be a function of d and /3, the first condition

, 0,0 + 1), (24)

corresponds to going around the torus the long way, while the second,

0(V,0,/3) = 0(V, 0 + 1 , 0 - q ) , (25)

represents following a field line once around the short way and then stepping back the long
way to the original physical point. If we express the dependence on 0 as a single Fourier
mode, the statement of single-valuedness involves a product of two non-single-valued factors,

0(V, 0 + 1,0) = 0(V,0, p)e-2mqi (26)

These first two conditions are not in conflict. The problem arises when we try to introduce
the third condition, th?t the radial derivative be small, representing the channels in Fig. 2,
and reducing the problem to an ordinary differential equation. More precisely, we seek so-
lutions with 30/3 VIp not large. This is a non-single-valued quantity. After one turn around
the short way along a field line, it picks up some of the fast variation associated with the
large n,

30/31^(0+1) = [30/3V|p(0) + 2imq'i<l>(0)]e-2mqi ~ 1 (27)

Thus, the condition that 30/9 V\p be small cannot bp satisfied for all values of 0.
This difficulty is resolved by the introduction of a new type of periodic representation,
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( 2 8 )

in which $(V,d) is a nonperiodic function of 0 for -°° < 0 < °°. This is equivalent to the
representation derived independently by Y. C. Lee and described at this conference. It satis-
fies Eq. (24) for any integer n. It satisfies Eq. (25) because a simultaneous shift of 0 by 1
and of j3 by -q is equivalent to a shift of the index of summation m by 1. Since

d0 _ y fj^L/y g-m) - 2imma'i<i>(V 0 - m n c"
27Tn'('3+m^) (29)

if d$/dV is small for all 0, and $ is small for |01 > 1/2, then b$/dV is small for |01 < 1/2 and
large outside that interval, as seen in Fig. 4, because n is large. If we solve Eq. (21) for the
term m = 0 in Eq. (28) on the interval -°° < 0 < °°, we find that this is equivalent to solving
Eq. (21) for all terms in Eq. (28) in any interval.

Rather than solve Eq. (21) itself, we solve the equation obtained by minimizing bW sub-
ject to the constraint that the kinetic energy

by held fixed. The resulting equation is

38 \ B2 30/ " X' V fl* 7 B2

Since v/3 = v'f - qv6 - <?'0 vV is a non-periodic vector, the coefficients in Eq. (30) are non-
periodic, but this is not disturbing since $ is also non-periodic, so periodicity of cj> is as-
sured by Eq. (28). Equation (30) is an ordinary differential equation to be solved separately
on each flux surface, subject to the boundary conditions that $(V,8) vanish more rapidly
than 0 -1 as 0 -*• ±°°, so that the sum in Eq. (28) should converge. If the equilibrium has
up-down symmetry and we study only those modes which are even about the outside, then
the boundary condition at -°° is replaced by the condition 30/30 = 0 at 0 = 0. The bound-
ary condition at 0 = °° is satisfied by a proper choice of the eigenvalue s2, using a numerical
shooting code with equilibra determined numerically by the PEST code. If there are sur-
faces for which s2 < 0, then the equilibrium is unstable to high-H ballooning modes centered
about the most unstable surface. Comparison to PEST code results for n = 3 with a fixed
boundary has given good agreement with the stability predictions of the more exact method,
with the high-n results being more unstable. This difference is probably attributable to the
fact that the high-n modes are in fact more unstable than n = 3.

In addition to the marginal stability Eq. (30) we have also coded up the more com-
plete set, Eqs. (16-18), including finite inertia and resistivity. The additional terms raise the
order of the set from two to four and require the introduction of complex frequencies. They
also change the behavior of ${V,6) as 0 -+ », Using this code, we have found cases which are
ideally stable but resistively unstable.

To summarize this work and relate it to other treatments, we introduce the classification
scheme in Table 1 for short-wave-length modes in a toroidal plasma. Let e be the ratio of the
shortest wave length to the macroscopic scale length. Tearing modes are radially localized
and so have large radial derivatives, but low mode numbers, and they are nearly constant
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TABLE 1. Classification scheme for short-wave-length modes in a torus

along the field line within the singular layer. Ballooning modes have the opposite orienta-
tion. They have large mode numbers but small radial derivatives and hence are radially ex-
tended. As with tearing modes, the derivative along the field line is one order smaller than
the mode number, but this makes it finite, the same order of magnitude as equilibrium
variations, rather than large or small. Both of these orderings can be derived as limits of a
more general ordering in which both transverse derivatives are large. Going to either limit
reduces the problem to one dimension along or across the field lines. This classification
scheme is independent of the details of dynamics. It can be used to relate MHD modes to
kinetics modes such as drift and trapped-particle modes [7], which have the same geometry
but different dynamics.
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Electromagnetic Drift Ballooning Modes

H. R.STRAUSS
University of Texas
Austin, Texas, USA

Ballooning modes in tokamaks can take the form of drift waves or MHD instabilities.
Using fluid equations, it is possible to study the coupling between these two kinds of insta-
bility. An important result is that finite Larmor radius stabilization of the MHD modes does
not seem to occur. Resistive ballooning modes will also be considered in relation to numer-
ical computation. Finally, the stabilizing effect of shear is shown for MHD modes.

To simplify the derivation, a large aspect ratio, high beta tokamak ordering is assumed:
e = a/R « 1, j3 ~ e. The use of fluid equations requires k. p( << 1. The ordering of the
plasma quantities in e is as follows:

0(1): B%, nM, r , V,

0(e): B L , B - V , p , v , l , J £

0(e2): V • v.

The major radius R = Ro + r cos 6 and f is the toroidal angle.
To leading order in e, the plasma flow velocity v is perpendicular to the magnetic field

and incompressible, so a stream function u can be introduced

vL = VuX \ + 0(e2) (1)

where £ is a unit vector in the toroidal direction. The momentum balance equation perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field,

dv.

is then solved for JL, which is inserted in the quasineutrality condition v • J = 0. This yields

The magnetic field may be represented in the form:

B = VAX i + Bg + 0(e 2 ) . (3)

Ampere's Law and Faraday's imply
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Jy = -V2
LA (4)

^ = b • V0 - En . (5)

Here b = B/B is a unit vector along the magnetic field, and 0 is the electrostatic potential.
In the case of ideal MHD,

0 = Bu .

The pressure p satisfies, to lowest order in e,

-^ + vE • Vp = 0 (6)

with

vE= V0X llB . (7)

Eq. (6) is valid if the ion and electron transit frequencies are much lower than the
mode frequency or collision frequency,

Eqs. (1-7) have been derived by H. T. Strauss in [1].
In ideal MHD theory, En = 0. The simplest departure from MHD is to add resistivity:

En = TJJ,, (8)

where r\ = vb2, 5 = c/u>pe.
To solve the equations, assume perturbations of the form

01 j ?

A\ ~ [A

with 0, A slowly varying with respect to the phase,

1^01 » |V0|

where kL = SLqlr. For simplicity, neglect shear and assume circular flux surfaces. The dis-
persion relation found by solving the equation can be reproduced by the substitutions

b • V = (£„ = i/(2q/R) (9)

cosfl = 1/2

where cos 6 appears in the curvature term containing vR, in Eq. (2).
The dispersion relation found from Eqs. (1-9) is

a;2 + en(cslrn)
a; + iv{klb)
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where rn = -p/p', en = rn/R, cs is the sound speed, and cA is the Alfven velocity.
In the limit co >> ivik^)^ the ideal MHD ballooning mode is obtained, with dispersion

relation

Ic

where /3 = (cs/c4 )2 . The critical beta for instability is j3c = e/4q2.
In the opposite limit OJ << iv(kL 5)2, the resistive ballooning mode is obtained, with

w = iu(ki5f(4q2p/e). (11)

Note that this mode is unstable for any beta.
The resistive ballooning mode makes it difficult to do initial-value MHD computations

of finite beta tokamaks, because numerical resistivity is always present. Some examples of
resistive ballooning modes, found numerically by a time dependent code, are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. As 77 is increased, the growth rate increases, and the mode structure becomes
broader. In these examples, beta was well below the MHD threshold. Note that the mode
number C is low, so that the large kL theory does not really apply. Nonlinearly these modes
do not saturate, and show mode coupling effects suggestive of models of the tokamak dis-
ruptive instability. But since 7? in these computations is 100 to 1000 times larger than is
realistic, it is not clear what to make of these results.

For realistic plasmas, the relation |co + iv\ » k^v^g is not satisfied, so the simple Ohm's
Law, Eq. (8) is not appropriate. This brings us to the drift ballooning modes, for which the
ions are assumed hydrodynamic, while the electrons are adiabatic, or

V t h e » w » V t h i "

Neglecting temperature gradients, the ion and electron pressure satisfy the equations

dp:

-jf + vE • Vpe = -Teb • Vnv,e (12)

where vE is given in (7), and - en o | |e = J | | e, the electron parallel current. Including the ion
diamagnetic drift in the fluid velocity gives

u = (1 + TCJ*/OJ)0/S

where r = T(/Te, CJ* = -cki Te n'/(en B).
The generalized Ohm's Law follows from the parallel momentum balance for ions and

electrons:

Mn -jp- = -b - Vp,- + enEn

0 = -b • Vpe - enE}].
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FIGURE 1. Perturbed velocity stream function u for resistive ballooning modes. Above,
7? = .0001 in units of e2 RCA;belowq = .005. The peak 0 = .05 e.

Using Faraday's Law, Eq. (5), and the continuity equations. Eq. (12), the following expres-
sion can be obtained for the current:

(b • v)2Jn = - Y)
OJ +

9 ,
V)2 \En

(13)

where

,V/e
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FIGURE 2. Poloidal cross sections in a nonlinear three dimensional computation. Above is
the pressure, below is the poloidal flux A, at the same time and in the same cross section.
Here r] = .003.

This is essentially the result of Tang et al., in [2]. The Y term models the effect of trapped
electrons, and can be found as follows. Let the electron current with no trapped particle
effects be denoted Jlie. Then the untrapped particle current is given by Ju = (1 - y/e)J]]e,
where V ? represents the fraction of trapped electrons. The trapped electron current JT

satisfies the equation

~df
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The electron contribution to Eq. (13) is the sum of JT and Ju. Note that with no collisions,
JT = 0. When the effective collision frequency vie is large, Ju + JT = Jne, so that trapped
particles play no role. In this model, the ballooning effect of the trapped electron orbits
is neglected.

With this more general Ohm's Law and pressure continuity Eq. (12), making the replace-
ments of Eq. (9), the equations yield the dispersion relation

[co(co + rooj + e(l + T){cs/r)2 - (kncA)2]

t ^ ) (V,)2]

= [(klPsfu + ecoJtoj + TC

This describes the coupling of drift waves and MHD modes.
In the MHD limit, kLps = 0, the dispersion relation Eq. (10) is recovered, where now

beta is defined

(3 = (1 + T)(CS/CA,2.

In the electrostatic limit CJ « kl{ cA, the dispersion relation reduces to (T = 0)

c o ^ c o - o j ^ H l - y ) = -(fe,p)2cj2 - e(cslr)2[(kLp)2 - e/4q2] .

A similar equation has been found, for example, by Cheung and Horton, in [3], but with a
different destablizing term Y. A drift wave with co « co* is unstable if kL p > e/4g2.

In the case of electromagnetic drift waves, with co * co*, the instability condition gen-
eralizes to

(kLp)2 + 0 > e/4g2 .

Thus, longer wavelengths become unstable as beta increases. There is a minimum as well as
a maximum unstable wavelength, both of which increase with j3.

If finite kLp effects do not stabilize the MHD ballooning mode, the main stabilizing ef-
fects will have to be shear and magnetic surface shaping. If shear is included, the equation
for the MHD ballooning mode, which has also been given by B. Coppi, is

4s ( l + s 2 0 2 ) -n r+ |3(cos0 + s0 sin 0)0 = 0

ClU UV

where

s = q'rlq
0 = 2(cs/cA)2q*/en

assuming circular flux surfaces. JThe solution of this equation, with boundary conditions
0(±JT) = 0, gives the eigenvalue j3 as a function of s, which is plotted in Fig. 4. For s » V2,
0 =* 2s. In this model, the maximum value of s = 2, at which value the critical beta has been
increased fourfold over the critical beta for s = 0.
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CRITICAL BETA VS SHEAR
FIGURE 3. Beta as a function of shear.
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Stabilization of High-Beta Toroidal
Plasmas by Force-Free Currents

D. A. D'lPPOLITO,^ J. P. FREIDBERG,*
J. P. GOEDBLOED, and J. REM +

I. INTRODUCTION

A screw-pinch plasma is in many respects similar to that of a tokamak. The plasma is
embedded in a strong toroidal magnetic field and carries a toroidal current that must be
below the Kruskal-Shafranov limit (q > 1) for stability. The difference lies in the manner in
which the plasma is formed and the resulting different current distributions. A tokamak
plasma is heated ohmically by the toroidal current. Since the plasma must be heated every-
where, it must exist long enough for the magnetic fields to diffuse into the plasma. This results
in a plasma with an approximately parabolic current distribution that is confined by the
poloidal magnetic field aline {fip < 1) and thus in a low-beta plasma (j3 = 2plB\ =(3pe

2/q2).
In a screw pinch the plasma is heated by the processes of shock heating and adiabatic

compression. For these processes to be effective it is essential that the formation stage is
short, i.e., the magnetic fields may not diffuse into the plasma. This leads to a plasma that
is mostly confined by the toroidal magnetic field. The conductivity in the low density
region surrounding the plasma is sufficiently high, so that large currents are induced in it.
Since the pressure gradients in this region are small, these currents are force-free, i.e.,
/ x B = 0. Consequently, the resulting current distribution is entirely different from that
in a tokamak. The current flows mainly on the plasma surface and in the region around it.

In a tokamak and a screw pinch the plasma experiences a large radial force that drives
the plasma to a larger major radius. In the screw pinch this force can only be compensated
by enclosing the plasma with a well conducting shell, on account of the short times involved.
As the current in a tokamak plasma is built up relatively slowly, the plasma can. in this case,
be positioned by a programmed vertical field, i.e., a good conducting shell is not required.

The favourabie effect of force-free currents on the equilibrium and the stability of a
toroidal plasma has been proven experimentally as well as theoretically [1,2]. They give
rise to a decrease in the toroidal shift—the distance between the center of the conducting
shell and the plasma center—and allow a higher beta before gross MHD-instabilities destroy
the plasma [3].

A model that describes the characteristic features of a screw-pinch plasma quite well is
the surface current model surrounded by force-free currents in the high-beta ordering ap-
proximation. This model has the advantage that the plasma state can be described by a few
parameters so that the effect of each of these can be studied separately. It is limited in that
it can only yield information concerning gross MHD-modes. Since these have been shown to

t Association Euratom-FOM, FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica, Rijnhuizen, Jutphaas, The Netherlands.
#Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, University of California, Los Alamos, New Mexico, U.S.A.
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be the most dangerous, the model should yield valuable information concerning the stability
of a screw-pinch plasma.

The above-mentioned model of a high-beta toroidal plasma has been studied extensively
both in Jutphaas and in Los Alamos. These studies were aimed at determining the influence
of the force-free currents and the shape of the plasma cross-section on the stability of the
plasma. Both effects can lead to an appreciable increase in stability, i.e., in the maximum
beta at which stability is possible. Jn the following two sections we present a summary of
the theory underlying this work and a survey of the results; the stabilizing effect of a shell
has been disregarded throughout. For a complete treatment of the theory and a full presenta-
tion of the results the reader is referred to [4]. In the last section we compare the results of
the model with the experimental results of SPICA.

II. EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY OF THE SURFACE CURRENT MODEL

The geometry of the plasma surface is fixed by giving the major radius Ro, the half-
width of the cross-section "a" and the shape of the cross-section C, e.g., Z as a function of
(R-Ro) (see Fig. 1). The equilibrium quantities describing the plasma are:

p = constant, B = = R0Bo/R , (I)

where p, JBA and Bo denote the pressure, the toroidal magnetic field and the toroidal m; ̂ -
netic field at Ro respectively. The surface currents in C produce a jump in the magnetic
field components, so that pressure balance is assured:

R2

(2)

where hats refer to quantities on the outside of C, and Bp is the poloidal component of the
magnetic field. In the region surrounding the plasma the conductivity is assumed to be suf-
ficiently large for currents to flow. However, the pressure of this tenuous plasma is so low
that it can be neglected (e.g., in Eq. (2)), so that the currents must be force-free:

V X B = aB a = constant. (3)

During the formation stage of the pinch the magnetic fluxes in the toroidal and poloidal
directions are frozen in simultaneously, resulting in a uniform q-profile. In the case of a
cylindrical plasma column a uniform q, or the constant pitch case, gives rise to difficulties
in the stability analysis of the force-free field region. Since a uniform a can approximate a

FIGURE 1. The geometry
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uniform q quite well and avoids these difficulties, it is useful to restrict ourselves to such a
case. The other, perhaps even more compelling reason for the introduction of a uniform
a-field is that it leads to tractable equations.

In the high-beta ordering the various quantities are ordered as follows:

e - alRo « 1, B<pIB0

BpIBo ~ e, P = 2p/B2~~e, aa - e. (4)

The magnitude of the force-free parfuneter a has been chosen as large as possible without
coming into conflict with the requirement thatS^ should be approximately constant in the
force-free field region. Application of the ordering to Eq. (2) leads to the following distribu-
tions of the fields on the surface C:

BpleBo =f-
1/2

where x - (R - Ro)/a. The parameter k2 represents the freedom we have, to choose the
toroidal current or the safety factor q. This parameter can take on values between zero and
unity; k2 = 0 corresponds to the low-beta limit ()3 = O(e2)) whereas k2 = 1 yields the
equilibrium limit, i.e., the state in which the separatrix touches the surface (at x =-1).

The physical parameters describing the equilibrium—besides the geometry—would seem
to be /3/e, the safety factor q, and aRo. However, there is a serious objection against the use
of q. This quantity varies strongly when the separatrix approaches the plasma surface while
the quantity that is really held fixed in an experiment—the current—varies only little. This
led us to introduce a new quantity q*~replacing q—that is related to the current:

q* = 2iraeiB4,/I0 * eBJi£p), (6)

where £ is a measure for the elongation of the cross-section with respect to the circle:
£ = L/2ira and (Bp) is Bp averaged over C;L is the length of the circumference = <£c dl. It is
now logical to replace /3/e by a parameter that measures the pressure in units of q*~2,
resulting in the usual definition of beta poloidal:

ej3p = 2ep/(Bp)
2 = W/e)q*2 . (7)

Similarly, the force-free field is measured by:

r=<xRoq*. (8)

Substitution of Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (7) shows that the parameter k2 represents merely
a simple way of fixing e|3p:

The most suitable parameters for describing the equilibrium are thus: e(3p (or k2), q* and V.
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It must be pointed out here that the approach of prescribing the plasma cross-section and
not considering the entire problem of a plasma surrounded by force-free currents and a con-
ducting shell, results in the somewhat contradictory statement that the parameter f does
not influence the equilibrium. In an experiment where the shell or the outermost magnetic
surface is prescribed, F influences the shape of the plasma and, thus, the equilibrium. Our
way of treating the problem of equilibrium and stability disregards this coupling only
because we neglect the effect of the wall on the latter.

From the equation above it is clear that the maximum e(3_ is reached at the equilibrium
limit (ft2 = 1):

Pp.crit = 0.5/(v (10)

and that this limit depends on the shape of the cross-section. Although the equilibrium is
described by e(3p and q*, we shall present the stability results in diagrams where ej3p is
replaced by j3/e because it is the more physical of the two parameters; j3/e is simply related
to ePp through Eq. (7). For a specific cross-section the equilibrium is then described by a
point in a (j3/e - q*) diagram (Fig. 2). The available parameter space is limited to the area
under the curve fixed by e(ip c r i t . It is readily seen from Eq. (10) that this area increases,
i.e., ePp c r i t is larger for a cross-sectional shape that has its "centre of gravity" on a smaller
R. This dependence of e(3p c r i t on the shape is shown in Table I.

The simplicity of the equilibrium state of our plasma model and the importance of the
choice of parameters describing it, led us to a rather detailed treatment of the equilibrium.
A description of the theory underlying the stability calculations is not possible in the
context of this paper; for a full treatment the reader is referred to [4] . Here we must
restrict ourselves to a few remarks.

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

O

no Equilibrium

q«2=epPiCr- l t

O 0.5 1.0 1.5

FIGURE 2. The equilibrium limit
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The stability analysis is based on the ideal magnetohydrodynamic energy principle and
has been applied to our model with a variety of cross-sections, including the circle, the
ellipse, the racetrack and the D-shape. The stability of each configuration is investigated by
means of normal modes £(i?, Z, <fi) exp (-icof) of the displacement vector giving rise to the
well-known variational expression for the growth-rate w2 of the instabilities

,2 _= {Wp + WS + Wff)/K, (11)

where Wp, Ws, Wff represent the contributions to the potential energy due to the perturba-
tion of the plasma, the surface and the force-free field, respectively; K is related to the
kinetic energy of the perturbation. The necessity for introducing the high-beta ordering
originates in the evaluation of VI ̂ . Without the ordering this evaluation is not feasible. The
resulting Wff is formulated in terms of the perturbed magnetic field and not in terms of £.
This implies that our stability results include modes that need a small resistivity at a rational
surface to change the field line topology.

The most important destabilizing term arises from the surface contribution. This term is
proportional to:

Ws
(12)
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where dX is an angle related to the arc length along the circumference of the cross-section,
£„ is the normal component of the surface perturbation, bp = q*BpleBo = Bp/(Bp), Kp and
K, are the poloidal and toroidal surface curvatures, respectively. The toroidal symmetry of
the plasma leads naturally to a Fourier decomposition of all perturbed quantities in the
0-coordinate:

| = l(R,Z)ein*, (13)

so that modes with different toroidal mode numbers are uncoupled. The stability analysis
shows that the results for different toroidal modes are identical if we use as axis for the
stability plots not j3/e and q* but replace these by fi/en2 and nq*.

III. RESULTS

Based on the model described in the previous section we have investigated the influence
of force-free currents and the shape of the cross-section on the stability of a toroidal plasma.
In this section we discuss consecutively the results for the circle, the ellipse, the racetrack
and the D-shape to the extent necessary to understand the present-day results of SPICA and
i.i so far that they provide insight for a new experiment in which it might be possible to
create plasmas with still better stability properties.

The Circle

A typical set of diagrams is illustrated in Fig. 3. Marginal stability curves are plotted
here for four values of F. In each stability diagram the curve labelled "equilibrium boundary"
corresponds to Eq. (10), ej3p c r i t = ?r2/16, and is independent of F. From these diagrams it
is evident that the stability depends strongly on F.

Consider first the case F = 0, a circular plasma surrounded by vacuum. This case will
serve as a reference with respect to which the effect of the force-free currents and the effect
of shaping the cross-section will be compared. For this value of F there is only one stable
region so that it is clear that n = 1 is the most unstable mode. There is a clear optimum in
the permissible (3/en2, viz. at the intersection of the marginal stability curve with the equi-
librium boundary:

F = 0, nq* = 1.7, (3/en2 = 0.21. (14)

Above this value of nq*, the value of p/en2 is restricted by the equilibrium boundary while
below it the stability imposes a limit. Is F enlarged, e.g., to 1, then we observe two effects:
the stability boundary moves to smaller values of nq*, i.e., larger currents are permitted and
a new stability region appears near nq* = 0. Upon further increase of F to 2 the two regions
touch and beyond this value the first region shrinks again and the boundary of the new
region remains stationary at nq* < 1. Since there is always an unstable region between the
two stability regions except when F = 2 and at nq* = 1, the stability region at small values
of i;q* can usually become unstable for a toroidal mode number n larger than unity. Although
there will be stability windows in this region we shall disregard those on the ground that
thjy would be sensitive to a different current distribution. Now it is clear what we mean by
the optimum j3/en2 at any F, viz. the (5/en2 at the intersection of the marginal stability
curve with the equilibrium limit. Fig. 4 depicts this behaviour and shows that the maximum
possible (3/en2 for the circle is:

r = 2, nq* = 1.0, 0/en2 = 0.62. (15)
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FIGURE 3. Stability diagrams for the circle for (a) V = 0, (b) V= 1.0, (c) V = 2.0 and
(d) P = 3.0; inset shows V - 1.98 and V = 2.02 on enlarged scale. Stable regions are shaded.
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FIGURE 4. Optimum (i/en2 versus P for the circle

The Ellipse

Fig. 5 contains the stability results for ellipses with elongations bla = 2, 3, 4 and 5.
These results look qualitatively very much like those for the circle with the difference that
the two stability regions do not touch each other for any value of P. Defining the optimum
j3/en2 in the same way we can plot this value versus P for the four different elongations
(Fig. 6). This figure shows that the optimum value of (3len2 at a fixed value of bla first
increases with increasing bla, but decreases again later. Hence, there is an optimum value of
bla (Fig. 7). The reason for this optimum

bla = 3.8, P = 1.5, nq* = 0.75, j3/e«2 = 1.2, (16)

must be ascribed to the effect of the poloidal curvature with increasing b la. As is apparent
from Eq. (12) the poloidal curvature gives rise to a destabilizing contribution of the surface
term. Since this curvature at the top and bottom of the cross-section increases with bla it is
not surprising to find that above a certain value of bla the favourable effect of elongating
the cross-section is lost by the increase in poloidal curvature. This effect is confirmed by the
corresponding surface perturbations; they show that the perturbations become more localized
at the top and bottom of the cross-section the more elongated the cross-section is.

The Racetrack

From the results of the elliptical cross-sections we deduce that the stability results
should improve if the destabilizing effect of the poloidal curvature with increasing bla
were removed. This is indeed confirmed by the results of four different cross-sections with
a racetrack shape, i.e., the free parameters in an analytic form were adjusted in such a
manner that the poloidal curvature at the top and bottom of the cross-section was as small
as possible (Figs. 8 and 9). When these results are compared with those for an elliptical
cross-section, we observe:

1. the equilibrium boundary is higher and independent of bla,
2. the stability results are improved,
3. the two stability regions merge in a range of P's.

The last point confronts us with the moblem in defining an optimal value of |3/en2 in this
range ot P. In principle, any value of |3/en2 is possible here.

Since there is always an unstable region in the neighbourhood of the equilibrium limit
we can retain our former definition for the optimum, vis.: the intersection point of the
marginal stability curve with the equilibrium limit. This pessimistic view is taken because in
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the real situation of a plasma with a current distribution, the small q* region should be
inaccessible due to the occurrence of internal modes. For each of the cross-sections the so
defined optimum values of p/en2 have been plotted versus F in Fig. 10. We can now define
an optimal p/en2 for each elongation, like with the elliptical cross-section. The results of
this are compared with those for the ellipse in Fig. 7. The destabilizing effect with increasing
b/a, present in the elliptical cross-section due to the increase in poloidal curvature, has now
disappeared. The results show a continuing increase in p/en2 with increasing b/a. An increase
in [5/en2 over the circular cross-section by a factor 12 seems possible.
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b/a=3.90
b/a = 2.71
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b/a = 1.79

FIGURE 8. Racetrack cross-sections corresponding to results in Fig. 9

The D-Shape

The cross-sectional shapes, whose results were presented above, were solely chosen for
the purpose of increasing the attainable /3/en2. Since this v;Jue continues to increase with
bla it is now appropriate to ask whether for a fixed value of bla the optimum |3/en2 can be
raised by further shaping. We have restricted this question to cross-sections with bla ^2, as
SPICA plasmas cannot have large elongations due to the circular conducting shell.

The equilibrium studies have shown that a plasma with a cross-sectional shape like a D
with the flat side directed inward has a high equilibrium limit. Since in an experiment like
SPICA the plasma is likely to take on such a shape, we have investigated the stability of
such a plasma. An analytical form that can describe a D-shape as well as a racetrack shape of
the cross-section is:

x = cos (a + c sin a + d sin 2ft)

y = bla sin a. (17)

When d - 0 the coefficient c leads to various Z>-shapes, with c •= 0, d enables one to find a
racetrack shape, and having d = c = 0 we recover the ellipse; the elongation depends only
on bla.

The stability of the following D-shapes (see Fig. 11) was investigated:

b/a = 1.5 c = 0.3 aad c = 0.:>

bla = 2 c = 0.3 c = 0.5 and c = 0.7.

The results are portrayed in Figs. 12 and 13, where for the sake of comparison we have also
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FIGURE 10. Optimum ji/en2 versus V for various racetracks
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FIGURE 11. D-shapes with b/a = 1.5 and 2, and for two values

of the parameter c: c - 0.3 and c= 0.7

plotted the results for the corresponding elliptical cross-sections. The influences of changing
the cross-section from an ellipse to a more pronounced D can be roughly summarized by:

1. at low (5/en2 the marginal stability curve moves to large values of nq* (smaller
currents),

2. at high ]3/en2 the stability improves,
3. the equilibrium boundary moves to higher values of €&„ c r i t .

Defining the optimum 0/en2 at one value of F in the same way as for the racetrack, we have
sketched in Figs. 14 and 15 how the shape affects the dependence on T. The first figure
makes clear that at b/a = 1.5 a D with a value of c = 0.3 yields slightly better results than a
D with c = 0.5. For b/a = 2, on the other hand, it makes sense to go to a larger value of c.
The bad effect of the increasing poloidal curvature starts to dominate at larger values of c.
Although at b/a = 1.5 the possible gain is only a factor 1.3, at b/a = 2 this factor has in-
creased to 1.8. The optimum 0/en2 for theD-shape is thus higher than the optimum for the
racetrack at the same b/a.
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The stability diagrams show a somewhat unexpected behaviour: the stability improves
when at a fixed value of V and q* the 0 is increased (see bla = 2, c - 0.7, V = 0, at low
j3/en2). The reason for this must be sought in the dependence of the surface term on beta
and on the D-shape parameter c. For an elliptical cross-section (c = 0), the largest curvature
occurs at the top and bottom of the cross-section. With increasing c the region of maximal
poloidal curvature moves to smaller R. This results in two stabilizing effects in Ws when
beta increases. The toroidal curvature in this region now has a stabilizing influence and at
low betas the destabilizing effect of the poloidal curvature decreases with increasing beta
because bp decreases in the region with a large poloidal curvature.

IV. SPICA RESULTS

Stable plasmas with peak betas of 20% have been confined in the SPICA experiment for
200 jus. How does this result correspond with the result of our model? The answer to this

uestion is not straightforward. The difficulties we encounter here are related to our approach
of fixing the plasma shape. In reality the plasma shape depends on the shape of the con-
ducting wall and the force-free currents. This introduces an effect that we have disregarded:
the effect of the wall on the stability of the plasma. In the case of a low-beta plasma with a
circular cross-section this has been investigated; the wall is then circular. An analytical
treatment shows that the effect of a wall can be translated into an effective P for the case
with the wall at infinity.

Since an increase of beta will mean an increase of the shift of the plasma with respect
to the wall, the plasma shape will be influenced by beta. Or, if the plasma shape is held
fixed, the wall shape must vary. Based on our knowledge of the equilibrium—force-free
currents yield a well-centred plasma—we make the assumption that at an arbitrary beta the
wall is still circular. With this assumption the numerical data for a circular plasma show the
same influence of the wall as at low beta: the effect of the wall is to introduce an effective
F. This implies that the optimum value of beta is not affected by the wall position.

In order to proceed we assume that the effect of the wall on a circular plasma can be
extended to a noncircular plasma, i.e., the effect of the wall can be translated into an
effective force-free parameter. Should calculations show this not to be true, we can be cer-
tain that it is a pessimistic assumption. Having assumed that the optimum value of beta is
not influenced by tne presence of a wall, we return to the original question about the
correspondence between the experiment and the theoretical model.

To compare beta values of our model with those of SPICA we have to transform the
peak beta of the latter into some average. Here we encounter another difficulty, the uncer-
tainty in the cross-sectional shape of the plasma. Assuming the pressure distribution to be
parabolic and the shape to be circular, we find 0 = 0.5 (3peak. With e = 0.108 (a = 7 cm,
Ro =65 cm), the value of 0/en2 is then:

SPICA: j3/en2 = 0.93. (18)

The effect of the shape of the cross-section on this value can be quite large. A factor 0.7 to
0.5 can easily be explained in this manner.

The uncertainty in the shape of the cross-section does not only enter the experimental
value of (3/en2: it also implies a similar uncertainty in the theoretical value. Since the plasma
is created in a toroid with a circular cross-section, we expect it to have an elongation of two
at the most. Furthermore, it is likely that such a plasma takes on a shape similar to a£>-shape.
The optimal (3/en2 of plasmas with this shape thaf could be stably confined according to the
model were:
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b/a = 1.5, p/en2 - 1
(19)

b/a = 2 , ji/en2 ~ 1.7

The assumptions that had to be made to arrive at the two beta values in Eqs. (18), (19),
are of such a nature that a comparison is hardly justified. The only conclusion that we can
make at this point is that the results of the model do not contradict the experimental results.
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ABSTRACT

A kinetic formulation of electrostatic and electromagnetic ballooning instabilities in a
weakly collisional plasma in a sheared magnetic field is developed for an arbitrary axisym-
metric geometry using a Dougherty-type collision operator. A special representation which
features both periodicity and long parallel wavelength is derived and used to study the
angular and radial normal-mode structure of ballooning modes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ballooning instabilities are believed to be one of the major limitations on the value of
the plasma beta that can be achieved in a tokamak. Consequently, they have been the sub-
ject of intensive research in recent years [1-5]. Most of the studies have been based on the
resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations, which are strictly valid only in the limit
of high collision frequencies. Present-day tokamaks, however, are operating in regimes where
collisions can be considered weak. This necessitntes an investigation of baliooning instabil-
ities based on the kinetic approach. Of course, a correct kinetic treatment should yield the
resistive MHD results in the proper limit. It follows that we can use the resistive MHD equa-
tions as a guide to establish the proper ordering of various physical parameters to reduce
the kinetic problem to a solvable one (since it is clear that, the general problem of kinetic
equations in a complicated magnetic geometry is not solvable). Using this procedure, we
find that the usual MHD equations can be recovered by going to the limits of large v'-y, larpp
7/to*, and small p/L, where v is the electron-ion collision frequency, 7 is the growth rate of
the mode, co* is the largest of the density, temperature, and curvature drift frequencies, p is
the Larmor radius, and L is a typical equilibrium scale length. In fact, howeve the effects
of density and temperature gradients, as well as the motion of electrons along the magnetic
field, although not contained in the collisional MHD equations, are quite important for cur-
rent tokamak parameters. Kinetic theory shows the existence of electromagnetic drift-
ballooning modes when the local dispersion relation is dominated by either diamagnetic or
temperature gradient drifts. Also, for high mode-number modes, finite ion gyroradius
effects are important.

Previous studies of ballooning instabilities have either neglected the radial mode struc-
ture by looking only at a local dispersion relation (i.e., local in the radia! direction but non-
local in the poloidal direction) or used a representation of the form <1> = /'(/•) exp -in (qO - 0)}
which, unfortunately, is not periodic in 0 and hence is unphysical. Here, we intend to show
that there exists a special representation which resolves the difficulty of aperiodicity and
still preserves the important characteristic of the ballooning mode that k B — 0 (i.e., long
parallel wavelength on the order of qR, where q and R are the safety factor and the radius
of curvature, respectively). This representation also helps in visualizing the close connection
between the poloidel structure of the unstable mode due to the combined effects of shear
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and the poloidal variation of the magnetic curvature. Independently, Glasser and Green [5]
and also Dobrott [6] have obtained representations similar to ours. However, we believe that
our method of arriving at this particular representation is somewhat more systematic than
theirs.

In the present paper, we wish to emphasize physical understanding throughout; full de-
tails of the theory will be presented elsewhere [7].

II. BALLOONING MECHANISM

The mechanism IV ballooning-type instabilities in tokamaks can be understood from
ihe particle point of view. It is well known that, in the absence of rotational transform, the

/>'• and curvature-induced drifts of electrons and ions will lead to a charge separation which
cannot be shorted out. Consequently, the plasma will E • B drift outward (i.e., in the large
major radius direction), and confinement will be lost. Rotational transform eliminates this
charge separation and ensures the existence of equilibrium. However, if the parallel motion
of electrons is now impeded (for example, by collisions with ions), then charge neutraliza-
tion will not occur immediately. In the case of equilibrium, this leads to either Pfirsch-
Schliiter or plateau diffusion, depending on the collisionality. In the case of perturbations
with wavelength much smaller than the scale lengths of the equilibrium quantities, this can
lead to unstable modes localized in the region of adverse magnetic curvature, which are
known its ballooning instabilities.

We can distinguish two types of ballooning modes on the basis of whether the electron
motion along field lines is impeded resistively or inductively. First, consider a low-beta, col-
lisionless plasma. Neglecting trapped particle effects, we see that, here, shear stabilizes a bal-
looning mode by confining it to the vicinity of the rational surface whose pitch it matches,
since away from the surface. It is no longer zero. Then E = -/A',, <I>, the parallel electro-
siatic field, is finite, and electrons quickly move along the magnetic field to charge neutral-
ize the ions and thus strongly reduce the curvature-induced potential '!». However, if the
plasma is highly collisional in its motion parallel to B, then even for klt J= 0, the charge
separation is sustained resistively—just as a capacitor discharges slowly across a large re-
sistor. Also, the resistivity has the effect of disconnecting the good and bad curvature re-
gions, and it allows the plasma to slip with respect to the magnetic field. This resistive
ballooning instability was originally studied in a shearless system [8].

In a high-beta plasma, the electrostatic ballooning is unimportant, except for very small
a/.imuthal wavelengths. However, even with very iittle resistivity, ballooning can occur. The
large parallel current which tries to short out the charge separation increases the local shear of
the magnetic field. But, the high-beta, highly conducting plasma, with its large inductance, will
oppose any rapid increase in the magnetic field energy by producing an En which counters
the curvature-induced current. In this way, electron parallel motion is hindered, and there is
electromagnetic ballooning. To use the circuit analogy again, we recall that not only large
resistance, but also large inductance will inhibit capacitive discharge. Furthermore, just as
two batteries of opposite polarity tend to be isolated by an inductor between them, so also
the regions of good and bad curvature will be disconnected in a highly inductive plasma. We
see. therefore, that although the driving source (bad curvature) and the stabilizing mecha-
nism (shear) are the same for both low-beta, electrostatic and high-beta, electromagnetic
ballooning instabilities, the former are resistive whereas the tatter are inductive.

HI. EQUILIBRIUM

The particle distribution function /satisfies the kinetic equation

a, J / = cf + s0
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where C is a collision operator, and S o is a source term introduced to offset particle and
energy losses. For the time scale we consider, which is much less than either the particle or
energy diffusion time, S o may be ignored. Assuming £2(, - r. the zeroth-order distribution
function / 0 can be obtained from the steady-state version of Kq. 11). to lowest order in
Pj'L, as

Here /"Max is a Maxwellian function of the kinetic energy: the density V. the pressure p . and
the toroidal current flux / = RB0 are functions only of the poloidal flux C: and R is the
major radius. Also, a prime denotes ddC. and v,i and v0 are the poloidal and toroidal par-
ticle velocities. The /"0 so obtained is valid for botli weakly collisional and eollisioniess
plasmas and has the feature that 0. p. and / satisfy the well-known Shafranov-drad equation
for MHD equilibrium. Note, incidentally, that the usual prescription where /,, is a function
of the most obvious constants of the motion. /u fir'-. IU\. * v ). for the collisionless case
does not give the poloidal current.

IV. LINKAR PKRTl'RBATION ANALYSIS

In order to consider perturbations of the equilibrium, we adopt Hamada i-oordinaies _.
(-), and f [ 9 ] . The surfaces v = const, define the magnet icsurfacesl assumed to be nested, al-
though not necessarily circular), H is a poloidal-like angle constructed according to
d(-) 3 dllt Bo, where dl{, is the differential distance along the o const, cross-section of w
magnetic surface. The plasma has up-down reflection symmetr> across the line from w 0
through the magnetic axis to (-) ~ rr. f is a loroidal-like angle. The coordinate system lias a
metric whose Jacobian is • . c- •( .'<-' • :\) ' \ *" < > : ill,, 2~fi,,. In this coordinate sys-
tem, the lines of force, and also of current, are straight on a given w-surface, which is very
convenient when studying ballooning instabilities since these are constant-phase modes. The
equilibrium magnetic field and current are given in these coordinates hv

B ^ • ( i | l ; | . h C (3)

where b - B/B, f/(v) = d\ dC is the safety factor, and \ is the toroidal flux function. The
perturbed quantities —the electrostatic potential <f. the parallel component of the vector
potential .-\ , and the parallel magnetic field B -arc expanded as

«!' _^ <.<„,<: . . « t c . ( 5 )

where, because of the axisymmetry, there is no coupling among toroidal n-modes. We look
for normal modes and therefore take 0m o. c'1^', etc.

The electrons are collisional, and we have used a Dougherty-type collision operator [10].
C = t'f\, • (CJ + v% bL,). in the kinetic equation. Eq. {1), obeyed by their distribution function.
This operator has nice properties, such as permitting an exact solution for the characteristic-
function which then converts ail velocity moments into trivial differentiations. However, the
results we find can also be obtained through use of a Williamson-type operator [11 j which is
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better suited for unlike-partide collisions. Ions arc taken lo be collisionless, although per-
pendicular diffusion is retained since for electrons and ions, this is ambipolar. We will not
consider trapped particle and temperature gradient effects.

Taking the small beta limii while still keeping terms of order $(R r) finite, where r is the
minor radius, we obtain the following eruditions for the perturbed quantities bv integrating
over particle trajectories:

.-,1 -l-.i E c (6)

where E -il; '1' + U.J.-\ <, and

• [ h • i / j • b ] • -I- - 4 - / ; ri F. UJ . ( 7 )

H e r e , u is t h e e l e c t r o n p a r a l l e l I O I K I I H l i v i i y . g iven b y

Ill — * - ' - .

" 4~ " r~^rr~^7 : (]

also. ^ i ( and L.. i ( I / , V K - . , 0 i^e tlie diamagnetic drill frequencies, and w / ; ( , , =
-IcV,., cllA)li • ^/> • ( / ' • ^ / i ) /•>' *A- the curvaiuri' drift frequencies. The parallel and per-
pendicular diffusion coefficienis are I) 1\ mt r and I) - / J - r . Note that I; = -i'b • V and
A1 = -/'. - />A' are differential operators: in terms of the Hamada coordinates , we have

<-MW

III'
» w I • (9)

We have been able to eliminate ft in Eqs. (6) and (7) through perpendicular perturbed pres-
sure balance. (In what follows, we omit the tilde over perturbed quantities.)

It may be remarked that although the approach we used to derive Eqs. (6) and (7) is
kinetic, the results are not necessarily so. Actually, the only pure kinetic effect contained in
these equations is the first term of Kq. (7) which is a nonlocal operator representing ion
finite Larmor radius effects. Thus, the small I; fjt form of these equations could also be
derived from the resistive two-fluid equations. The real advantages of the kinetic approach,
however, are that results can be obtained so much more simply and directly than with two-
fluid theory and, furthermore, that it is straightforward to generalize this approach to apply
to less collisional plasmas than we consider here.

When <I» and A in Eqs. (6) and (7) are expanded according to Eq. (5), considerable
coupling among the Fourier components occurs, coming both from Va and lii, since the
Hamada coordinates are curvilinear, as well as from the curvature term containing (B X B •
. B) • v. Often only the coupling of in with m i l is considered. More generally, however,
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we can represent terms that introduce coupling as /'((-))<!•(<->). where /"<<-)) is an equilibrium
and both /'and '!' are periodic in (->. Then, the useful identify

where we have used exp(-nt)m )o,,, = o,,, . „ . immediately allows us to re-express Eqs. (6) and
(7) as a general, albeit complicated, set of coupled differential equations without knowing
the detailed structure of /((-)) which depends on the equilibrium. An interesting point is that
the presence of poloidal variation of the diamagnetic drift velocity does not lead to cou-
pling, and hence to ballooning, simply because the diamagnetic drift frequency co* =
j(ciV)"1 J • V_, with J given by Eq. (4), does not depend on '->. By choosing m and n to cor-
respond to the nearest rational magnetic surface, we have I; ~~ 0 and *.<.> incT c)\d\n

only, a surface quantity.

V. POISSONSl/M REPRESENTATION

In the limit of large toroidal mode number n. while A' ,>. is still small, we can neglect the
variation with in of the coefficients of the equations for o,,, and .\ m when considering the
behavior of the radial eigenfunction near a particular rational surface. That is, we have l-.u-al
translational invariants:

£ „ , ( . * ) = C>Om-}(x -A) ••• • r " " A o ( . v - mS) . ( 1 1 )

where .v = \1/ - y m , and A = C,„ - v,,,_i = (» dq dC I"1 is the separation of adjacent rational
surfaces for fixed n. If it is real, the quantity m\ plays the role of the WKB phase for the
envelope of the Fourier modes. Roughly speaking, if the envelope goes to zero at the mag-
netic axis and at i.he plasma surface, where q = qs. we can estimate X - v. nq^. More pre-
cisely, X may be weakly m-dependent, in which case we slvxild replace m> h\ l ' " > where
\j is the jump in phase from they'th to theiy 1 )st rational surface, for fixed /?. -lust as in
quantum mechanics, the phase must satisfy a WKB-type quantization condition of the form
Z \j - n, taken around a closed contour specified by the appropriate turning points. The
functional dependence of the phase on frequency must still be determined by a multiple-
space-scale procedure. We wish to emphasize that the presence of the X-phase means that
our analysis is not merely local (i.e., performed on each and every magnetic surface), but is
global. For the sake of clarity, in this paper we shall consider constant X. Then, using the
translational invariance and changing variables from -0 to q(ii) for convenience, we obtain

<Hq. « , f) = <'~'"s" ^ <>im, - / n ) i > I | H + : v ' . (12)

assuming 0(s), s = nq - m, is highly localized about s = 0.
Quite amazingly, the system of Eqs. (6) and (7) can be converted hy a Fourier trans-

formation to a single, lower-order, ordinary differential equation. By applying the Poisson
sum formula [12] to Eq. (12), we derive an interesting representation for the perturbed
quantities:

+ 2i;^-i"$ , (13)
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where F(k) is the Fourier transform of 0(s). With this representation, operators and func-
tions transform in the following simple manner:

Z(dq.q. aH . <-), <\) «Hq, (•=>,?) - Z link. ^- (m + / r \ ) , im , k - X , -in | F(k).

(14)

The problem is then reduced to solving for the Fourier transform function in the infinite
domain -°° < h < °° with boundary conditions F(k) — 0 as \k I —• <». The desired periodic
function 'I1 is obtained by replacing k by 0 + X + 2tfC (C = 0, ±1, ±2, ...) in thenonperiodic
transform function F(k) and summing according to the prescription of Eq. (13).

Let us look at how ballooning occurs through poloidal mode coupling induced by the
toricity. For example, consider the electrostatic, high-m case (analyzed in the next section,
VI) for which the radial eigenmode is found to be a Gaussian of the form <p(s) <* exp (-s2 /
2ir) with w - (A7 '2TT)2. This means that each Fourier m-mode, peaked around its respective
rational surface where </(u) = min, will overlap with about A7 other modes on either side.
Then, from Eq. (12). we see that

•!'((/.(-)) -' exp {-ii-<(-> + X)2 2 + imi<-) + \)}. (15)

As expected, the domirlant poloidal variation is e™(~\ where m is the nearest integer to
nqi 0) . However, the mode is localized in (-) by the Gaussian envelope which arises from in-
terference among the ca" w basis functions away from (-) + A = 0. The more overlap there is
in the radial direction, the stronger this interference and the more localized in poloidal
angle the mode will be. In a way, the azimuthal angle (-) acts like the Fourier transform vari-
able conjugate to the radial variable s = nq - m. This may be seen formally from the trans-
formation of Eq. (14), or from the fact that if the radial eigenfunction p is 2M modes wide,
then the aximuthal width of the mode is approximately 2i\iM. When 0 is strongly balloon-
ing, i.e.. highly localized in (-), then F{(-)) is also very localized and

l . (16)

The result in Eq. (15) can be easily obtained again from this strong ballooning form, Eq.
(16). We might point out that the superposition of localized modes to produce an extended
mode is similar to the "quasi-mode" idea of Roberts and Taylor [ 13] but an important dif-
ference is that in our theory, we consider a true normal mode; i.e., all of the individual
Fourier components of the mode have the same frequency.

Computer simulations of ballooning modes have shown that if the wave function <p is
expressed in terms of (-) and the variable u = q(-) - f,then e~inu <I>(q, R, u) is a very weak
function of u [ 5 ] . This can be easily seen in our theory:

"'" ^ ^ Qinq-m)c ' " " ' -"1|(-) + "»* = e""'* ^ /•'((-) + >
m I

(17)

Note that our theory indicates that the azimuthal peaking of <I> may be shifted away from
(-) = 0 to :<=>| = A. This is also seen in computer simulations as a feature of the radial fluid
displacement [1 ].
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VI. MODEL PROBLEM

As an example, we consider the model problem of a toroidal plasma with nearly circular
flux surfaces. Then our Hamada coordinate system (q. <-">, f) differs very little from the con-
ventional (r, ft, 0) system, and we have

( S x b'lb) • V«I» =* -R~l{q' sin (-)dq + r~ ' [ c o s W + tq~2( 1 - q- ) ]-V, ,• ' I ' . (18)

where q' - (dq/dr)m and e = r'R. In Eq. (18) . the first two terms represent normal and geo-
desic curvature, respectively, while the last term represents average magnetic well effects.
Also, we have V2 ~ q'2 d2 + r~- d2

y Next we use Eq. (14) to transform i)q - ink, <V) ~~ "" •
q -*• m/n + (i/n) 3fe =s m/n, and W -* k - \ . We consider the plasma to be sufficiently coliis-
ional so tha t diffusion may be neglected, which allows us to obtain a second-order differ-
ential equat ion in k:

+ u2k2 + Q I

+ b - e q ~ 2 ( l - Q 2 ) + r o s ( / . ' - \ ) + M-sin ( A - - > ) • / ' - (1 M9"»

Here, the first term arises from electron parallel mot ion , the second from small ion L;irmor
radius effects, and the third is due to curvature. The coefficients in Kq. (191 are given bv

a -

,20)

The quantity Q = -Aitiu3a,lr
2/m2c2 reflects the influence of the electromagnetic potential

J4( |, and n = (rq'/q)m = d(1n q)ld(1n r) is related to the average shear.
We might point out that the usual gravitational interchange instability in a diffuse linear

pin?h [14] obeys an equation similar to Eq. (19) : without the identification /,• — {-> *)• , but
is Driven by a very small, constant curvature term be q2, which in a toroidal system is multi-
plied by 1 - q2 and so becomes slightly larger but stabilizing for q > 1. By contrast, the
driving term for ballooning-type interchange modes in a toroidal system is of order h, since
the mode prefers to localize at the maximum of cos {k -\). Therefore, interchange instabil-
ities are much more important in a tokamak than in a linear pinch device.

The quantity Q in Eq. (19) is significant in that whether it is large or small determines
whether the ballooning is electromagnetic or electrostatic. (In the context of a linear pinch.
the same two limits for Q correspond to the "slow" and "fast" interchange orderings[14|.)
For large Q (specifically, when Q » 1 + n2k2), Eq. (19) becomes

{(1 + v2k2)F'Y -aQ(l + (i2k2)F + 6Q{eq"2(l - q2) + cos [k - \) + (ik sin [k - M F = 0 .
(211

This equation describes the behavior of long wavelength (i.e., small m), electromagnetic bal-
looning modes in the hydromagnetic region away from the rational surface. However, from
Eq. (19), we ^ee that for large k (i.e., in the vicinity of the surface), the mode actually con-
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verges more rapidly than is indicated by Eq. (21). Thus, for the electromagnetic mode, the
solution in the outer layer must be matched to one in an inrer. 'esistive layer whose width
is given approximately by k -^ Q': ^~l which in real space becomes r< 5, where 5 =
c(47ru;fi)"1- is the usual skin depth.

In the electrostatic limit. (} 1. Kq. (19) becomes

F" - o i l * v-k-)F + Mcos/o + ill; sin k)F = 0 . (22)

Here we have neglected the mean magnetic well effects and taken X = 0 for purposes of
illustration. The condition for these modes, Q <•-' 1, is satisfied for large m and large re-
sistivity: thus, even in a high-beta plasma, electrostatic ballooning can occur, but at very
small wavelengths. Note that u; ^ CJ...(, also seems to imply Q •'< 1, which would mean that
high-m drift-ballooning modes tend to be electrostatic: usually, however, temperature gradi-
ent drifts prevent this from happening. The finite Larmor radius term in Eq. (22) dominates,
especially for large /;. unless the curvature coefficient b is very large, in which case we can
expand the last term about /: 0. This is the case of strong ballooning. The solution for
Fih) is then readily obtained in terms of Hermite polynomials: F(k) = exp (-$2l2)Hn($),
with n - 0. 1. 2. ... and '( a/j- ~ hi' .-y) '/,-. The requirement that the solution be well
behaved ;it l a w h leads to the dispersion relation

[h - a) au- ' h(\ 2 u) ~] - = 2n + 1 . n = 0, 1. 2 (23)

If we neglect Larnior radius effects (u - 0). look at the lowest mode (n = 0), and suppose
that L.J =- /-, to .. then from Eq. i 2'\) we find the growth rate to be given by

-, - i / .U - 2 ^ ) " ' . (24)

Here •)l: - m- „ ' ~~^ T
C|-

1
1SK- whero ,j(. - < 2q- is the "critical" beta for collisionless bal-

looning and r,.|.LSfi - 4~r- J.ijf- is the ilassicial time for resistive diffusion, with T7 = o"1 and
f> = 8~r [)' !•>'-. The Kulsrud result [8] for resistive ballooning, 7 = 7^,. is recovered in the
case of no shear. When p ' _•. Ei|. |24) implies that no growth is possible. However, this
should not be considered the actual threshold for shear stabilization since our analysis
breaks down for /u • :.-. Also, looking back at r",q. (23), we see that Larnior radius effects
(assumed small. /.• p, 1) are significant when a ^ b, which for the electrostatic mode

with 7 - -,ti means when ,J ^ 3(. (7/v. 7 M I I D ' 2 - where 7MHD
 = ' ' CA ^ c \ f ' ^ ' s t n e or^er °f

magnitude for the growth rate of the (slow) electromagnetic mode. We intend to give a more
complete analysis of this problem in a future publication [ 7 ] .

VII. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have presented the outline of a kinetic theory for weakly collisionul
ballooning modes in an axisymmetric system of general toroidal geometry. A physical
picture based on collective particle motion was given to show that the existence of low-beta,
electrostatic ballooning depends on large resistivity, whereas that of high-beta, electromag-
netic ballooning depends on large plasma inductance. We derived a special representation for
the modes which, in contrast to ones used in previous studies, contains both of the im-
portant features of these modes, namely, azimuthal periodicity as well as long parallel wave-
length. This representation is useful to visualize the combined effects of magnetic shear and
curvature on the radial and poloidal structure of ballooning modes. Finally, we examined
the model problem of a rather collisional plasma with nearly circular flux surfaces in the
strongly ballooning limit.
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A Unified Approach to Ballooning and
Trapped Electron Modes in Tokamaks

P. C. LIEWER AND C. S. Liu
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

A unified dispersion relation for the curvature drift driven MHD ballooning instabilities
and the trapped electron drift instabilities is derived from the drift kinetic equation in to-
roidal geometry. The two branches of the dispersion relation, the shear-Alfven (MHD) and
the electron drift (trapped electrons), are coupled by curvature drifts as well as by finite ion
sr\ roradius effects. Kinetic effects on the MHD ballooning modes, such as finite gyroradius
corrections and trapped electron corrections are found to be weakly affecting the growth
rate and the critical 3̂ (= ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure) for onset of
instability, but greatly modify the frequency and radial localization properties. Curvature
drift effects on the trapped electron drift instability are found to be weakly destabilizing.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Recently [ 1-4] there has been considerable interest in the MHD ballooning modes in
tokamaks because these instabilities are likely to occur as (5, the ratio of plasma pressure to
magnetic field pressure, increases, and thereby set a limit on the achievable 0. These MHD
ballooning instabilities, driven by the adverse curvature of the toroidal magnetic field, are
localized in the region of adverse curvature [5], as are the trapped electron modes [6].

In this paper, a unified electromagnetic dispersion relation for both these MHD modes
and the trapped electron modes is presented. This dispersion relation is used to calculate the
kinetic effects on the ballooning modes as well as the electromagnetic and curvature drift
effects on the trapped electron modes. The unified, electromagnetic dispersion relation is
derived from the drift kinetic equation in toroidal geometry. The dispersion relation results
from solving Ampere's law and Poisson's equation simultaneously. We neglect the radial de-
pendence, but retain the structure along the field line, since various poloidal modes are
coupled by both curvature drifts and trapped electrons.

The kinetic treatment of MHD ballooning modes leads to small corrections to the 0 for
the onset of instability. Very near MHD marginal, 0 < 0m ~Ln/(q

2R), whereLn - -(dinnl
dr)'1, R is the major radius and q is the safety factor, collisional trapped electrons can drive
stable MHD ballooning modes unstable for modes satisfying (k1pi)

iRI{2Ln) > (0m -0)/0m ,
where p, is the ion gyroradius. In addition to trapped electron effects, there are other
kinetic effects associated with the coupling of the two branches. For modes with Lnl
2R « kipi « q-i, these kinetic effects are destabilizing and the critical 0 is decreased by
an amount 5/3/0 ~ k1pi from the MHD prediction. For modes with AipI- « Ln/2R, the
kinetic effects are stabilizing. Furthermore, the effects of the finite ion gyroradius removes
the degeneracy of the eigenvalue by rendering different ion diamagnetic drift frequencies
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to modes with different poloidal mode numbers, thus converting the global degenerate
modes seen in the MHD analysis to radially localized modes. This may have important
effects in the nonlinear development of the instability.

The shear Alfve'n (MHD) branch and electron drift branches of the dispersion relation
are coupled by VB curvature drift effects as well as finite ion gyroradius effects. The curva-
ture drift corrections to the trapped electron mode tend to add to the finite ion gyroradius
effects and thus can be destabilizing. The effects are quite different in different parameter
regimes. The electromagnetic effects become important near MHD marginal stability and
enhance the curvature drift effects on the trapped electron modes.

II. THE DISPERSION RELATION

The calculation is done in the usual tokamak coordinates (r, 6, %) with 0 the poloidal
angle and £ the toroidal angle, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We consider a tokamak of major
radius R, minor radius a, toroidal field BAr, 0) and poloidal field Bg. We make the usual
tokamak assumptions: B% » Be and e = a/R « 1 so that |B| ^Bg(r, Q) =^ BQ(\ - (r/R)
cos 9). The safety factor is q(r) =*• rBt/RBg and we have assumed circular flux surfaces.
Also, the variation of the poloidal flux with 0, which renders a connection length different
from L = 2itqR is neglected. The simple model used here is quite adequate for the purpose
of this paper, that is, to investigate in a straightforward way, what kinetic effects might
strongly influence the MHD ballooning modes.

VB

R ~W

9 = 0

FIGURE 1. Coordinate system for the calculation
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The perturbed densities for trapped and untrapped particles, as well as the perturbed
current, are calculated from the drift kinetic equation with the gradient-fi curvature drift
included. The details of the calculation are given in [7 ] . We neglect the radial dependence
of the perturbation and Fourier analyze 50 ~ 50(0 Je1'1^^ ~ £Wwf where 50(0) is the mode
amplitude along the field. We assume the curvature drift is weak, fcxVy B/fcL VM « 1, where

V = ™£. JL-
VB qB0 mR

is the curvature drift averaged over the distribution function, where q is the species' charge
and where kL = llqR is the inverse connection length. We assume cold ions, u> » kvVu,
and warm electrons, CJ « &„ Vte where Vt =y/2T/m is the species thermal velocity.

Ampere's Law, written as a differential equation for the mode amplitude along the field
line 50(0), where 50" is the perturbed electrostatic potential, is given by

VA

q*R2

q2R2

92

902

dO2

( + "* ) 2

v TMHDT

- - * ' ^ ( l + r)
2cos0

50(0)

(1)

where 5£J, = -V,,5 J", VA =B0/(4irnmi)
1/2 is the Alfve"n speed, co^ = /r,cT/(eELn) is the elec-

tron diamagnetic drift frequency, Ln = -(d^nn/dr)'1 is the density gradient scale length,
T = Te/T(, and

2 _ Vi + *e) 1 dn
7MHD - 2m,i? n dr

This can also be written in matrix form by writing

(2)

50(0) = (3)

with kn - (n + An)/qR. The minimum kv k0 = &n/qR, averaged over the radial extent of
the mode, Ar, is

Ampere's Law becomes

kLr l\ dq \
(4)

DA • 5^ = Ce (5a)

with

2A =

e, - (5b)
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where 50 is a vector with (50),, = 8&n, / is the identity matrix, (feN)nm = ft|f 8nm and * is a
coupling matrix

/ . . 10100.. \

* =1 ..01010.. I, (6)
\ . . 00101.7

which couples modes 80n ± 1 to 8<pn. Notice that in the MHD limit, 8E,, = 5^ = 0, we obtain
the dispersion relation for shear Alfve"n and ballooning modes, \DA \ = 0.

Poisson's equation, bne = fin,, is given in matrix form by

DT • 51 = -Tix>{oi-o3jT)bCi • 50 (7a)

with

DT =T - * • =F • - • 'I O- . . - , \ C O + I f "

where

1 r ! / 1"e A

"l/l+e VS
with D-(u) = 2[1 - u( l - e)]/eu, where Q results from the trapped electron population
coupling the poloidal modes. (6) In Eq. (7),~CS = v'Telmi is the sound speed, Rn = i (y/¥c3)/
{kf Vh) exp [-(aj/kn Vti)

2 ] contains the effects of the few resonant ions and v* = vei/e is the
effective collision frequency for detrapping of electrons and e = a/R is the inverse aspect
ratio.

Combining Eqs. (5) and (7), the final dispersion relation for the lov. frequency modes in
a tokamak is

det DT • CJ1 • DA + &rto(co + U ^ / T I C , | = 0 . (9)

where b = (k^^rrijo:^) and u:ci is the ion gyrofrequency. The presence of finite ion gyro-
radius and curvature drift effects couple the electron drift (\DT\ = 0) and shear Alfve"n

= 0) branches. From the definition of C,- [Eq. (36b)], it can be seen that as b -* 0 and
JjHD/(l + TJCOCO^ = kL\\]Blto -* 0, then g1, -»• 0 and there is no coupling. If the poloidal

structure of the trapped electron modes is neglected, the dispersion relation in Eq. (9) is
similar to that obtained by Strauss(S) from the two fluid equations.

III. ANALYSIS OF SHEAR ALFVEN AND BALLOONING MODES

To^ obtain the dispersion relation for MHD ballooning modes, we takeSE,, (0) =
-V 5^(0) = 0 in Eq. (5) and obtain the usual differential equation for ballooning modes

- £ - — 60(0) + OJ (to + -~) 50(0) + 2 7 & H D
 c o s 0 5$(°) = 0 . (10)

q'-R'- '60" \ ' /
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Eq. (10) is a Mathieu equation and can be solved by standard procedures. Assuming a solu-
tion strongly localized in the adverse curvature region [8cj> - cos 0/2] yields the dispersion
relation

where k* = V(2qR) is the effective parallel wave number for the strongly ballooning mode.
The eigenvalue for the ballooning instability is

Thus for 7MHD •* 0, a stable shear Alfven wave is recovered. Using 7|jHD/feL
2V^2 = fiq2R/4Ln

plasma gradient scale and <*2JhL
2 y^2 = T 2^ q

2 R 2 / [2( \ + T)Ln
2],

b
where Ln is the plasma gradient scale and <*2JhL

2 y^2 = T 2^ q
2 R 2 / [2( \ + T)Ln

2], Eq. (12)
yields a critical (3 for the strongly ballooning mode j3c

s above which instability occurs in
-(dinn/dry1

Eq. (13) shows the stabilizing effects of the finite ion gyroradius which become im-
portant for modes with k^p^ > yJLnIR. For a typical tokamak, p,/o < 10"2 . Thus only
modes with kx > no/r > lQP/a •s/LnIR are affected. Thus depending on the steepness of the
density profile (Ln), we see that in the outer regions of the plasma (r ~ a) only very high
poloidal modes will be stabilized |n0 > 50|. However, towards the center of the plasma, as
r decreases, lower poloidal modes will be stabilized.

The real part of the frequency for the unstable ballooning mode is, from Eq. (12), u;r =
1/2 kL Vdi, where Vdi is the ion diamagnetic drift. Thus the ballooning modes associated with
different singular surfaces (no/£ = q) will have different eigenvalues and thus the mode may
not be as global as it appears in the MHD computations.

To calculate the kinetic effects on these strongly ballooning modes, we reduce the uni-
fied dispersioi relation to an algebraic equation by assuming the eigenfunction for the bal-
looning modt [-{qR)-2d2/d62 = &*2 = (2<?.R)-2, cos 0 ~ 1/2] and by neglecting the
poloidal dependence of the trapped electron term (G -*• 1), the resonant ion terms and the
sound speed terms. With these approximations, Eq. (9) becomes

\ 9
VAj ~ « ( « + w* / r) ~ TM

(14)

0 , 2
u> + iv

Eq. (14) forms the basis for our investigation of trapped electron effects on the strongly
ballooning modes and for our investigation of other kinetic effects. This equation is similar
to that obtained by Strauss [8] from the two fluid equations.
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A. Effects of Trapped Electrons on Stable Ballooning Modes

To calculate the effects of trapped electrons, we perturbed Eq. (14) about a solution to
the shear Alfven branch in the MHD limit and take u; = OJ0 + hu: where CJ0 is given by
Eq. (11). We take 7§ I H D < (k* V,\ )2 so co0 is real. The growth rate due to trapped electrons
is then given by

/ .1- \ ') / OJ A GJ ..

br(k*\\)-(un + uj2)y/2e OJO Im (——-

Im 6co = 7 = I
9

(co0 - c j ; j . )"(2u!0 + CJ... T)

(15)

It can be shown that for modes with 0 < co0 < co*, and fairly near MHD marginal sta-
bility p < j3A; = Ln'q-R. Eq. (14) predicts an instability. Thus we find that trapped elec-
trons can drive stable ballooning modes unstable for b ~ (k /;,-)- 2 and p1 satisfying

p u d +b-R Ln) •: ,? • p v

with a growth rate

3 f2l <*4 /L/,V 1 + r ^*

Thus higher poloidal modes go unstable for lower values of p\ We have assumed b « 1 and
7 << CJ* in the derivation.

Farther away from MHD marginal stability, p « p\ f, the trapped electrons damp the
shear Alfven modes [ 7 ].

B. Other Kinetic Effects

In the absence of trapped electron effects, the dispersion relation for the strongly bal-
looning mode is still changed considerably as seen by comparison of Eq. (14) with Eq. (11).

Analytic solutions to Eq. (14) can be found which satisfy u >> co*, provided
klpi « Ln/R, i.e., for low poloidal modes. In this limit Eq. (13) becomes a cubic. The
kinetic effects in this regime are weakly stabilizing and the critical /3 for the onset of insta-
bility is

T I T \
'ox /c,p, « Ln'2R . (16)

For higher poloidal modes, kLpt » Ln<R, the kinetic effects are destabilizing and the
critical ,6 for onset of instability is lowered by an amount on the order of 6j3'/5Af /e.p,-,
as shown by Strauss [8] . However, these modes may be strongly localized radially by the
effects of shear (see [7]).

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE TRAPPED ELECTRON MODE

In this section, the effects of the curvature drift on the trapped particle mode is analyzed
in the electrostatic limit. Then the electromagnetic corrections to the trapped particle
modes are calculated.
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A. Electrostatic Limit
In the electrostatic limit, u> - c o ^ « b VA , the dispersion relation for trapped electron

modes becomes, from Eq. (9),

de t [ / ) T + Td + w^/tJTjfeC,-] = 0, (17)

where DT and C, are defined in Eq. (7) and b = (/eip,)2/2. The curvature and ion gyroradius
effectsl:an be treated as small corrections to the basic electron drift wave-trapped electron
mode, given by |£>r| = 0. The matrix equation will be truncated at a 3 :< 3 matrix, and thus
only modes 50 = 1, e±i0 will be included. We will present the solution to Eq. (17) in one
limit, where the effects of the curvature drift is the largest. This occurs for high poloidal
modes such that br » a!q2R and a/R » co^/y* where we have taken Ln =* a. Writing
CO = OJ^ + 5u> + iy and assuming ujv* « 1, one solution to Eq. (17) is

y ~ yh + [rj + 2(T?- 1/3)5w/cU*] (18)

where 7 2 6 v/2e/7r(cj|/i>*), and q = d(£nTc)/d£nn, where we have also assumed k0 « kL

and where h+ = [(1 + 2GU + 2 V2C1 0)/2], where Gnn< is defined in Eq. (8). The eigen-
function for this mode is 5<£ ~ 1 + ^/^"cos d and thus balloons out in the region of trapped
electrons and adverse curvature. The curvature drift effects are contained in the aA/27?
term in the frequency shift and thus add to the finite Larmor radius frequency shift [5CJ/
w^ = — b{l + T)] studied previously [9]. For no electron temperature gradient, r? -»• 0, this
downward frequency shift is destabilizing, as seen in the expression for 7 in Eq. (18).

For lower poloidal modes, br « a/qzR but still ^/alR » wjv*, the curvature drift
is still destablizing but the effect is weaker. (See [71.)

B. Electromagnetic Corrections

Electromagnetic corrections become important as b^^alR approaches unity, and thus
the corrections are more important for higher poloidal modes. In order to calculate the ef-
fects analytically, we will assume an eigenfunction such as discussed in Sec. IV. A for the
higher poloidal modes, br » alq2R and take./^ -* /e(r ~ kL. The dispersion relation for
trapped electron modes with electromagnetic corrections then becomes from Eq. (9)

= 0.
TMHD

Taking co = u% + Sco + iy with 7 « GO*, 5CO « CJ^, and co^ « v^., we obtain, in
analogy to Eq. (7)

TMHD
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7 = -f- T, + 2(7}-1/3)

Thus when the denominator of the second term becomes small, the curvature drift and
finite Larmor radius effects are greatly enhanced. Since 72 /!:||

2V^2 = (/3//3A./)[fe|1
2(4Q2fl2)],

the denominator becomes smaller as MHD marginal staDuity is approached. Then for no
temperature gradient (7? = 0), even modes with b = (fejP,)2 = 0 will be unstable because of
curvature drift effects.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have developed a formalism for including the well-known destabilizing
effects of the curvature drift in a unified dispersion relation for low frequency modes in a
tokamak. The ballooning nature of the modes is handled by retaining the structure along the
field line (poloidal structure). The shear Alfven and electron drift branches of the dispersion
relation are coupled by the curvature drifts as well as by finite ion gyroradius effects. This
allowed us to study trapped electron effects on shear Alfven modes, as well as electromag-
netic effects on the electron drift instabilities.

We recovered the curvature-drift driven strongly ballooning instability from the unified
dispersion relation in the MHD limit, 8En -*• 0, when the two branches uncouple. The usual
critical fi for the onset of ballooning instability for a tokamak with connection length L =
2-nqR was recovered, (3,,, = Ln/q

2R. In our model, we assumed circular flux surfaces and no
poloidal variation of the poloidal field. It is known that both the shape of the cross section
and the poloidal field variation strongly influence the connection length and, hence, the
critical (3. The numerical value of the critical p for a given equilibrium thus far is obtained
only from computer codes. This work is intended to give a microscopic deviation of the bal-
looning mode and to investigate kinetic effects which might influence the behavior of the
MHD mode. The kinetic effects on ballooning modes were found to be weakly affecting the
growth rate and critical (3 but strongly modify the frequency and localization properties.
Trapped electron effects on stable ballooning modes were important only near MHD marg-
inal stability. Here, modes with (k1pi)

2TR/[2Ln) > (j3jy ~j3)/|3ĵ  were unstable with growth
rates comparable to a trapped electron instability growth rate. Other kinetic effects associ-
ated with finite 5 E n were also found to be important only near MHD marginal stability.
For low poloidal modes, /f,p,- « Ln/R, the effects were weakly stabilizing. For
k1 Pi » Ln IR, the effects were destabilizing and lower the critical j8 for onset of instability
by a fraction on the kipi. This suggests the effect should be further investigated with a
theory- which is valid for kLpi - 1. This instability for j3 below the MHD critical (3 is also very
sensitive to shear. The theory should be extended to include the radial variation necessary to
include shear effects.

In the electrostatic limit, the unified dispersion relation yields the usual trapped electron
instabilities, but with a new effect, the effects of the curvature drifts of the passing particles,
included. This drift was weakly destabilizing in the absence of electron temperature gradi-
ents and added to the finite ion gyroradius effects in causing a destabilizing frequency shift.
The curvature caused the mode to balloon out in the region of bad curvature. The shear ef-
fects on this mode are as important and should be investigated. Electromagnetic effects on
the trapped electron mode are important for modes with (^iP,)2(3pol ~ R/a as was known
previously and also near MHD ballooning mode marginal stability, when |3 nears pM -
Ln/q

2R. In the absence of an electron temperature gradient, the electromagnetic effects
associated with finite |3 enhance the destabilizing ion curvature drift effects and, as 0 nears
(3M, electromagnetic effects can cause the curvature drift alone to destabilize the trapped
electron mode
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To summarize, no new dangerous modes or effects were uncovered in this study. The
new effects studied, both on the shear A!fve"n and trapped electron modes, become impor-
tant near MHD marginal stability. The MHD instability, itself, is of course much more
dangerous.

In conclusion, we have developed a relatively simple formalism for evaluating various
kinetic effects on MHD ballooning modes as well as evaluating effects on the trapped elec-
tron modes. The model can be extended to include other MHD modes, such as current
driven kinks or to include other kinetic effects on MHD modes such as resonant effects and
energetic ion beam effects, which are currently under investigation.
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ABSTRACT

For a certain class of anomalous electron thermal conductivity models, xe
 = ?{&•> R> G<

Zet{)I(r)Te
p(r)/[ne(r)r2], an approximate form of the steady-state electron heat balance

equation is solved to give formulas for Te{r), j{r), U, and r^ 1 in terms of the scalar param-
eter, p and the unknown function f. Experimental tokamak data are then used to deduce an
appropriate value for p and a (power-law) form for f. The resulting formula for x^ provides
a good fit to a large body of data from many joule-heated tokamaks.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Contract No. EY-76-C-03-0167,
Project Agreement No. 38.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been established experimentally that over a wide range of plasma densities the
electron thermal conductivity in tokamak plasmas exceeds the theoretical neoclassical value
by one to two orders of magnitude. The observed loss rate decreases with density and ap-
proaches the neoclassical value at the highest densities achieved experimentally. Some theo-
retical explanations of this anomalous heat transport have been proposed [1-3]; in particular,
interpretations based on current-driven instabilities agree qualitatively with global properties
of laboratory plasmas, such as the over-all energy confinement time [1]. However, attempts
to use these theoretical rates in detailed numerical transport models of tokamak plasmas
have been unsuccessful in reproducing internal features such as the radial electron tempera-
ture profiles.

Now, clearly the electron temperature profile will be affected by the local concentra-
tions of impurities, since these alter both the ohmic power input and the radiative power
lost from the plasma. Accurate, spatially-resolved impurity measurements are not generally
available for tokamak discharges; so that a somewhat arbitrary choice of impurity density
profiles is permitted in transport modeling, provided the net effective ion charge, Zeif,
agrees with the experimental value. In addition, it is not yet possible theoretically to predict
all of the anomalous rates entering the transport matrix. For example, the ratio of heat loss
by thermal conduction to that lost by convection is not yet given by theory. Thus, dis-
crepancies between experimentally observed features of the plasma and transport code pre-
dictions using a particular model of heat conduction do not necessarily imply that the
model is incorrect. Nonetheless, the theoretical form for the electron thermal conductivity
given in [1 ] , leads t- unrealistically broad electron temperature profiles for almost all
tokamak experiments investigated. Since these experiments have widely varying impurity
properties, it seems likely that an alternate form for x<? might provide a more accurate
description of the experiments.
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Several of the empirical [4] , semiempirical [2] and theoretical models [1-3] of x(. sug-
gested over the past few years exhibit a striking similarity in that they belong to a single
generic form; viz.,

I(r)Tf(r)
Xe = f(B, R, a, Z e f f) * •

r-ne(r)

Here I(r) is the plasma current flowing within the minor radius, r; ne(r) and Te(r) are the
electron density and temperature at this radius; and p is a real scalar parameter which ranges
from p = 1/2 to p = -1/2. The remaining parametric dependencies, here indicated by the
function f(B, R, a, Zeff), vary from model to model but are generally describable in terms
of the magnetic field strength, B, the major and minor radii, R and a, and the effective ionic
charge, Zeff. In what follows we shall examine the properties of this class of models.

It is not a straightforward task to select from even this restricted class of anomalous
thermal conductivity models that particular form which best fits existing tokamak data. The
most definitive comparisons rely on the transport codes; and as indicated earlier, these re-
quire detailed specification of plasma parameters and transport rates about which inade-
quate information is available. Because of this inherent lack of precision, we have investi-
gated alternative approaches to deducing, from experimental results, the most appropriate
form for xP- In this note we summarize one particular approach which has resulted in a
choice for xe that provides reasonable agreement with many laboratory experiments.

We begin with an approximate solution of the steady-state electron heat balance equa-
tion for conditions such that electron thermal conductivity is the dominant mechanism of
heat loss from the central plasma core. The observed electron temperature profile in this
region then determines the value of the parameter p. In addition, the approximate solution
also provides simple formulas for the central electron temperature, Te(0), the loop voltage,
U, and the electron energy confinement time, r^j\ These lormulas permit an evaluation of
f(B, R, a, Zeff) from experimentally measured quantities, such as ^JTe(Q)IU, for example.

We then confront the difficult task of deducing, from a discrete set of tokamak data, the
parametric dependences of f(B, R, a, ZeU). What is needed is a set of measurements of Te(Q)
and U as each parameter is varied, independently and continuously, over the range of values
for which the macroscopic properties of the discharge remain comparable; for example, the
MHD stability properties should not change appreciably over this range. Although such
measurements should be possible for a continuous variation of B, we are aware of only a
very few actual sets of data. The scarcity of available data compells us to seek simple power-
law scaling relations as a first approximate representation of /"; and from the existing data we
tentatively conclude that f - B'1. Clearly this conclusion can be easily refined with addi-
tional data from any given tokamak device which is not radiation dominated in the central
plasma core.

To deduce the dependence of Bf on R, a and Zeff requires a comparison of discharges
from different tokamak devices where surface conditions, for example, may be quite dif-
ferent. It is particularly difficult to insure that discharges in different experiments are
macroscopically comparable. Nonetheless, to make further progress toward selecting (power-
law) forms for Bf, we have used the large base of tokamak data, compiled by Pfeiffer and
Waltz [ 5 ] to test various possible functional forms for Bf (or f itself). To restrict the range of
these forms we have adopted the results of an analysis by Connor and Taylor [6], in which
they show that only certain forms are allowed for TE if the transport is to be compatible
with invariance properties of the underlying plasma physics equations.

II. APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF THE STEADY-STATE
ELECTRON HEAT BALANCE EQUATION

The essential simplification permitted by the present class of transport models is im-
mediately evident from the electron equation for steady-state heat balance. If heat losses
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through radiation, convection, and heat transfer to ions are neglected, and if all heat input is
from ohmic power, the heat balance equation,

( | ) (1)

becomes

0 3= f - £ + 7 - «,xVTe . (2)

— * — > •

Here j is the current density and E is the induced electric field. Choosing for simplicity a
circular cross section tokamak, we integrate this equation over the volume within radius r
to obtain

0 = IE + 2Trrnx'dT'dr. (3)

where we have suppressed the subscript e here and in what follows. Since, to lowest order in
the inverse aspect ratio, (r.'R), E is constant in steady state, the plasma current and electron
temperature equations are decoupled for this class of anomalous transport models, giving

and, from Ohm's Law,

j = a{T)E. (5)

If -v = (r'a)2, and if a is defined to be the outermost radius for which T{r - a) ^ 0, we have

+X = g-{-El±lF41-x) = r r 'd - .v ) . (6)

Eq. (6) provides a particularly simple scaling relation for the temperature and the one-turn
voltage, L'=2TTRE:

a a

The temperature profiles given by Eq. (6) are broad for positive values of p and become in-
creasingly narrow as p -»• - 1 . The profiles are not altered by convection if n ^ (1 -.v)Q and
D °t x- In fact, Eq. (6) remains a solution if /'is replaced by f[ 1 + a{p + l)(5D/2x)]-

Ohm's Law, Eq. (5), now determines the steady-state current profile if the conductivity
is specified. Since there is no clear experimental indication of anomalous electrical resistivity,
provided the plasma density is not too low, we shall assume the classical expression [7],

n = ^ Pt(r/R) - fiZcnT-3'2 (8)
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where

and, to lowest order in the inverse aspect ratio, P\°^ = 1. Then in this approximation,

f . (10)

If, as seems to be th? case experimentally, Zeff is roughly constant throughout the central
core of the pj-isrua,

3/2 3/2

j(x) = &ET*2Z;}{(1 -x)^1 = jo(l-x)p+l . (11)

For this radial profile, j0 is related to the total plasma current simply as

° \P + 1/ 7ra2

In terms of the safety factors at r = a and r = 0, this relation becomes

A useful scaling relation between temperature and current can now be obtained by eliminat-
ing the electric field between Eqs. (6) and (11):

(14)

Similarly, the one-turn voltage can be expressed in terms of the plasma current:

i 7

f *

Finally, the global electron energy confinement time can be evaluated from the defining
equation:

2irR f 2-nrdr j n(r)T(r)

r(f) = -if- = jo
E P\oss 2*R[-2nrn(r)X(r)dT/dr]r=a'

If we assume a density profile n(x) = no(l -x)a, the stored energy is given by
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and the rate at which the electrons loose heat by thermal conduction is

Thus,

_(<•) _ 3 2 a* -
TE ~ 8 n"a If '"

or equivalently for ohmically-heated experiments,

2p 2.5_
5 In + 2ft

z
(e, _ 3 , M P + 2 - 5 / « ^ + 2 - 5 /P + 2-5 „ i \

p + 2 5
 v (P + I)"

(a+D

III. EMPIRICAL DEDUCTIONS

1. Electron Temperature Profiles and the Parameter p

Attempts to compare tokamak experiments with the approximate analysis given in Sec-
tion II encounter the fundamental problem of classifying different discharges into compar-
able categories. It was observed in ORMAK(S) that two distinct classes of discharges,
denoted types A and B, with different temperature profiles, could be obtained in a single
device by slight changes in the external parameters. This bi-modal behavior was thought to
stem from slight changes in the impurity content, particularly carbon and oxygen, whose
concentrations depend on wall conditions which were difficult to control or determine
quantitatively. It was subsequently shown in DITE [9] and PLT [10] that if the plasma sur-
face itself becomes too hot, heavy metallic impurities may be injected into the plasma, prob-
ably by unipolar arcs. And in this case, bulk radiation cooling from partially ionized tungsten
or molybdenum can lead to hollow temperature profiles, dramatically different in character
from the profiles described by the present models.

Given the possibility of discrete modes of experimental operation with different elec-
tron temperature profiles, we can choose either to base our comparison on a few well-
documented discharges or to seek a statistically representative discharge for comparison
with our analysis. In hopes of obtaining a more nearly universal description of tokamak
plasmas we have, when possible, selected the latter course, using the tokamak data base com-
piled by Pfeiffer and Waltz [5] .

The data set includes the peak and average values of electron density and temperature
which relate to our model as follows:

f1

I dx n(x)
-'ri

T

'0

= a + 1

where we have again taken n(x) = no (1 - x ) a .
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From a histogram of the ratio of peak-to-average electron densities, Fig. 1, we can
readily conclude that a = 1 is representative of density profiles in most of the experiments.
The corresponding histogram of peak-to-average electron temperatures is again peaked
around the value 2, as shown in Fig. 2, indicating p = -1/2. Note, however, that the temper-
ature profile histogram is broader than the density profile case, and is suggestive of a bi-
modal character with a second peak corresponding to p = -3/4. We will continue the present
comparison with p = -1/2 for definiteness but with reservations concerning the possible role
of external conditions in determining the temperature profiles. These histograms do not in-
clude the Alcator data for reasons given in [ 5 ].

[Note added in proof: From Eq. (13), the ratios Qa/qo for these two choices of p are
qalqo = 4(p = -1/2) and 7(p = -3/4). Measurements on ATC [4] tend to support the choice
of p - -1/2. But recent attempts to interpret experiments in different devices [ 11 ] have
shown some success if qalq0 - 2 is hypothesized, i.e., p = +1/2. ]

2. The Dependence of f on Magnetic Field Strength

As mentioned earlier, we are aware of very little published data obtained by varying
only B. A particular set of experiments in TFR [ 12] examined four somewhat widely spaced
values of B while holding the remaining parameters nearly constant. Thus, it may be justified
to assume that these four discharges were in a single mode, although a more nearly con-
tinuous variation in B would be required to verify this assumption.

CASE HNPEAK.EXA

30—1

20 —

10 —

0- I
1

I
a

I
3

I
A

FIGURE 1. Histogram display of the distribution of experimental discharges with respect
to the peak-to-average value of electron density [5].
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FIGURE 2. Histogram display of the distribution of experimental discharges with respeci
to the peak-to-average value of electron temperature [5].

For any value of p, Eq. (7) gives the temperature-voltage relation from which one can
evaluate f. Fror: this relation, with p = 1/2, 0, -1/2, -3/4, and using the four TFR data sets,
(To, U, B), we have constructed the four curves shown in Fig. 3. Clearly, f'1 increases with
B throughout the range for all values of p examined; although f'1 appears to approach a
maximum near the highest values of B ioxp = -1/2 and —3/4. Note that f'1 extrapolates to
zero at small values of B around 15 kG, corresponding to qa ~ 2. This agrees with the gen-
eral experimental observation that confinement deteriorates sharply for gc less than a
critical value around 3. We do not attempt to describe the macroscopically unstable regimes
at very low values of qrg and therefore set f~l a.B. Although it would be tempting to in-
corporate some high-B saturation into our expression for f'1, the available data do not
indicate whether the apparent saturation is a maximum or an inflection point. Certainly a
simple parabolic model is not justified by the data. Therefore we shall provisionally set

f = fng(R, a, Ze{i)B~l ,

and note that this linearized approximation to f'1 will only be valid for moderate values
oiB.

3. The Dependence of f on R, a and Zef f

To deduce (from experiments) the most appropriate dependences of f on R, a and Zeff,
we must use data from many experiments with different values of all three parameters. To
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make some progress v/e adopt two assumptions at this point; namely, that f\s independent
of Zgfl-, and that the constraints discussed by Connor and Taylor [6] apply to the present
class of semiempirical transport models. The first assumption is suggested by empirical scal-
ing laws which generally show weak dependence on Zeff. The second assumption is equiva-

FIGURE 3, Curves of Tf + ' /U versus B for p =
computed from TFR experimental
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lent to assuming that the observed transport rates are determined by plasma physics proc-
esses rather than, for example, wall processes.

Connor and Taylor [6] show that in the "collisional high-beta model," appropriate for
present-day tokamak experiments, the confinement time must have the following iorm:

Bi = gl(na2)g2{Tall2)g3(B
4a5)g4(a/R,qa).

For the present models, with p = -1/2,

Thus, we require

g{R,
=

R g*
and, for simplicity, we try simple power-law forms,

We evaluate g4 (a/R) from experimental data using

As indicated in Fig. 4, we find an acceptable fit to most data if

or

= Si7

or finally,

f(B, R, a)=fo
 a

R3'2B

IV. THE ROLE OF SAWTOOTH OSCILLATIONS

It is now well established experimentally that relaxation ("sawtooth") oscillations occur
spontaneously within the central plasma region if the safety factor there becomes less than
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FIGURE 4. Empirical evidence used to deduce the R, a dependence of f in terms of the
auxiliary function, gA(a/R) described in Section HI.3 of the text

unity, qo < 1. The condition for onset of these modes provides some additional information
on the exponent p, since the critical value of qa predicted by our model is

For p = -1/2, as inferred from electron temperature profiles, qcrit = 4. Because the plasma
current cannot respond to the rapid fluctuations in temperature associated with these "saw-
tooth" oscillations, it seems likely that the central current density will remain near the value
for which q0 = 1:

J(O) =
2Bt 2Bt

This type of current saturation has apparently been observed in recent MHD simulations [13].
For qa less than gcrit, we hypothesize a current profile

/(*) =

, x

1.5

, X > XQ
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where x 0 gives the radial position beyond which q > 1. For this modified current profile

p + 2.5

where

2 f p + 2.5 •

In addition, we assume that the time averaged temperature profile is flattened inside x < x0:

(Ts, x < x0

T(x) = <, !

Continuing to satisfy the transport model and Ohm's law for x > x0, and using flattened
current profiles for x < x0, we find

T =
s ' .4TT2

Although the relaxation oscillations are expected to violate the present transport model in-
side x < xQ, the assumed flattening of the temperature profile is consistent with Ohm's law
in this region, i.e.,;s = Tfl2X E/rjZeff.

V. SOME COMPARISONS WITH TOKAMAK EXPERIMENTS

We first compare predictions of our semi-empirical transport model v/ith a set of Alcator
experimental results cited by Coppi, Lampis, and Pegoraro [2]. By reducing data from a
large number of discharges, these authors were able to display the variation of TOII with q%,
the safety factor at the limiter. From our analysis we would expect for qa > 4

_ ZeUriB f/2

= [J-[

If I |_2
-.1/2

L2TT2 foS(R,a) 2ir

For qa < 4, that is, with sawtooth oscillations present, this becomes

lo _ M _ ^ f f i _ Mo R
J [27r2 45(i?, a) 2TT fl2J

For comparison v/ith the Alcator data, where R and a are fixed, the form of g(R, a) is unim-
portant. Since we have no information on the thickness of a possible cold-plasma layer, we
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shall simply set qa = g^ here. The experimental results published by Coppi, Lam pis, and
Pegoraro [2] are shown in Fig. 5 with the predicted values indicated by the dashed line. The
predicted curve has been normalized to the point at q<; = 4. We note that the poorer agree-
ment at higher values of q^ may reflect the nonlinear saturation of f ~x vs. B discussed
earlier. A more accurate representation of f~l (B) would clearly improve the comparison
shown here.

The Coppi, Lampis, Pegoraro plot can be generalized to other experiments using the
semi-empirical formulas derived above. Thus,

7147r3

1/2

a3 /
F(Qa)

with

/ H 9 10

FIGURE 5. Comparison of the semi-empirical model with the data from Coppi, et al. (2)
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Qo

. % < 4 .

In r'ig. 6 we use a set of TFR data to display this generalization to arbitrary R, a, and Z^ of
the Coppi, Lampis, Pegoraro plot. Notice that the TFR points fall along a similar semi-
empirical curve which, however, is shifted somewhat to higher values of gg. This shift can be
interpreted as evidence for a somewhat thicker cold-plasma layer, hence, a larger difference
between qa and q% than in the case of Alcator.

Finally, we compare experimentally determined energy confinement times with our semi-
empirical formulas for Tge\ The formulas are given by

= (court) <n>a2T0
1/2 ( f

where

. %

H(Qa) =
^ [ 2 - ( l - x o ) a ] , qa<4.

GEG.AE1 CALL) EXP<T*S> - £ .37

„- !

^

10 s

FIGURE 6. Comparison of additional TFR data with the data from Coppi
et al. (2) using the semi-empirical formula
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H(qa) is reasonably accurate only within a restricted range: at low values of qa the dis-
charges are dominated by low-order MHD turbulence; while at high q there was insufficient
data to determine f -1 (B), hence H(qa), above some value at which the nonlinear terms in
f~1{B) become important. Because of these limitations, we will restrict most of our com-
parisons to a rather narrow range of qa, 3.5 < qa < 6.5, within which sawtooth effects are
expected to be negligible.

In Fig. 7 we display the experimentally determined values of TE, plotted against the re-
sult evaluated from the semi-empirical formula, Eq. (16). Note, however, that we have used
average values for density and temperature, rather than the central values, in order to in-
clude as much data as possible. The agreement between predicted and observed lifetimes can
be improved slightly by restricting the experimental data to those discharges with TOI(T) = 2,
as shown in Fig. 8; but the number of available data points is considerably reduced.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have used empirical methods to select from a class of anomalous elec-
tron thermal conductivity models a single form which would give an acceptable fit to a
large set of tokamak experimental data. Although the electron thermal conductivity is not
the only anomalous element of the complete transport matrix, it is a dominant mechanism
for heat loss in many tokamaks; and a successful model would be useful in deducing scaling
relations and in giving detailed transport-code descriptions of tokaniak discharges.

GEG.A22 ( 3 . 5 « X 6 . 5 ) EXPCT*S> - 3.C6

FIGURE 7. Comparison of experimental values of TE with the semi-empirical
formula data limited to 3.5 < q^< 6.5
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of experimental values of T E with the semi-empirical
formula, data limited to TO/{T) = 2

The class of models studied here included, at least approximately, several of the theo-
retical and empirical models suggested in recent years. Thus, the approach used here (de-
scribed in Section I) has sufficiently wide applicability to merit serious consideration as a
framework in which to interpret experimental results. Nonetheless, it has several limitations
which should be kept clearly in mind in evaluating either the approach or the final results.

A potentially serious drawback to the approach is the neglect of radiation cooling neces-
sitated by the need for simple closed-form solutions to the steady-state electron heat-balance
equation. Radiation is usually the dominant heat-loss mechanism at the plasma edge; and we
frequently encountered the problem of estimating the thickness of the radiation-dominated,
cold-plasma surface layer. This problem was particularly acute in attempts to use experi-
mental data at known limiter radii to deduce parametric dependences on a, the unknown
radius of the hot-plasma core. Variations from device to device in the thickness of the cold-
plasma layer can easily mask regularities in the data, as shown recently by Mirnov [11]. For
this reason, it was sometimes necessary to use a small set of data from a single device with a
restricted range of values of the given parameter, where otherwise a wider range could be ob-
tained using data from several different devices.

In fact, we discovered that some types of experimental data, required by the present ap-
proach, were surprisingly difficult to find in the published literature. For example,
measurement of To and U as only B is varied is straightforward in principle and essential
to determining f(B) for the present class of models. Even so, we found only two such con-
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trolled experiments, one in TFR and one in ORMAK. Additional measurements of this
kind could usefully extend the range of validity of the present deductions.

Neglect of the ion heat transport introduces large errors mainly at high densities. Since
many tokamak experiments have been carried out at densities such that Pei « IU, this
assumption is not particularly restrictive. A more fundamantal difficulty, discussed earlier
arises from the possible multiple modes of tokamak operation, exemplified by the Type A/
Type B discharges in ORMAK. We see no immediate resolution to this problem until the
boundaries of different regimes have been more clearly identified experimentally and
theoretically.

Despite these limitations, the present approach provides a useful framework for inter-
preting many tokamak data. The final result is a semi-empirical formula for the anomalous
electron thermal conductivity:

°

Other observable quantities are readily derived and have been given in the preceding sections.
The energy confinement time is of special interest:

r{
E

e) = (cons't)

where

9 a[2-(l-xo)2] , qa < 4.

The present class of models assures the (n)a2 dependence, confirmed in Alcator over a wide
range of densities. The remaining parametric dependences are less certain, as indicated by
the success of other models with different dependences. The qa dependence, even though
limited in its range of validity by available data, is supported qualitatively by numerous
experiments. We expect that a saturation of H(qa) at higher values of qa will be required by
data from controlled experiments at higher q. The temperature dependence, while encour-
aging, is subject to the greatest uncertainty, particularly in view of the limitation of the
present data base to ohmically heated tokamaks. Weaker temperature dependences have
been suggested by other studies. Experiments with auxiliary heating should provide addi-
tional information to confirm or alter this deduction.
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Energy Confinement of High-Density Tokamaks
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ABSTRACT

It will be proven thai neoclassical ion heat conduction is the major energy loss mecha-
nism in the centre of an ohmieallv heated high-density tokamak discharge (n> 3 x 10 2 0 m~3).
This fixes the mutual dependence of plasma quantities on axis and leads to scaling laws for
the poloidal beta and energy confinement time given the empirical fact that the pressure
profile and the current-density profile .ire Gaussians.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gas-puffing techniques >• we made it possible to raise the density by one to two orders
of magnitude during a t- ;amak discharge. The Alcator team [1,2,3] reported on an
electron density rise from 101 9 to 1021 m"":. it was noticed that fig and TE went up pro-
portionally to n and the ion temperature increased from 150 eV to 800 eV, i.e., to a value
equal to the electron temperature "/',..

It is known that at low density anomalous electron heat conduction is the major loss
mechanism. The ohmic power input stays constant with increasing density. This means that
the anomalous electron heat conduction is independent of the density or even diminishes
with the density because other loss mechanisms increase with the density. Plateau ion heat
conduction increases proportionally to rijT^!~. Now the question arises: at which density
does the plateau ion heat conduction develop into the major loss mechanism? The answer
to this question cannot be found by comparing the experimental energy-confinement time
with theoretical values because these calculations are approximations, not taking the pro-
files correctly into account. Comparison with the results of numerical codes is possible, but
the codes have too many "knobs" that can be adjusted. Moreover, they cannot easily
reach the highest experimental densities because the mechanism responsible for the inward
transport of plasma is still unknown.

A simple method for analyzing the energ\ balance, which will be described here, is
based on an empirical approach:

• how large is the experimental lu-m flow as a function of the radius, calculated from the
radial dependence of the ohmic power input;

• how large is the heat flow due to ion heat conduction as calculated from the experi-
mental temperature and density profiles, disregarding the question how these profiles
could have been developed in the history of the discharge;

• at what density and which radius docs the empirical heat flow become comparable to
the ion heat conduction flow?

This method is described extensively elsewhere [4 J.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

1. The experimental laser-scattering data n ^ p and re
exp must be fitted with Gaussians

such that one-dimensional profiles can be derived of the form:

Te(r) = Teo exp [-r2/AT
2].

ne{r) = nco exp [-r2/An
2] .

(la)

(lb)

An Alcator discharge as described by Apgar et al. [ 2 ] will be taken as a reference dis-
charge. Laser scattering data were measured at a point in time when the density was highest
and constant (3n/9f = 0) and also the discharge current was constant {dl/dt = 0):

R = 0.54 m; BT = 7.1 T ; neo = 6 x 1020 m"3 ; An = 0.07 m ;

: = 0.095m; IT = 0.108MA; Teo = 0.77 keV; AT = 0.05m.

The experimental laser-scattering data and the Gaussians used for determining the one-
dimensional profiles are shown (Fig. 1).

2. The assumption that Zefl- is constant over the radius and that corrections for trapped
electrons are negligibly small, leads to a straightforward expression for the current-density
profile:

= j o exp [-r2/Ac
2] with Ac = AT V2 /3 . (2)

7.5

O
CM

O

«l
5.0 -

FIGURE 1. Electron temperature and density profiles of the reference Alcator discharge [2]
with the approximation by Gaussians characterized by AT = 0.05 m, displacement Ay =
-1 X 10~3 m and An = 0.07 m ,A n = + 4x 10~3 m.
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The correctness of this expression can be judged by calculating the values for qo and Zeff,
which are consistent with this current-density profile. For our reference discharge we find:
qo = 1.0 and Zeff = 1.14. Terry et al. [5] have determined Zeff for the same discharge with
ultraviolet spectroscopy. Their result is: Zeff = 1.16.

3. The empirical heat flow, Qeff(r), can now easily be calculated from:

(3)

in which Vg is the loop voltage corrected for inductive effects, I is the current in MA, and
G c =( l -exp[ - f l2 /A c

2 ] ) .
4. The heat flow due to ion heat conduction, Qf°nd (r), is given by:

bT{

in which T,-, is the ion-ion collision time and coci the ion gyro-frequency. The neoclassical
enhancement factor C"22 depends on the collisionalities v* and v**:

banana and plateau diffusion, v** < 1 (Rutherford et al. [6]):

C<2 = 2qHRIrf'2 ± +
0 ^ NC (6a)

for Pfirsch-Schluter diffusion v**>l:

C22 = 2.26 q2 PS (6b)

All three regimes (Hazeltine, Hinton [7]):

C22 = 292 OAW/rf'2 1 + Q" 4 ^ HH (6c)
1 + 1.03(vf)1/2 + 0.18t>*

5. Necessary for the calculation of Q?ond are the values of the quantities n,(r), q(r)
and Ti(r). For our reference discharge Zeff is so close to unity that n{ - ne; q(r) can be
calculated from j(r). The problem is to fizd T((r) since charge-exchange neutral analysis
fails due to the opaqueness of the high-density pbsmas for neutrals.

One can calculate the lowest possible T-t from ths assumption that all the ohmic power
input is transferred from the electrons to the ions:

m i n -

In this equation TCOU1 represents the energy transfer time due to collisions between electrons
and ions and rEe the experimental energy confinement time of the electrons.! The calcula-
tion for the reference discharge gives:
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T£"n = 0.88 Teo on axis;

(71/1"11) = 0.095 (Te) averaged over the radius.

For the calculations we now start with the trial assumption:

Tt(r) ^ 0.93 Te(r). (8)

6. The calculations of QScd, Qpsnd and Qggd c a n b e d o n e w i t h t h e t r i a l assumption of
Eq. (8). If ion heat conduction is the only energy loss mechanism, the ratio Qcond/Qeff m u s^
be equal to one.

The result (Fig. 2) shows that Qcond/Qeff j s e v e n iarger than one. This inconsistency is
caused by the trial assumption for Tt. In reality the ^-profile is flatter in the centre and
somewhat steeper at the outside since the coupling between ion and electron temperature is
weakest on axis. Examination of the v* value in the central region indicates that for r < Ac

the ions are in the plateau regime. A more realistic T(-profile can be calculated by assuming
that the ratio Qcond/Qeff jg constant and has the value CQ. Integration of the assumed
equality:

dT: Qeff

T 1 = ~CO (9)
9r Q Slat

leads to the 7}-profile:

BRI2V,.Cf
 r r- ' > 9 " 9 ^ 2

neoGc

^ Q f r , i Li" exp (-r "/A 'JJ |
I exp r /A. dr r

(10)

in which T,- is expressed in keV, fi the density is expressed in 1020 m ~3, / the current in MA.
If one assumes that the part of the ohmic power, that is not lost by ion heat conduction, is
lost through the electron channel, one can easily calculate the "ansatz" for the temperature
on axis, T?, by adapting Eq. (7):

7;* =reo|i-cQ-^i-|. (ii)

7. The resulting Tf-profiles are presented in Fig. 3. Curve a represents the Gaussian Te-
profile reduced to one dimension; curve b shows the trial profile Tt = 0.93 Te, which leads to
an inconsistent energy balance in the central region (Qcond > Qeff) The T{* profile for
CQ = 0.5 and 1 are given by curves c and d respectively. It is clear that CQ = 1 gives the best
result. All in all it can be concluded that:

a. 0.5 < Qcond/Qeff ~ 1 for 0 < r < Ac.
b. 0.1 < Qcond/Qeff < Q.5 for Ac < r < 2.3AC(= a). Estimates of other loss mecha-

nism can be made (Table 1). From this table one can see that together with ion heat con-
duction the energy balance in the central region and at the very outside can be
fully explained by classical processes, but:

c. In the region between Ac < r < 2AC, there is a possibility of anomalous heat
conductivity.
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FIGURE 2. The ratio Qcond/Qeff for neoclassical (NC), Pfirsch-SchTuter (PS) and Hazeltine-
Hinton (HH) ion heat conduction as a function of the radius for the reference discharge in
Alcator with trial function 2} = 0.93 Te.

III. SEMI-EMPIRICAL SCALING LAWS FOR j30e AND rEe

For our reference discharge the empirical fact is proven that the profiles of ne, Te, Pe

and ; can be described by Gaussians. The value of these quantities on axis is such that
plateau ion heat conduction is the dominating energy loss. The halfwidth of the Gaussians
is determined by other loss mechanisms. If one postulates that all discharges in the high-
density regime can be described by some characteristics, i.e., Gaussian profiles with plateau
ion heat conduction as the major loss mechanism on axis, one can derive semi-empirical
scaling laws for Te, &6e and rEe as a function of ne, B, I ?nd geometry.

The quantities on axis must be interrelated by the requirement:

.1/2

IT ) 5 1 2

eoj
(12)

The numerical factor K is necessary because the rrprofile is not Gaussian. This is proven by
the inconsistent value of CQ = 2 for the Gaussian trial profile (Section II.6). The value of K
can be calculated from the values of the reference discharge: Co = 1.00 - 0.08 = 0.92 (see
Table 1); TIT = (1 092 / ) 089 h 6 f 077 Z 1 Z 114Table 1); TioITeo = (1 - 0.92

o e o ^ ^ ) ; eo ;
i = l;qo = 1; Ac = 0.041 m;B = 7.1 T. This leads to K = 5.0.

From Eq. (12) a scaling law for teo can be derived:

g Co 1.00 0.08 0.92 (see
= 0.89; heo = 6; feo = 0.77; Z, = 1; Zetr= 1.14;
i l d t K 5 0
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FIGURE 3. One-dimensional temperature profiles of the reference discharge. Curve a: the
experimental Gaussian electron-temperature profile; Curve b: the trial ion-temperature pro-
file Tt = 0.93 Te; Curve c: the ion-temperature profile calculated for CQ = 0.5; Curve d: the
ion temperature profile calculated for CQ = 1.

Table 1

The estimated relative contribution of various loss mechanisms to the effective heat
flow at various radii r:

Type

Convection

Charge exchange

Bremstrahlung

Total neutral
line radiation

Impurity line
radiation for CtN

Line radiation for
Mo

r = 0
—

—

0.01

—

0.02

0.05

0.08

r = Ac

0.05

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.07

0.17

r=1 .5A c

0.11

0.05

0.01

0.04

0.09

0.30

r = 2Ae

0.22

0.16

0.01

0.01

0.06

0.12

0.58

r = 2.3Ac=a

0.33

0.28

0.01

0.04

0.07*

0.13*

0.86

•Measurements of Terry et al.(5).
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feo - 1/4 [{feo/fj
5l8(\ 2«qo (13)

The factor between [ ]-brackets will not differ very much for various discharges since
TL - T;,,; A^/a *- (qolq{a))Vl; qo - 1 and q{a) is bound to a lower limit for stable opera-Tleo
tion. The dependence on / comes in via q(a). This value of feo can be used in the definition

Bp{a
— / Pe2nr'dr'/na2 = 4x 10"2neo7;oB"2(i?/a)2[qo(a/Ac)

2(AD/A_)2]
if -'o

p l M y , ( - l / 8 s 3 / 4 n - l n l / 4 / p i n w / 4 r(.Ti ,™ \ 5 / 8 / / A \3/2 5/4, A / A x2"l
CQ Z;Ai ne0 B a (K/a) \\leoITio) (a/Ac) go (Ap/Ac) J ,

(14)

in which Ap = (1/An
2 + 1/AT

2) ~1/2-
In Fig. 4 the experimental jige • B-values measured at various external parameters are

plotted against hco. The straight lines represent the scaling law of Eq. (14) with various
values for the [ ]-factor equal to the value of the reference discharge. It can be noticed that
for neo > 3 X 1020 m"3 the points follow the CQ = 1 line. At lower densities loss mech-
anisms other than ion heat conduction are also important in the centre. This charac-
teristic density will presumably have other values in other machines. One helium discharge
in the ST-device with a Zeff ^ Z, = 2, corrected for the different geometry and atomic num-
bers, Zi and A i, fits also the CQ - \ line.

In the same way a scaling law for rEe can be derived:
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FIGURE 4. The experimental product Pge • B as a function of neo for Alcator discharges in
H2 at various magnetic fields as indicated. @ indicates an ST-discharge in He, scaled with
Zj and geometry; the fige • B-values are calculated from Eq. (14) with: Ac = A • Tio =
0.85 Teo; a/A = 2.3 (q(a) = 5.3); R/a = 5.7; a = 0.095 m; qo = 1; with CA. = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and
1.0.



TEe = ̂ rl nekTer'dr = (Rla)11/8

x \-leo'1U>l \^cia> % ( \ J V> J • (1!5J

In Fig. 5 the experimental r^-values are plotted against h^ Bl . Straight lines repre-
sent the scaling law of Eq. (15) forC^ = 0.5 and 1 and a fixed value of the [ ]-factor equal
to the value of the reference discharge. Although the scatter in the experimental points is
larger than in the j3/>,,-plot, the values are in agreement with 0.5 < Co < 1.

Note 1. The scaling TE <X ne ' B '" is not in disagreement with the older scaling pro-
posed by the Alcator team, i.e., TE & n ? since in the last one the influence of B is not taken
into account. The maximum density which can be obtained is roughly proportional to B.
Therefore, rE a- n3/8B1</2 « nj' , which is undistinguishable from TE <*- n.

Note 2. Connor and Taylor [8] have studied the general properties of scaling laws for
Ty as given by the fact that the basic transport equations (i.e., the Vlasov equation) are in-
variant under a certain group of transformations. For the low-p collisional case of an ohm-
ically heated plasma they found:

ID

'o

(U
Id

= 3.2 T
B=4.1 T
B = 5.0T

= 5.8T
= 6.7 T

B=7.1 T
B = 7-5 T

= 4.4 T,He,ST

7 8 9 10

3/6 B1"

3/a R i / 2
eo "

FIGURE 5. The experimental electron energy confinement time TPC as a function ofn
for Alcator discharges at various magnetic fields are indicated. The TEc-valuesare calculated
with the half-empirical scaling law of Eq. (15) at the same parameters as in Fig. 4, with
CQ = 0.5 and 1.0.
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in which the powersx, y and z have to meet the condition:

Sx + by - 4z = 0 .

Eq. (15) is in agreement with this condition.
Note 3. If one applies the scaling laws for the prediction of the performance of other

ohmically heated high-magnetic field tokamaks, one finds for instance for the FT-device the
following set of parameters:

R = 0.83 m; a = 0.21m; B = 10 T; / = 500 kA (qa = 5.3):

nco = 10 2 1 nT 3 ; Teo = 1.58 keV; 0Oc, = 0.41; TE(, = 44 msec;

Tio/Teo = 0.98.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. It was proven that neoclassical ion-heat conduction of the plateau regime is the
major loss mechanism in the centre of Alcator discharges with a central density higher than
3 X 1020 m ~3. This characteristic density value depends on the relative importance of other
loss mechanisms, especially anomalous electron heat conduction, the nature of which is
unknown. Therefore, other tokamaks may have a different characteristic density value.

2. In the outside region of the discharge other loss mechanisms for the electrons as well
as for the ions surpass the ion heat conduction of the Pfirsch-Schluter regime. The most im-
portant ones are convection, charge-exchange losses and impurity line radiation. Anomalous
heat conduction cannot be ruled out, but it cannot be larger than 50% at the most.

3. Semi-empirical scaling laws forTeo, j80e and rEe can be derived to predict the per-
formance of ohmically heated tokamak devices operated at very high densities.
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Marginal Stability Transport
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ABSTRACT

A method is presented for calculating energy transport in tokamak plasmas. It is based
on the assumption that the plasma is normally only marginally stable to various modes of
oscillation. Calculations using this model yield several predictions about tokamak operation,
which are not obtainable from classical or neoclassical transport models. Marginal stability
transport theory predicts that the energy confinement time should be proportional to den-
sity as observed in Alcator and Ormak. It also predicts that the half-width of the electron
temperature profile should depend only on the value of the safety factor outside the plasma,
as observed in TFR.

I. INTRODUCTION

The many papers on transport in this conference have demonstrated that one of the cen-
tral concerns of tokamak theory is energy transport. Both high-beta and low-beta plasma
confinement experiments have shown that energy is transported out of the plasma faster
than predicted by classical or neoclassical transport theories.

Dr. Rutherford has reviewed the state of numerical modeling of tokamak plasmas[l]. He
has compared the numerical results with many experiments. He concluded that some very
important experimental results, such as the increase of energy confinement time with
density (T^CXJV), cannot be explained on the basis of neoclassical theory. Dr. Diichs has
numerically obtained an increase of rf: with N, but only in a transient process when the
temperature is also increasing [2].

In order to model the observed behavior of Alcator, Ormak and TFR, Drs. Guest [2],
Krall [2], Mercier [1] and Rutherford have resorted to empirical energy transport models.
This is a very uncomfortable situation, as these authors will be the first to admit. One of the
very important uses of such theoretical and numerical models is prediction of the behavior
of planned experiments. However, an empirical model leaves one with relatively little con-
fidence in extrapolations outside the range of the experiments from which it was derived. At
least an approximate theory is needed to explain the basic scalings from physical principles.

The subject of the present paper is a method for analyzing tokamak energy transport. It
begins with an idea which has previously been used to describe the dynamics of theta-
pinches and shocks [3,4]. This idea is that where transport modes may be driven unstable, it
is not necessary to know the detailed behavior of these modes. It is only necessary to know
the parametric behavior of their stability criteria, as the modes can grow sufficiently in
amplitude to keep their environment at the point of marginal stability.

Two of the present authors (W. Manheimer and T. Antonsen) have recently applied
marginal stability analysis to the tokamak transport problem [5-7], and achieved consid-
erable success. This paper summarizes the results of that effort, for this workshop.

*On sabbatical at: Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Berks., England.
**Present address: Physics Dept., MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139.
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The model presented here is a simple one, intended as a test of the principal of the
marginal stability method for transport in tokamaks. Its basic nature is described in Section
II. The instabilities which are included, and the determination of their instability, is pre-
sented in Section III. Applications of this model, and comparison with experiment are
contained in Section IV, and Section V indicates some of the conclusions that can be drawn
from this work.

II. BASIC THEORY

Ohmic heating, most radio-frequency heating, and even heating with high energy neutral
beams, deposits energy predominately in the electrons. Based on the difference in electron
and ion temperature, and on the general shape of the ion temperature profile, it is generally
believed that ion energy transport is only slightly anomalous [8]. Even if ion energy trans-
port were highly anomalous, classical energy exchange between electrons and ions could not
explain the rate of loss of energy the electrons experience. Thus one is led to conclude that
it is the electron energy transport which must be nonclassical. Like ion transport, convective
energy transport by the plasma has been examined, and direct convection of energy is found
to be much too small to explain the observed energy losses.

With this introduction, we examine energy transport in ohmically heated tokamak from
the standpoint of the temperature equations in cylindrical coordinates

E-J, (1)3
2

3
2

N

M

97'
9f

97}

fit

_ 1
r

1
r

9
dr

9
9r

rtfe

ris.j

dr

dr

-Rei

(2)

J = oE . (3)

Here N is the number density, Te and 2) the electron and ion temperatures in energy units,
Kg and iv, the electron and ion thermal conductivities including toroidal corrections, Rei the
energy exchange term, and E • a the ohmic heating term with a the electrical conductivity.
Most of these parameters are taken from neoclassical theory [9].

The electron thermal conductivity is the sum of a (neo-) classical term and an anomalous
term

Ke = Kce + Kan , (4)

and the anomalous term is determined by the potentially unstable modes. Clearly, if Kan is
going to substantially increase the energy transport in a tokamak, then its magnitude must
be capable of greatly exceeding the classical value when some parameter "turns on" an
anomalous process (instability). Figure 1 schematically illustrates this. One fundamental
question about such an anomalous process is: how much transport results from it?

Drs. Rutherford [1] and Coppi [1] outlined one method for answering that question.
They focused attention on the amplitude of the unstable modes which give rise to the trans-
port. They point out that these modes will probably not grow beyond the point at which
the slope of the perturbed temperature profile is as large as the slope of the averaged tem-
perature profiles (see Fig. 1). This amplitude can then be inserted into a quasilinear theory
of the transport resulting from such modes, and Kan can be calculated from an ensemble
average over these modes. There are two important problems with this method. First, the
quasilinear theory is usually difficult to obtain. Second, in order to calculate the transport,
one needs not only the amplitudes, but also phase information about the modes, for the
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FIGURE 1. (a) Regimes of a transport coefficient with sudden onset of anomalous transport,
(b) Schematic illustration of one procedure for determining the saturation amplitude of an
instability.

ensemble averages. The conclusion is that the calculation of the magnitude of the transport
due to the saturation of the unstable modes is very difficult.

Marginal stability theory greatly simplifies the treatment of the transport depicted in
Vig. 1. It asks only two things of any unstable modes which are considered for marginal
stability analysis. First, that when such modes are driven strongly unstable, their amplitude
at such a saturation (right-hand side of Fig. 1) is large enough to alter the profile in times
short compared to those of physical interest (i.e., a few milliseconds at most). Second, that
such modes require similarly short times to grow from thermal levels to saturation, if plasma
conditions are such that they are highly unstable.

If these two conditions are met, then it is not necessary to calculate the saturation level,
since the plasma will reach it only in the most extreme circumstances. As the plasma begins
to drive a mode unstable, the mode amplitude will move the transport coefficient up the
steep part of the curve until the transport is rapid enough to keep the plasma parameters
from more strongly driving the instability.

This process can be modeled by means of "thermostat functions" KT(X) which turn the
anomalous transport on when a particular mode is unstable, and turn it off when the mode
is stabilized. For the calculations which follow, we take

KT(X) -
1 + X'1

n ~~ 32 , (5)

and write Km as a sum of thermostat functions for the modes we wish to consider, and
assume that the saturation levels are comparable to Bohm diffusion.

The work we describe below applies this method to two instabilities: the internal kink
mode and the dissipative trapped electron mode. Thus the anomalous transport term in
Eq. (4) is

KT(XTE). (6)
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This completes the description of the basic transport model. The task of the next section is
to determine the stability parameters XlK and XTE.

III. STABILITY OF MODES

The internal kink mode has one very important feature, from a theoretical point of view.
Its stability criterion is both well known and easily computed. The kink mode is unstable
where

^ ( 7 )

where r is the radius of a magnetic surface, BT is the toroidal magnetic field, R is the major
radius of the magnetic axis, and BP is the average poloidal magnetic field on the surface.
Thus the argument of the thermostat function for the kink mode can be immediately written
down,

The stability of the internal kink mode is determined basically by the ratio of the cur-
rent density to the toroidal magnetic field strength. The current density is controlled by the
temperature (through the electrical conductivity) so that heat transport can indeed adjust
the current density to control the stability of the mode.

Unfortunately, the stability of the trapped electron modes is determined only after
much more effort. For the purposes of this work, we examine only the local growth rate of
the dissipative trapped-electron mode [10]. The dispersion relation for this mode is

n - -1 - I± + f io>-"*e)fmd3V + f

2

x 1 \T- + w I1 ~ IT I \G + IT 7J^ 1-1 + (1-26 2)GJ^ (9)

= 0 , (10)

where

Ln /3 V
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and[11]

with

,̂7 1 / 2 3/2 2 e f f^enA.

Here 2n A is the usual Coulomb logarithm, and 70 and Ix are Bessel functions resulting from
orbit integrals over the ion distribution function. As complicated as this result may be, it is
obtained only after many simplifications of the physics [10]. Note that from the conven-
tional viewpoint, this dispersion relation is only the first step in the calculation of the be-
havior of the modes. Next, the nonlinear analysis must be done to determine the mode
amplitudes. Fortunately, from the point of view of marginal stability transport, the disper-
sion relation is all we need.

Eq. (9) is usually viewed as an implicit equation for the frequency and growth rate
of the modes. We choose instead to view it as an equation which determines the condi-
tions under which one or more modes are marginally stable. This is conveniently expressed
in terms of the critical shear, dCR needed to stabilize the most unstable mode. Physically,
these modes tend to grow because of the effects of a Te gradient on trapped electrons, and
density gradient effects on all electrons. They are damped by the effects of Te gradients on
untrapped electrons, by ion-ion collisions, and by shear.

In order to have unstable modes, a high enough temperature (and/or low enough density)
is required to produce trapped electrons and to reduce the damping due to ion-ion collisions.
Then shear becomes the controlling influence on the presence or absence of unstable modes.
Stated another way, there is a critical value of shear, QCR, above which no modes are un-
stable. A convenient choice for the thermostat variable is then
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= oCR/o. (11)

The calculation of this quantity is performed numerically using Eq. (9), and involves an
iterative search for the mode with the largest imaginary part.

This marginal stability transport model is now ready to be tested. Eqs. (1-11) may
be solved for the evolution of tokamak temperature profiles. When both the internal kink
and dissipative trapped-electron modes are stable everywhere, it yields neoclassical profiles.
The following section is concerned with cases in which they are not both stable.

IV. RESULTS

The first question to ask of a transport model is: does it produce a sensible result
when used to examine a well-behaved, quiescent experiment like PLT? Fig. 2 presents the
answer. The calculated temperature profile is similar to measured PLT profiles, and the q
profile approaches unity on the axis, as is usually expected. The thermostat functions are
also depicted. They indicate a generally low level of mode excitation, with the kink modes
dominant on the interior, and the trapped-particle modes dominant toward the outside, as
one would expect. Even at this low level of mode activity, the calculated energy confine-
ment time is 200 m sec, considerably less than the neoclassical result (though longer than the
experimental one).

Let us turn now to phenomena which conventional transport codes have difficulty ex-
plaining. Fig. 3 presents experimental and calculated TFR profiles for three different
magnetic field strengths. The insensitivity of the outer part of the profile to the inner tem-
perature is striking in both experiment and computation. Equipe TFR has remarked on the
fact that the electron temperature half-width depends only on the value of q at the limiter.
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FIGURE 2. Representative profiles of temperature, safety factor, and
thermostat function versus radius for TLT parameters
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FIGURE 3. Experimental and calculated TFR temperature profiles for three
different choices of current and magnetic field

This result has been obtained directly from a simple marginal stability model [6], and it is
still true for the present model, which uses a much more complete dispersion relation.

Now let us examine the dependence of energy confinement time on density, for Alcator
parameters [13]. Fig. 4 presents the results, for three different choices of current and
magnetic field. In all cases the energy confinement time increases with density at low densi-
ties, and then begins to decrease for sufficiently high density. This result can be easily under-
stood on the basis of marginal stability theory. At low densities, the TP modes are active,
and lead to anomalous transport. As the density is increased, collisional damping of these
modes increases, their growth rates are reduced, and the transport is reduced. Finally, when
enough collisions are present to stabilize them, the transport becomes classical, and further
increases in density decrease the confinement time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The determination, and optimization, of energy confinement in magnetic containment
devices is a very important, unsolved problem. Very few of the theoretically derivable
transport models correctly predict the major features of present-day tokamak operation.
Many of these models are in addition quite expensive computationally.

The marginal stability transport model described here is based on relatively simple
physics. Its computational cost is small. It is successful in describing some features of experi-
ments which other models have difficulty explaining.

This model differs from others in its consideration of two instabilities—internal kink,
and trapped electron modes. In general tokamak operation, and in the approach to high
beta, it is likely that many other modes will become important. In such cases, the present
work shows how the effects of many such modes may be incorporated in an energy trans-
port model even though only the linear theory (disnersion relation) for the mode is known.

Methods like this may provide a natural bridge between normal mode analysis codes
like PEST [14] and transport codes. Such normal mode codes have shown that the linear
theory of toroidal oscillations is already very difficult to do. If a transport code can make
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direct use of this linear stability information, then it can lead to a much simpler, self-
consistent transport model, without requiring a nonlinear saturation calculation.
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Classical Diffusion—Theory and Simulation Codes*

HAROLD GRAD AND PUNG NIEN HU1"
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences

New York University
New York, N. Y. 10012

The theory of classical diffusion in toroidal (or periodic) systems originated with Kruskal
and Kulsrud in 1958 [ 1 ]. They took a form of Ohm's Law equivalent to

E + ux B = r)J (1)

and assumed that the system was fully stationary in time [p du/dt dropped from momentum
conservation, 3B/3? from flux conservation, and dp/dt from mass conservation—except that
an artificial mass source was inserted in order to avoid the consequent restriction to only
trivial solutions]. Pfirsch and Schliiter [2] made this theory more useful by evaluating
explicit formulas for the diffusion rate in the special case of large aspect and approximately
circular flux surfaces. Some time later these formulas were generalized by Maschke [3] to
include § E • dx ¥= 0 (consistent with curl E = 0 and dB/dt = 0 in the plasma itself) in order
to represent the Tokamak configuration.

There are two outstanding mysteries which arise in this "classical" theory, these were
pointed out (and resolved) in 1970 by Grad and Hogan [4] and Grad [5] . A velocity field
u(x, y, z) is set up by the resistivity (in what would be a static equilibrium, ideally) but
only the net flow through a flux surface

U = j wdS = (JI • 7p)/p'(V) = (u • vV) (2)

V = Volume

is of major interest. Surprise number one is that the net flow can be evaluated directly
without having to first compute the entire flow field u(x,y, z). Multiplying Eq. (1) by J and
averaging over a flux surface,

{E'J) -(U-JXB) = (TJJ2). (3)

By assumption

7p = JxB (4)

curl£ = 0 (5)

from which the first term in Eq. (3) vanishes and we obtain

•Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Contract No. EY-76-C-02-3077.
tTalk presented at Varenna by W. Grossmann.
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u = (nJ2)/p'(V) (6)

which is, in principle, computable in terms of a given static equilibrium. If J • B = 0, then
J2 = \Vp\2/B2, and the classical 1/B2 formula results

>

The extra contribution from «/„ with approximately circular cross-section gives the familiar
Pfirsch-Schliiter factor.

The second, more disturbing consequence of the K2PS* theory is the fact that this
model severely restricts the relevant equilibria. In a general toroidal configuration (ignoring
the very real questions of nonexistence of equilibria through topological instability, Grad
1967 [6]), one should be able to specify two essentially arbitrary profiles (cf. Grad and
Rubin [7] or Kruskal and Kulsrud [1]). The K2PS diffusion theory and formulas apply
only to a special subclass of equilibria for which

B) = o (8)

on each surface (an immediate consequence of Eq. (1), after multiplication by B and aver-
aging). For the Tokamak, f E • dx - c + 0, the restriction

cf(V) = {rjJ'B) (9)

also allows only one profile to be freely specified.
The two questions:

(i) Why is the profile restricted, and what is the diffusion rate in general, without this
restriction?

(ii) What is the source of the miracle, that the net flow can be calculated without first
solving a boundary value problem for u(x, y, z), and does it persist in the general case?

are resolved by dropping curl E — 0 and re-introducing dB/dt. The extension to curl E # 0
turns out to allow general equilibrium profiles, gives entirely different "paleoclassical"
diffusion results, and requires solution of a global boundary value problem before obtaining
the desired surface averages. It also introduces coupling between plasma diffusion and
another classical phenomenon, the skin effect.

Question (ii) above is answered in greater generality in [5]. Briefly, in an irreversible
thermodynamic formulation

Vi = AijUj (10)

in which the fluxes Vj(x), forces u,(x) and transport coefficients Atj(x) depend on a param-
eter x. The net flux / vt dx can be a linear function of the forces with a universal matrix
which is independent of the values of u, only when either the u, or vt are independent of x
(in which case the simplification is evident). In the plasma diffusion example, the facts that
the "force" p [more accurately, p'(V)] is constant on the flux surface, and the force
(actually flux!) § E • dx is path independent, are what allow surface averaged transport
coefficients. Similarly, with heat flow the assumption that T is constant on a flux surface
must be made. Without these assumptions (e.g., with anisotropic stress tensor, oiT^ T(i/>),
or curl E =/= 0) there are no global transport coefficients relating surface averaged fluxes; the
entire time-dependent, two or three dfmensional flow problem must be solved, after which

*KruskaI, Kulsrud, Pfirsch, Schliiter.
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averages can be computed (however, by various ingenious strategems and several years of
development, the total amount of effort required to solve the more general transport
problems is not much more than for the restricted K2PS special case).

The mathematical and numerical problem after reinsertion of dB'dt is very nonstandard.
The reason is found by comparing this Grad-Hogan model with the full MHD system includ-
ing p du dt as well as 'dBldt. Instead of marching u in time, the Grad-Hogan system states
that « must be determined by the constraint that B and p continue to satisfy J X B = rp as
they vary in time. The canonical procedure for obtaining the equation governing u is to
differentiate the constraint (i.e., the pressure balance) with respect to t, replacing dp/dt,
dB/dt, dJ' 'dt with expressions involving u. The resulting monstrous equation for u is non-
standard, and is not a differential equation. In 2-D, axial symmetry, and helical symmetry it
is a linear GDE (originally QDE), for which substantial theory and effective numerical
algorithms have been developed since 1970 (theory [8-10], numerical [11-16]). There is a
computational tradeoff between taking a conventional system of differential equations, in-
cluding p du dt, with its very wide span of physical time scales, or taking the less conven-
tional GDE on a much more manageable transport time scale. Because of the substantial
analytical and numerical development [8-18], the correct decision would seem to be in
favor of GH* rather than full MHD with p du'dt, except for problems of plasma initiation
(usually on microsecond time scales).

The key to developing accurate, fast, efficient plasma transport codes turned out to
depend on techniques developed for the adiabatic problem. The two problems are mathe-
matically similar in that each follows a family of static equilibria. The very successful
adiabatic algorithm depends on alternating between 1-D profile determination (from an ODE
with tentative inductance coefficients) and 2-D contour determination [from an elliptic
PDE with tentative current profile J(V)]. The contour shapes determine the inductance
profiles, and the average pressure balance (containing inductance and given adiabatic profiles)
determines the correct profile [9,11 ]. Among the important numerical features are the use
of Ai// = J{V) instead of Aî  = «/(y) to improve numerical stability, and application of
analytical knowledge of the singular behavior near the plasma center (V = 0), plasma edge,
and separatrix (different for adiabatic and resistive, symmetric and asymmetric cases, etc.)
which allows much more efficient computation.

A prototype adiabatic GDE is

±v = -v" - (ID

On the left is an elliptic operator on \!/(x, y). Writing V(&) for the volume (area in 2-D)
within a y-contour, and y(V) for the inverse function, the right side is an ordinary dif-
ferential operator on y^V*). Conventional methods of solution which work for the elliptic
equation, Ay = /'(y), or even Ay = f(V) (e.g., iteration on the right side) do not work for
the GDE. The iteration between 1-D and 2-D, i.e., between Eq. (11) and its average

(AV)' = - 0 " , K(V) = (l7l"|2) (12)

is the only known practical numerical method.
There are essentially three procedures for solving noninertial [p(du'dt) = 0] transport

problems. The first (1970 [8]) makes use of the Green's function for the elliptic operator
which is the linearization (small variation in time AO of the equilibrium. This is very imprac-
tical numerically (since the Green's function has to be recomputed each time step), but is
very appropriate for analytical work and has led to an existence proof for the GDE involved
in this problem [10] (also for the adiabatic problem).

*Grad-Hogan.



A second procedure is to solve the linear GDE for the velocity u • v \p at each time step
(solved by iterating between profile and geometry), inserting the velocity to then march i//,
p, etc. This is numerically impractical because the velocity profile exhibits boundary layers
and rapid variation and would require small time steps. It is occasionally useful analytically,
and was the source of the original demonstration by Grad and Hogan that in some very
special cases (principally low (3, large aspect, small poloidal field) there is a rapid (skin effect)
time scale which is nonclassical during which the two independent equilibrium profiles relax
until they satisfy the K2PS profile restriction, and during which the diffusion velocity
relaxes to the "classical" value. (A somewhat similar theory was repeated later [17], and
has been carried out with more general transport [18]).

The third procedure for GH diffusion, the one which has proved to be most effective-
so much so that a very nonstandard 2-D diffusion problem is reduced to one with computa-
tion time only slightly more than for a 1-D diffusion problem—is to introduce independent
and dependent variables so as to eliminate the convection velocity (it can be computed
afterwards, if desired). The time steps can be taken very large because (in the proper varia-
bles) the geometric coefficients vary very slowly, even through a change in topology. In a
moderately optimized resistive calculation in which a Belt Pinch is squeezed, islates, and
develops into a fully-formed Doublet, the computation time on a CDC 6600 was one minute.

The crucial point is to take the proper independent and dependent variables in the
properly averaged transport and pressure balance equat'ons. For example, \l/,\,M = fpdV
are possible independent variables; V is not (except at low |3, large aspect, small poloidal
field). As dependent variables, \p and x are possible; \];'(V) is not, but i//7p is satisfactory; p
is not a good variable but pip1 or pl(ty'V is; with reversed field, î  or x is a poor inde-
pendent variable. More precisely, normalized independent variables, e.g., WV^p or V'/'/'piasma
are essential because the inductance coefficients (and consequently the current) have moving
singularities, following V^-, and a current skin layer may follow V ]asma.

Before writing down the mathematical formulation, there are several qualitative features
to mention. The basic concept is that of a slowly varying family of equilibria (this is com-
mon to adiabatic and dissipative models and is the cause of the mathematical and numerical
similarity). In Ohm's Law, Eq. (1), J and B can be taken as given (they define the instanta-
neous equilibrium); E and u are to be found. The question is how the emf 77J splits into its
two components E and u X B. If, for the sake of argument, the split goes entirely one way,
E = r]J, the result is a classical (but not "classical") diffusion equation for the skin effect

|y- = -curl E = -curl (ij//*o curl B) (13)

with diffusion coefficient Do = T?//io. In the opposite limit, «X B = r\J,

u = -qj X BIB2

= -7?vp/52 (14)

which is the "classical" diffusion rate (assuming, for simplicity, that u is perpendicular toB).
To demonstrate a diffusion equation, this velocity is inserted into mass conservation (for
simplicity, isothermal)

^ (15)

This is a nonlinear diffusion equation with diffusion coefficient Dx =(1/2)(3DO. The actual
split of rjJ between E and u X B varies from point to point and involves solution of a bound-
ary value problem (usually a GDE).
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In a low /3, 2-D model [8] the basic equation for diffusion of flux is

PA + u . y t = n^ (16)
of

where, from the scaling we know that (u • v\p) = 0 (higher order). If we were to ignore

convection,

we would be able to solve for \]J{X, y, t) from this equation alone. This solution would be
incompatible with the equilibrium constraint, A<£ = f(\}j) (i// contours and Aî  contours
coincide); the term u • 71// is needed to maintain this constraint. The average of Eq. (16) is

* , = rtWY (18)

where t//f( V, t) is the derivative with V fixed and K(V) = (| v V\2) is a geometrical coefficient.
As diffusion progresses, the change in shape of the ^-contours is visible in Eq. (16) through
u • vi// and in Eq. (18) through the changes in the inductanceK(V, t). The second version,
in terms of K, is much more intuitive than u • v^, and it is also more direct numerically.
For example, for a contour of given circumference, K is a minimum for a circle. It increases
with corrugations or elongation of the contour.

Fig. 1 shows the history of a Belt Pinch squeezed by a rising coil current at the waist
[subject to exactly Eq. (16)]. The boundary condition at the edge is chosen to eliminate
the skin effect. However, the effect of corrugation of the outer surfaces is seen as a rise in
current density (it would be negative, as a skin current). As the point of islation is ap-
proached, the central contours elongate, increasing K, and causing a current peak. After
islation, a simple calculation shows that K has a logarithmic singularity at the separatrix.
A simple explicit solution of Eq. (18) for a uniformly movingK(V-ct) with a logarithmic
singularity closely imitates the current signature in Fig. 1. This moving current peak is seen
in Doublet experiments.

Perhaps the most important single phenomenon to be verified by this numerical experi-
ment is the fact that current penetration of a deformable medium (e.g., plasma) is not
governed by the skin effect as in a solid conductor, but the current can penetrate instanta-
neously (anomalously!) when there is a change of shape. As a result of a cyclic external
coil variation, one can even arrange to create an AC (damped sinusoidal) skin current at the
center of the plasma rather than at the edge.

The significance of the difference between the K2PS and the GH theories is sometimes
confused by taking the techniques of the latter (alternating geometry and 1-D transport)
and applying them to an inconsistent model which includes dB/dt and at the same time
evaluates mass flow by transport formulas (e.g., [19]). It is only in the absence of dB/dt
(and with p = p(\jj), T = T(y), etc.) that mass flow can be described in terms of surface to
surface transport. The overdetermination introduced by including dB/dt and a formula for
mass transport is removed by including only part of Ohm's Law. There is no simplification
associated with this ad hoc procedure, since the correct treatment of velocity (mass flow) by
the GH algorithms is at least as simple and is more accurate. The large discrepancy between
K2PS "classical" mass transport and the correct classical GH mass transport in the presence
of time varying fields has been calculated [12]. The same remarks, of course, apply to
neoclassical transport which does not yet include transient fields correctly (except in some
special calculations such as the Ware pinch).

There is also occasional misunderstanding that the use of averaged transport is neces-
sarily a rough approximation to the correct procedure; under appropriate circumstances (as
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(a) Initial state

(b) Before isolation

(c) Fully developed islands

FIGURE 1. Transition from belt pinch to doublet. Curves of J vs. V show moving singularity.
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here described), it is exact with no loss of information as demonstrated by the theory of
the GDE.

One other qualitative point is the distinction between islation and bifurcation. The
necessity of island structure in plasma equilibria was pointed out in [6,20,21]. Mathemat-
ically, bifurcation (multiple solutions) can be expected when a point eigenvalue (of the
dynamical operator) crosses the origin; islation occurs (with unique continuation of the
solution) when a continuum touches the origin [20,9]. Each phenomenon requires numer-
ical care, but of an entirely different type. The fact that a change of topology is compatible
with ideal MHD [9,22] increases the importance of the adiabatic model (which, for example,
gave the first demonstration of saturation of the tearing mode [9] and the first time-
dependent simulation of a topology change [12]).

A detailed summary of the equations and algorithms with optional choices for various
cases has been presented [14,15] and will be published. We present here a few examples
of typical formulations.

A. Axially Symmetric Resistive Formulation (original Grad-Hogan)

A*i// = -r2dpld4i - fdf/d\j/ , f = rB0

-r^ + u • Vi// = 7?A \p - c
at

( j If) + ('<« • *V/r2))' = W>' , ' = oloV

pt + Up' + -ypU' = 0 (7 = 1 isothermal, 7 > 1 adiabatic)

' ) ' , K = (lvV|2/r2).

Note: The averaged dfldt equation is the condition for solvability of the 9-component of u
(which component appears only in the equation for df/dt).

Ax: Formulas with V as Independent Variable

{l/r2)=A, ( r 2 ) ^ ) - 1 = r2 , fA=x', U = {u

- c

Xt
 + Ux'

Two interesting identities are:

>' = nKf'IfA - tiWY/At' (19)

{B2)U = -np'(K{r2) + fV/(^')2) - Wtt+c) - fixt+c!) (20)

With }}/t and xt dropped, Eq. (19) represents the K2PS profile restriction and with the
time derivatives dropped, Eq. (20) gives the PS transport formula. To evaluate the global
GH "corrections" requires complete solution of the problem. This formulation is incom-
plete since the quantity U has been either determined nor eliminated.
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A2: For large aspect, small poloidal field, finite poloidal |3 and rotational transform
(original GH) the fast time scale evolves according to

and all terms in the formula for U (including \j/t and x<) contribute equally to the slow
pressure diffusion which accompanies the fast \p diffusion. After i// equilibrates, the iit and
X, terms drop out of the expression for U, which is essentially Pfirsch-Schliiter, and gives a
slow equilibration for p.

A3: For finite aspect and cross-section and finite poloidal |3 with small poloidal field,
both p md (5 diffuse at the same fast rate,

' - c

U = -r)p'T2/A4/'2

where the modified classical U makes p diffuse as quickly as \p. The two diffusion processes
seem to be uncoupled, but they are actually coupled by the pressure balance. These formulas
are misleadingly simple because the coefficientsK, A, r2 vary on the same time scale asp
and 1// (unless the cross-section is approximately circular).

B. Adiabatic Axially Symmetric Formulation

A*i|/ = -r2p - ff ( = a/3\fr)

p = u(W)2, f=v(i,WlA (for 7 = 2)

(K\l/')' = -{{i + vvlAW2 - 2p\l/" - vH^'/A)'

The adiabatically invariant profiles/i(i//) and y(i/>) are obtained by eliminating U from
the equations for p ( , \p't, and ii[. The last equation (average pressure balance, withp and f
removed in favor of n and v) is an ordinary differential equation for \j/( V) given the adia-
batic profile n(4>), v(\p) and the geometric inductance coefficients K {V) and A(V). The solu-
tion procedure involves iteration on K(V) and A(V). The 2-D elliptic operator is inverted
with known right side after evaluating a profile \p(V) from the ODE to determine a revised
set of contours which redetermine K and A.

Together with a generalized definition of the concept of adiabaticity (allowing islands
to form and change size, subject to appropriate jump conditions across a Separatrix), this
algorithm has been used to calculate adiabatic changes in a Tokamak and adiabatic transi-
tion between a Belt Pinch and Doublet [11]. With added heat source (dfi/dt = given), it has
also been used to describe a Flux Conserving Tokamak [23]. The pressure balance involves
all relevant inductance coefficients, one in 2-D, two in axial symmetry, three (full 2 x 2
matrix) in helical symmetry [9].

C. General Tokamak, Resistive and Heat Conducting, with Toroidal Flux, x as Independent
Variable

To the \JJ( and x̂  equations in A1 we add the energy equation with T = T(\jj),

pt + Up' + ypU' = (7-D(X*r) ' + (I-1)(T)J2)

(r)J2) = v[K(f'f + F2/A + r 2 (p ' ) 2 W) 2 ] , F =
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With x as independent variable,

301 _ d0 90 _
-97l " dT ' 9x~ ~

A.

0,

Let x' = = p/a. As an abbreviation, set

.//, + U\p' = X

Xt + UX' = Y

pt + Up' + jpU' = Z .

Then,

(21)

The pressure balance takes the form

a(a/A) (22)

There are four equations for (M, V, %, a). The quanties (M, f, ^) diffuse, while a satisfies an
ODE. The derivatives a and a can be explicitly eliminated in favor of (iJt, i>) and (£, v). In
this way the second derivatives of (M, V, %) in Eq. (21) are explicit. The eigenvalues of the 3 X 3
matrix of second derivatives determine the numerical stability and accuracy and are the actual
diffusion coefficients for small wavelength disturbances. These eigenvalues (for 7 = 2) are

\o = VKa2/A

\t = J (xi +X2> ± \ [xi2 + X22 - 25A1X2]
1/2

where

x = {2va2fi/AA)[K(l + T2) + T2/AV2]
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Xo is the (geometry corrected) skin diffusion coefficient. There are many interesting con-
sequences in the limits of low and high P, aspect, etc. Note that X+ and A_ are respectively
larger and smaller than the larger and smaller of (Xx, X2). Also

X,

Xj is the plasma density diffusion coefficient if the heat equation is replaced by a prescribed
heat source dp..'dt = Q, or is adiabatic. In general, plasma diffusion and heat flow are coupled
in X±. Nonlinearities couple all effects, even when the eigenvalues do not exhibit this.

This code has been programmed for a simple topology [at ORNL] and is being pro-
grammed for a Doublet configuration [at N.Y.U.].

D. Resistive Tokamak (no Heat Flow) with Mass as Independent Variable

The notation for 0(M, t). M = / p dx is

¥ dt' 9M

Take ty and x as diffusion dependent variables and p as auxiliary variable:

- c

^ )- - rjT2ipiAty2 - C l

ty(KptyY = -pip ~ (x/A){px/A)

In addition, p = n(M)py where p.(M) is either given or satisfies dixldt = Q(M, t) = given. The
third equation (ODE) can be used to eliminate p and p in favor of i/> and x to exhibit these
second derivatives explicitly in the diffusion equations for i/> and x- The eigenvalues (dif-
fusion coefficients) are Xo and \1 of Sec. C.

There are many satisfactory choices of variables, but they are subject to stringent
restrictions. In order of differentiation (cf. pressure balance), p is comparable to i//' and x'-
Therefore \p and x can be taken as dependent variables only if there is no energy equation
(case D) or by adjoining J(p/py)dM as a third variable. Or (as in case C), moving up one
derivative (i//, x \ P) can be taken—but only after proper normalization (to eliminate U),
tion (to eliminate U), viz. i^'/p, x'<'P, pip*• In normalizing to eliminate U, either i/ or p can
be used, e.g., pipy or p/^'y, etc. In a reversed poloidal field configuration, \p is a poor
independent variable; in a simple mirror, x - 0 cannor be used; near the edge of the plasma
normalization with p, e.g., i//'/p is unbounded, while pip2 has no evident limit. In a reversed
field simple mirror one has a choice between \p'/p which is unbounded at the edge and pity'
which is unbounded at the separatrix. The question of whether a boundary condition is
imposed, or left free, or whether a unique natural boundary condition must be imposed re-
quires individual verification for each variable at the plasma edge, center, axis (if within the
plasma), and separatrix. Many (though not all) of these permutations have been evaluated
and will be reported on subsequently.
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Heating of Thermonuclear Toroidal Plasmas

E. CANOBBIO
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EXTENDED SYNOPSIS

The spectrum of possible plasma heating methods reduces drastically if one considers a
truly thermonuclear environment. The most interesting remaining possibilities are: (l)Ohmic
heating, (2) rf-heating at very low frequencies (< 10 KHz) corresponding to a skin depth in
stainless-steel of > 1 cm, and (3) rf-heating at very high frequency (> 1 GHz) because then
small waveguides can be used. The present lecture is devoted to a discussion of very low fre-
quency heating methods recently proposed by the author [1,2]. The obvious interest of
these schemes is that the rf-coils can be protected by stainless steel or even be put outside
the liner.

In one scheme [1], a set of azimuthal coils which carry properly dephased rf-currents in
the KHz frequency range is used to heat toroidal plasmas by perpendicular Landau damping
of Alfven waves. The vertical phase velocity of the rf-pump matches the value of the to-
roidal drift velocity of the thermal ions. The heating efficiency depends strongly upon the
physical parameters of the confined plasma.

In order to enhance the efficiency of the low-frequency plasma heating schemes, we
also proposed [2] to exploit the very-low frequency limit of the Alfven-wave resonance
condition, which reduces essentially to: safety factor q = rational number. Helical rf-coils
produce the appropriate wave numbers. Wave propagation and absorption can then be
studied in the usual tearing mode scheme. We show quantitatively that in this case a sub-
stantial fraction of the total applied rf-energy can be absorbed by the plasma (by whatever
mechanism: collisions, TTMP, mode conversion, etc. ...). The lowest possible frequency
value is determined by the maximum tolerable width of the rf-magnetic islands which de-
velop near the singular surface.
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ABSTRACT

The old problem of synchrotron radiation emitted by high temperature thermal equilib-
rium plasmas has been reexamined with the help of a new high-precision numerical code. It
is shown that the classical results of Trubnikov [1] and Drummond and Rosenbluth [2] give
losses which are lower than those we find. An explanation is given of this result, together
with a simple formula for the total power emitted which is obtained by interpolation of the
results of our code.

The importance of synchrotron radiation as a power loss mechanism from hot mag-
netically confined plasmas is well known.

In the classical papers by Trubnikov [1] and by Drummond and Rosenbluth [2] it has
been shown that this cooling process may be serious for reactors. In reactors operating via
the D-D cycle or via "exotic" fuel cycles, the electron temperatures are so high that syn-
c'ufotron radiation (S.R. for short) is probably the dominant loss mechanism. To date a
number of calculations exist [3,4] which prove that at the lower electron temperatures at
which D-T reactors will operate, the S.R. emission is no longer a calamity provided that the
ignition temperature may be attained. These computation however are based on crude
formulas for the total power radiated away (as we shall prove in this work) so that a real
need exists for more reliable numbers.

The main purpose of this work is to give a simple, practical but correct formula for
the total power emitted. This formula has been found by interpolating over a quite large
set of data obtained via a high-precision numerical code. We have considered a thermal
equilibrium situation and hence we have computed the lowest amount of radiation escaping.
The results of our work apply to a region of electron temperatures higher than 10 •=• 15 keV
and to optically thick plasmas (in a sense that will be clarified later).

On physical grounds we expect that the dominant physical mechanisms for the reab-
sorption of S.R. will depend on the values of two parameters: one is the electron tempera-
ture T and the other is the ratio A between the typical transverse dimensions L of the
system and the wave length X of S.R. A more precise definition of A is A =
(ui^eL)/[c(jjce (1 -R)] where c j | e = 4 ire2n/me, <oce = eBolmec and R is the reflection coef-
ficient of the walls. Since in cases of interest to us (oOpe/coce)

2 = 0(1), 1 -R = 0(1) and
X * c/u>ce, the two definitions of A are, order of magnitude-wise, equivalent. For typical
reactor parameters A is in the range 104 + 106.

If T > 15 + 20 keV and A > 104 i.e., for optically thick plasmas, the (relativistic)
Doppler broadening of the lines, which have maxima at wm < mco?e, m = 1, 2, .... is so
large that they merge into a continuum. Moreover, except for a small region ~0(X) at the
periphery of the plasma, the system will be opaque and the emission will largely be a surface
emission. This is true for a number of harmonics of coce. At higher harmonics the emission
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falls rapidly to zero. In this case the radiated power does not depend critically on the geom-
etry of the system and it is possible to neglect the gradients of n, T and B.

However the problem is still difficult because of the very complicated mathematical
structure of the dielectric tensor of a relativistic plasma.

If T < 5 keV and A < 102 ^ 103 i.e., for present day and next generation machines,
relativistic effects do not seem to play a very important role, the plasma is optically thinner
than before and the major mechanism for line broadening is provided by the inhomogeneity
of the magnetic field B(r) as first pointed and by Rosenbluth[5]. Now the best procedure
seems to be based on the numerical solution of the equation for the transport of radiation.
This approach has been used by Tamor [ 6 ].

The analysis of the important region in which 5 keV < T < 20 keV and 102 < A < 104

is very complicated because there is a gradual transition from thin to thick systems. In this
case the simplest strategy to evaluate S.R. losses seems that of interpolating between the
known values of the two limiting cases discussed above. This has been done by Trubni-
kov [ lb] . However since the values we find for the losses in the high temperature region are
systematically larger than those used by him, the interpolated values and the approximate
formulas given by Trubnikov must be modified.

In cases of interest to us, i.e., when the absorption a for wavelength is small and when
inhomogeneities can be disregarded, the equation for the transport of radiation can be
simply solved. We obtain for the intensity I±(k, ai) of radiation escaping in an eigenmode:

r ,? ->* r 1 - e~a^S(k) , T"« _ 2 -
I±(k, co) = IRJ —, IRJ = 3 coz , CJ = oj/cjce (1)

1 — Re ±

s{k) being the distance between two points A and B on the walls (whose reflection coef-
ficient R is independent of it and uJ) in the direction of the propagation vector k. The total
power/unit area escaping per eigenmode is then given by [ 2 ]:

W± = f dc3 f dill±(k, u>)(\-R)(k -n) (2)

where the angular integration {indSl) is made over all outwardly directed k's (n is a unit
vector normal to the boundary and directed outwards). If we now consider two geometries:
either (i) an infinite slab of thickness L with Bo parallel to its faces or (ii) an infinite cyl-
inder of diameter D with Bo parallel to its axis, it is possible to perform the angular inte-
gration indicated in Eq. (2), [2]. A function F+, which depends on the geometry, can be
defined via:

F ± (« , A, T) = f dQ. I±(k, co)(7e • n)IIRJ (3)

so that putting

we have for the total power emitted:

duJuj-[F+ + F_] (4)
o

(5)

The physical meaning of the cutoff frequency cUc (in units of OJCC) is immediate: we
equate the true emission of our system to that of a fictitious object which behaves like a
black-body for dJ < U5C and which is totally transparent and nonemitting for c3 > U5C.
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In this formulation of the problem everything is known when the absorption coefficient
a+ is known. This is given by the solution of the relevant dispersion relation, for transverse
waves [la] (& is the angle between k and Bo):

«+(",») = \ Re{Aj + A2 ± [(A1 -A2f - 443
2]1 / 2} (6)

where for the case of interest to us in which the lines tend to merge into a continuum, it is
convenient to express the .A, as [ la] :

Ai= f dTAfa^T, <?) 1 = 1,2,3 (7)
Jo

with

)Ax = {COSTF2(VR) + co2 sin2!? (COST - 1 )V 3 (>/#)} AF2(/U)

A2 = {[cos2!? cosT + sin20]F2(y/R) - Q2 sin2 & cos2 # (sin r -T)2F2(y/R)}/F2(ii)

R(T) = fi2 - 2/juwr - [ T 2 + 2 (COST- 1)] co2 sin2 &

where n = mec
2/T and Fn (x) = x ~n kn (x) and the fen are Macdonald functions.

In the relativistic case the integrals appearing in Eq. (7) cannot be computed in closed
form.

It has been pointed out byTrubnikov [la] that k2{\/R~) and Ii3(y/R) have a saddle point
(R'(T) = 0) on the imaginary axis of the complex r-plane and hence that the Ax can be com-
puted approximately, for some ranges of parameters, via a saddle point method. The same
kind of procedure has been adopted by Drummond and Rosenbluth [7].Unfortunately, it
is possible to show [8] that this technique is incapable of y? lding a correct value of these
integrals. The main reasons for this are the following ones:

1. The Fn functions are approximated [ la] via their asymptotic expansion Fn(x) =
y/-,:/2 x " h " 1 / 2 exp {~x} since the modulus \y/R\ of their argument is 0(10). It can be
shown [8] that this expansion gives only a rough order of magnitude estimate oiFn(y/R).

2. Putting r = x + iy, the equation for the saddle point on the imaginary axis is: sin
hy-y — q, q - n/oi sin2 d. Trubnikov succeeded in solving this equation for q « 1. As in
reality it is possible to have q = 0(1) there are significant differences [8] between the exact
numerical solution to this equation and Trubnikov's approximate solution. SinceR(T = iy)
depends exponentially on y, the A{ will depend on an exponential of an exponential (the
Fn have an almost exponential character). Small differences in the location of the saddle
point give rise to large differences in the integrals.

3. Besides the saddle point discussed above, the functions Fn {y/R) have an infinite
number of saddle points given by the solution of R'(T) = 0 and located in the first quadrant
of the complex r-plane. These saddle points have not been considered by Trubnikov [la].

4. The usual saddle point approximation is nothing but the zero order term of an
asymptotic expansion (in some parameter) of an integral. If the higher order terms (up to
the sixth inclusively) of this series expansion of the integrals [7] are computed along the
steepest descent paths, it is possible to show [8] that (i) no useful expansion parameter
exists and that (ii) the partial sums of these series oscillate wildly already well before the
unavoidable breaking down of the asymptotic series.
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These findings have motivated our work. The saddle point method has been abandoned
and a numerical code has been constructed (see [8] for full details) which computes the
integrals [ 7 ] , for fixed T, <Z> and #, via a Gauss-Lobatto method along small segments of arc
whose end points are located on the (numerically computed) steepest descent paths
(Im {y/K{r)} - const.) in the complex T-plane of \fK stemming from the saddle points
R'(T) = 0. A direct numerical evaluation of the integrals [7] along the real axis is impractical
because of the wild oscillatory behavior of the integrands A,. The advantage of the steepest
descent contours is that the Fn (\/R) functions are not oscillating along them and that they
tend exponentially to zero when moving away from the saddle points. The full form of the
Fn functions has been used. The number of saddle path is determined by the code itself
according to the relative precision e of the Ai which is fixed a priori. All the results pre-
sented here are computed with e < 10 ~3 for 15 keV < T < 60 keV and 102 =s A < 108.

We give now the "simple" formula for the total power emitted. If the write:

A - cu> 1 R ~ 6 n 3 X 1 0 - 1 0
_£-„.,.« «x» (l-R)Bkg

(for the cylindrical case L = D, the diameter of the cylinder) then, the total power emitted
(Eq. (5)) is:

^watt/cm*) = 8.2X 1 0 - 9 ( l - i 2 ) r k e V J 6 ^ e
3 ( A , r ) . (11)

We obtain the "simple" formula by putting

n 3 / A T\ — / , / A ^ T ^ ' (i o\

Cv. \'\, i / — * ' keV V^"/

where a (A) and 6(A) are given by:

a(A) = a(log10A) , 6(A) = 7 -=- 6 log10 A.

For the slab geometry the coefficients a, jS, 7, 5 are given by:

f a = .5114 7 = .7225
102 < A < 104 ]

{ 8 = .9338 5 = .2319

. . a = .6772 7 = .8071
104 < A < 106 \

8 = .7395 5 = .2106

. . a = .6036 7 = 1.0246
106 < A < 10a

B = .7981 5 = .1746

and for the cylindrical geometry:

. r a = .4480 7 = .6343
102 < A < 104 \

B = .9870 5 = .2385

c , a = .5872 7 = .7262
104 < A < 106 \

|3 = .8057 5 = .2149
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r a = .5978 7 = .9352
106 < A < 108

I (S = .7884 5 = .1805

The values of aJ(? computed with this approximation and those computed with our code
differ by not more than 1(XV for 15 keV -< T < 60 keV and 102 < A < 10». It is important
to notice that our values of u3c.

3 are larger by factors between 2 and 5 than those given

In [8] one can find a detailed presentation and discussion of the results obtained by
our code and concerning (a) the absorption coefficients a t , (b) the geometry dependent
functions F+, (c) the comparison of the emission in the two modes, together with (d) the
physical interpretation of Eq. (12) and (e) an accurate study of the self consistency of the
approximations made.
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Intense Neutral Beam Heating in the Adiabatic
Approximation

D. B. NELSON

I. INTRODUCTION

The economic viability of takamak fusion reactors improves significantly if |3 can be
raised above 5rr to lf/'r. High powered neutral particle injection makes possible the attain-
ment of such (3 values if the corresponding equilibria exist, are dynamically accessible, and
can be maintained against instabilities and transport. Early analytic work seemed to indicate
a restrictive equilibrium constraint, (3pol < lie or (3 < c/q2, with e the inverse aspect ratio
(typically 1/3 to 1/5) and q the safety factor at the wall (typically 3 to 5) [1], The physical
process which limits j3 was the appearance of a poloidal field null (stagnation point) at the
inside edge of the plasma. However, if energy is deposited on a time scale which is rapid
compared with the resistive skin time, the magnetic flux remains frozen. The plasma then
evolves as a flux conserving tokamak (FCT), and a stagnation point cannot move into the
plasma [2]. Recent calculations have exploited the FCT concept to produce equilibria with |3
exceeding 30Ce, considerably above the supposed limit [3]. These calculations do not dem-
onstrate the dynamic accessibility of high-/3 equilibria; in fact, the authors were only able to
calculate FCT equilibria over a limited range of parameters. If this were due to nonexist-
ence of equilibrium, the initial state and heat deposition profile would have to be carefully
tailored to achieve success.

This paper exhibits a simple method for fallowing the dynamic evolution of the plasma
under neutral beam heating. While the method used is also being applied to more general
transport calculations, for these results it is assumed that the heating is rapid compared with
resistive diffusion or cross field heat conductivity. Thus the plasma evolves adiabatically,
i.e., according to the ideal MHD equations. It is found that high-/? states can be attained with
a wide variety of initial conditions and heating profiles.

II. EQUATIONS OR MOTION

The basic equations used are the single fluid ideal MHD equations with a particle source
and an energy source. Viscous effects, resistivity, and cross field thermal conductivity are
neglected in accordance with the assumed time scale:

dp
dl + pi • u = o , (1)

du
p dl + JP = dx B> (2)

] Q, (3)
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| | - = v x (« x B) , (4)

J = v X B, V -B = 0 . (5)

Here d/dt = 3/3J +i< • v is the Lagrangian (convective) time derivative, p is the mass density,
u is fluid velocity, a is the mass source per unit volume per unit time, p is pressure,^ is cur-
rent density, B is the magnetic field, T is the temperature, e is internal energy per unit mass,
KH is the parallel thermal conductivity, and Q is the energy source per unit volume per unit
time.

We are interested in processes which are slow compared with MHD waves and parallel
heat conductivity. Simple dimensional analysis of the momentum Eq. (2) shows that

So if M <r<_i'_-i we can nep'ect the inertial term in Eq. (2) and the plasma remains in
equilibrium:

Vp = JX B. (6)

(This result can also be obtained using a formal expansion procedure) [4-6]. Similarly, the
Appendix shows that with large Kn, T and p are constant to lowest order on magnetic sur-
faces and the heat conductivity term in Eq. (3) can be omitted.

To complete the system we take as equation of state the perfect gas law:

p = (cp-cv)PT. (7)

Then using the relations

e = cvT, e = p / p ( 7 - l ) , and 7 = cp/cv > 1,

we can eliminate e from Eq. (3) in favor of p:

% + TPV-u = ( 7 - D Q + j o . (8)

For axisymmetric geometry appropriate to a tokamak, the magnetic field can be written
as

B = vf x v̂  + ntm, (9)

where f is the ignorable toroidal angle and 1// is the poloidal flux function. The equilibrium
equation then becomes Stokes' equation [7]

A*C = -r^dpldii - fdf/dt, (10)

with A* = d2fdz2 + 32/3r2 - (l/r)3/3r. The functions 1// and f satisfy time dependent
equations which can be deduced from Faraday's law, Eq (4):
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where c(t) is an integration constant related to the applied electric field [4].

III. FLUX SURFACE AVERAGED EQUATIONS

To determine the adiabatic response of a tokamak to neutral beam heating, only the
component of velocity which is normal to the flux surfaces is required. The tangential com-
ponents are substantial and serve to maintain equilibrium, but they can be eliminated from
the equations by flux furface averaging. This procedure results in equations of motion which
depend on only one space variable. To carry it through we introduce as a variable the vol-
ume, v, contained within a given flux surface. The surface average <0> is defined by

= f<j>dS/\Vv\,

where dS is the surface element on a given flux surface. Note that this average is normalized,
i.e., (1> is unity since

| (j>d3x = I (<p) dv .

To surface average the equilibrium equation, one uses the fact that A*<///r2 = V • (Vi///r2).
Then, integrating over a volume shell between v and v + dv and using the divergence theorem,
one finds

V = -p' - Aff , (13)

where

To average the time dependent equations we recall the calculus formula for the time
derivative of an integral over a moving volume:

Az f '*' 4>{r,z,t)d3x = [" ~d3x + 1 j>wdS, (14)

where u; is defined by

— + w • Vu = 0
dt ~

We then define the partial derivatives for functions of v and f:

i//f = 3<//(u, f)/9^, 1̂ ' = d^{v,t)/dv, (15)

and note that
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£ I 0(r, z, f)d3x = I (<t>) dv,

(16)
r.z r,z

Using Eqs. (14), (15), and (16) one can derive the formulas

(••

As special cases 0 = 1 yields Oi;/3f> = 0, and 0 = i//(u, 0 gives
In the Appendix it is shown that for large «„, only the lowest order temperature and

density, which are constant on a surface, appear in the surface-averaged equation. Integrat-
ing Eqs. (1), (8), and (11) over a volume shell of thickness 8v, and using the divergence
theorem gives

p t + (PU)' = < a > , (17)

p t + ypU' + p'U = (7 - 1)<Q> + P<o)/p , (18)

\l>t + W = -c(t), (19)

where U = (ji'Vv). Integrating Eq. (12) over the volume within a flux surface gives an equa-
tion for the toroidal flux:

X, + Ux = -Cj(O , (20)

where

= J (/7r2)d3* + x(0),

and cx(f) is an integration constant related to x(o). In summary, the evolution of the plasma
is determined by time dependent equations for p, p, 1//, and x» the averaged equilibrium
equation which implicitly determines U and the two-dimensional equilibrium equation
which determines A and K: _ ,

P / + (pU)' = <a), '

p , + ypU' + p'[/ = ( 7 - I X Q ) + P<a>/p ,

<//, + W = -c{t),

xt + f/x' = - C l ( 0 ,

= -P' - Aff ,

= -r2p- - ff . (21)
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IV. POLOIDAL FLUX AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE

Although the set of equations given above can be used for some calculations, e.g., at low
(3, solving for the velocity is awkward. This difficulty can be overcome by changing the in-
dependent variable from v to i//. To proceed we define the derivatives for functions 0(<//, t):

b<f> 90
dt dt

a n d n o t e t h a t b e c a u s e 4>(v, t) = 4>[v(^j, t), t ] , w e c a n w r i t e

cj>t + U4>' = d(p/dt -

In addition, the right choice of dependent variables simplifies the calculation. We introduce
*, H, v by

H =

v = dx/d\jj .

These variables are related to the mass, entropy, and toroidal flux contained between
neighboring flux surfaces. Then an easy calculation shows that (£, n, v) satisfy the equations

k
V

I dn (Q) (a) . . /i

If ^ remains constant at the magnetic axis, as is appropriate for adiabatic processes, then
c(t) vanishes, and Eqs. (22) have a simple interpretation as conservation relations. For then
v(ijj) remains constant in time, and if a and Q are zero, £(i/>) and M('Z') are also time inde-
pendent. These are just the adiabatic constraints on flux, density, and pressure.

Eqs. (22) are advanced in time, along with the equilibrium equation, using the method
of Generalized Differential Equations [6]. An initial equilibrium is computed with
prescribed //(^), v(\jj), i/^,., i//edge, and the flux from external coils. Then £ and M are ad-
vanced in time using v{^/) from the equilibrium solution as well as prescribed o and Q pro-
files. A new equilibrium is computed using the updated £(i//) and n(\Jj) to obtain a new
w'(^), and the calculation proceeds alternating between one-dimensional heating and two-
dimensional equilibrium calculations.

V. APPLICATIONS

We have studied the adiabatic heating of tokamaks with a wide variety of initial condi-
tions and prescribed heating profiles. Examples of the calculation are shown in Figs. 1-4. In
these cases we studied the change in the plasma evolution as Q, representing neutral beam
heating, was varied from being peaked on the magnetic axis to being peaked away from the
axis. (The mass source o was zero in these cases.) Among the equations of interest were:
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(1) Does equilibrium continue to exist for varying Q? (2) How does Q affect the shift of
the magnetic axis? (3) What is the resultant plasma current profile? (4) Must external
toroidal and poloidal fields be carefully programmed to maintain equilibrium? Figure 1
shows the initial pressure and safety factor profiles as well as the final pressure profiles for
two choices of Q(\p). (Note that the safety factor, q(4>), is equal to f(i//)/47T2.) For sim-
plicity the calculations did not include any time variation in Q. The heating profiles for
these two cases are also shown in Fig. 1. In the first caseQ(i//) peaked strongly on axis,
whereas in the second case, which modeled the failure of the beam to penetrate, Q peaked
off axis. (We have made several additional runs with intermediate amounts of peaking.) Not
surprisingly, the pressure evolution follows the heating profile since no transport effects
are included. Fig. 2 shows the evolution of the flux surfaces in the two cases, from an

ORNL/DWG/FED-7825 R
4

Q {rl/) PEAKED

AXIS

O

AXIS EDGE

FIGURE 1. Initial pressure profile evolves to either peaked or hollow-profile depending on
heat deposition Q(\p). The safety factor, q(\p), runs from one at the plasma center to four
at the edge and is conserved during the heating. The heating profile, Q(\j/), is either peaked
or hollow.
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FIGURE 2. Initial flux surfaces evolve to different shapes at high-^ depending on
hea ting profile, Q(\J)

initial |3 (average jS) of 2% to a final j3 of 15% in both cases. It can be seen that in the second
case the flux contours are considerable distorted, and the magnetic axis has shifted inward
in contrast to the customary outward shift exhibited by the first case. Fig. 3 shows the
pressure and toroidal current density on the equatorial plane for the initial state and the
two final states. In the high-|3 equilibria, J> is largest where p is largest, showing the pres-
ence of strong diamagnetic currents.
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FIGURE 3. (a) Initial pressure and toroidal current density on the equatorial plane, (b) Pres-
sure and current density for peaked heating. Note current is largest where pressure gradient
is largest, (c) With hollow heating profile, pressure and current are considerably distorted
and a region of negative current appears. Again current peaks where pressure gradient is largest.
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r INITIAL STATE
—
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AXIS EDGE
FIGURE 4. Profiles of f(ty) = rBy. Initial state is approximately the vacuum f; final states
show regions of diamagnetism (depressed f) and paramagnetism (elevated f). Note rise off
at plasma edge.

The contribution to the current density from the diamagnetic function, f(\p) =
is particularly interesting for the case where the heating peaks off axis. Fig. 4 shows that
the final state for this case has both paramagnetic regions, where /"is increased over that of
the vacuum field, and diamagnetic regions, where it is depressed. If the heating peaks on
axis, Fig. 4 shows that the plasma is diamagnetic everywhere. Since paramagnetism in a
plasma is associated with force-free currents (J X B is small, hence Vp is small), the ability
of neutral beam heating to create regions of large force-free currents is of some interest.
This is because force-free currents have been found to influence favorably the stability of
plasmas to internal ballooning modes [8] . Of course, one should not infer from this that
hollow pressure profiles are stable. The stability of these states has not yet been
investigated.

The rise in f(\jj) at the plasma edge as j3 is increased, shown in Fig. 4, has been observed
previously [3]. Since f is constant in the vacuum region outside the plasma, either the to-
roidal field coils must rise in the cases computed, or else a skin current must be produced to
support a jump in f at the plasma edge. However, a skin current cannot be maintained in a
resistive plasma, and raising the current rapidly in high-inductance toroidal field coils to
follow the changing equilibrium would be difficult. Interestingly, equilibrium requirements
can be satisfied and a skin current avoided by programming the poloidal field coil system to
control the volume and shape of the plasma. No toroidal coil programming is required. This
conclusion follows from noting that it is not necessary to drive the toroidal field coils if the
flux within them can remain constant. In the adiabatic approximation it is only necessary
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to ensure that the vacuum flux remains constant, because the plasma flux is automatically
held fixed. The vacuum flux is given by

Xvac = /"vac / dv'r'2 '

with the integral taken over the vacuum. Thus a skin current is avoided and xvac
 r e m a i n s

fixed, if /rac (which may change due to changing plasma shape) can be matched to /pia^., =
v\jj'/A. Since v is fixed adiabatically, L^^ is modified by changes in \jj' and A, bo'h oi
which can be controlled by the poloidal field coil system. In the cases discussed here the
external poloidal flux was adjusted to allow the plasma to expand slightly, reducing the in-
crease in i//' which would occur with fixed boundary as the plasma expands to the outside
of the shell. At the same time A increased so \jj'/A rose only slightly; changing the plasma
shape as well as its volume would allow even greater control over \}/'/A. Since the vacuum
volume was thereby reduced, the rise in fp]astna would be just correct to avoid a skin current
for a certain coil size. In general, one could measure the toroidal field at the coils and in-
corporate the information into a poloidal feedback system.

The total toroidal current also rises as the plasma is heated. This is largely due to an
increase in the plasma inductance; the total current is proportional to K^', both taken at
the plasma edge. K, the poloidal inductance [6,9], increases strongly compared with the
small rise in \Jj' as the plasma is deformed away from approximately circular cross section. If
desired, this current rise could be partly programmed by controlling the plasma size and
shape. Generally in contrast with present experiments, one will not run FCT plasmas with
constant current.

Based on these and other results, we can now answer the questions posed at the begin-
ning of this section: (1) Equilibria with fixed c/(i!/) do continue to exist for a wide range
of Q(\p) up to at least J3 ~ 20-30%. In some cases the evolution has been followed to J3>
50% without any problems. Cases with very deformed current profiles proved hard to con-
verge at very high-j3, but this may be a solely numerical problem or an inappropriate itera-
tion scheme. (2) The magnetic axis shift is mono tonic with the amount of peaking of
Q(\*J) on the magnetic axis. In cases where Q(i^) peaked away from the axis (hollow profile),
the magnetic axis actually shifts inward from its location in the initial state. (3) At high-/},
the current density tends to be largest where the pressure gradient is largest, and severely
distorted profiles can result. (4) Careful coil programming may be required to maintain a
well centered equilibrium, but it appears that only poloidal field programming is required.
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APPENDIX

Averaged equations for large «:,, follow. We assume KN ~ 1/e and expand T in powers
ofe:

T = To + era + . . . .

Inserting this expansion into the pressure Eq. (8), to order e - 1 one finds

V ' [j2 B(B • VTO)J = B • V ^ L B • VTOJ = 0 .
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Thus (KJB2)^ • vT0 is constant on a field line. Since K^/B2 is positive, £ • vT0 is of one
sign, which is impossible since T is single valued unless B • V To = 0. Thus To is constant on
magnetic surfaces: TQ(\p).

To next order Eq. (8) is

^ + 7PV • U = (7 " 1) [§ • 7 ( ^ 5 . 7Tj j + Q j + £ o .

But since <fi • v</>> = 0 for any 0, the term in Tx drops out of the surface-averaged equation.
Thus we can assume T(\(/), and sincep(^) = pT(\jj), we can also assume p(\jj) in the surface-
averaged equations.
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High-Beta Tokamaks by Pinch Techniques*

C. K. CHU,R .A .GROSS

Columbia University

INTRODUCTION

The necessity for higher beta in tokamak-type reactors is well known and amply docu-
mented, see e.g. [1]. Since present tokamaks are still operating near or below Yr, the quest
for higher beta is a central problem in tokamak research.

There are two distinct experimental methods which are being employed to increase the
beta of tokamak configurations. Each has its particular advantages and difficulties. The first
is the flux-conserving-tokamak (FCT), developed primarily by the Oak Ridge group [2]. It
employs auxiliary heating of plasma by neutral beams in a conventional low beta tokamak.
The beam power is sufficiently large that the magnetic flux remains frozen and separatrices
do not enter the plasma to spoil confinement. This additional power input increases the
plasma beta, while maintaining plasma equilibrium <ind stability. The second method, to-
roidal pinches, uses magnetic implosion and adiabatic compression in addition to ohmic
hearing to create a high-beta tokamak configuration. FCT has not yet been tested experi-
mentally, but some insight has already been gained from theoretical studies. Because neutral
beams are employed, a large experiment with attendent large auxiliary power and energy
inputs are required for this class of experiment. The toroidal pinches have already created
very interesting high-beta plasmas, but these experiments suffer from a relatively short
duration. The short time of a pinch device is the direct result of the pulsed nature of the
power systems employed to create the fields and ol.mic heating current. Without a contin-
uous input of power, the plasma energy rapidly ridiates away, accompanied by a rapid
decay in beta.

This paper is devoted primarily to pulsed high-beta tokamaks, since the flux-conserving
approach is discussed in other papers at this meeting. We summarize briefly the theoretical
results which are common to both approaches except for some additional emphasis on
force-free currents. We then review the various high beta tokamak experiments, and attempt
to interpret their results in a consistent and critical manner. We shall fellow the usual defini-
tion of a tokamak as an axisymmetric toroidal devi :e operating with a safety factor q above
1 (in the straight circular case, or an appropriate Q^^.^ in the toroidal or noncircular case),
i.e., inherently Kruskal-Shafranov stable against kink modes. A related family, the toroidal
z-pinches or reversed-field pinches, which operate with g < 1 and rely on wall stabilization,
will not be included here.

THEORETICAL RESULTS

Considerable work has been done on the MH1) equilibrium and stability of high-beta
tokamaks. There should be virtually no difference between such studies for FCT's and for
pinch-tokamaks, and in the exact formulation, then; should even be no difference between
these studies for high-beta and low-beta tokamaks. There is a difference between high-beta
and low-beta studies, however, since these calculations often use expansions in the inverse

•Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy undrr rot:tract KY-76-S-02-2-l'i6.
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aspect c with j3 scaled as t or t 2 respectively. Then it easily follows that in low-beta toka-
maks, the poloidal field does the confinement while the toroidal field provides the stability,
while in high-beta tokamaks, the toroidal field provides the confinement as well (the to-
roidal current mainly provides the heating). In greater detail, there is also a difference be-
tween these calculations for FCT tokamaks and for pinch-tokamaks, since force-free cur-
rents sometimes play an important role in the latter, while they play virtually no role in the
former; similarly, the conducting shell is at times relied on in the latter, but to a much less
extent in the former, because of the difference in operating times.

For the purpose of this paper, then, the relevant equilibrium and stability studies are
those for the high-beta ordering (if ordering is used), with the main purpose of achieving
stable equilibria at higher betas by the methods of: (1) changing cross-sections, (2) shaping
current and field profiles, and (3) inducing force-free currents. In general, a conducting shell
is included in these calculations.

Until recently, most of the stability studies were made on sharp boundary models for
different cross-sections with a vacuum outside. With high-beta ordering, Freidberg and
Haas [3] <howed that the beta limit for kink modes is 0.21 e for circular cross-sections, while
Freidberg and Grossmann[4j showed that this is increased to 0.37 e for a vertical ellipse
(i.e., elongated in the direction of the axis of the torus) of b/a = 2.2. More recently, D'ippo-
lito et al. [51 showed that a sharp boundary plasma with a constant force-free current out-
side cuuld greatly increase the stable beta, up to 1.17 e for a 4:1 vertical ellipse and to 2.5 e
for a 4:1 vertical race-track cross-section. They further showed [6] that another factor of 2
improvement is possible with a D-shaped cross-section. All these results, based on sharp
boundary plasmas, refer of course only to the stability of external kink modes.

The situation with diffuse profiles is much more complex, since now there appear in-
ternal kink modes, Mercier or interchange modes, and ballooning modes, the latter being
apparently the most stringent. The recent numerical results all refer to aspect ratios around 3.
For FCT equilibria, Bateman and Peng [7] as well asTodd et al. [8] have found typical beta
limits just below 5*7. Adding force-free currents to a belt pinch geometry, H. C. Lui [9]
found beta limits between 5 and 10T. Using a systematic search procedure for families of
equilibria with careful profile tailoring, Wesson [10] reported stable betas up to 10%. Very
detailed summaries of such studies may be found in the recent reviews of Wesson [11] and
Wakatani[12].

Since the equilibrium profiles crucially determine the stability characteristics of a
plasma configuration, it is desirable to consider how in practice these profiles are generated.
The FCT profiles used by the Princeton and Oak Ridge groups are obtained by compressing
adiabatically and rapidly existing low-beta tokamak profiles (either design or ?. asured from
experiments); theoretically, this amounts to solving the Grad-Shafranov eqi Uibrium equa-
tion with the pressure function and the q-function prescribed as functions of the poloidal
flux i>. Wesson and Lui, on the other hand, both select the high-beta profiles a priori, under
the argument that tailoring of heat sources could be used in much the same way as in the
FCT case to attain these profiles. For pinch-tokamaks, it is often desirable to show that
these profiles are generated from realistic initial shapes with realistic field programming. For
large aspect ratios, such calculations can be made with one-dimensional implosion codes,
e.g., Sgro and Nielson [13]. For small aspect ratios, one may use two-dimensional MHD cal-
culations, which have now been extended all the way to equilibrium, as by the Columbia
group [14].

In contrast to low-beta tokamaks, transport calculations in the high-beta regime are still
rare. An exception is the paper of Becker and Diichs [15], which differs from a conventional
tokamak transport calculation in that the toroidal field is determined self-consistently
rather than prescribed, and the transport regimes are simpler than in low-beta tokamaks.
They concluded that for the present Garching belt pinch experiments, at least, transport is
far more dominated by the presence of impuritips than by kinetic effects.
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KXPFRIMENTS

The toroidal pinch experimental devices built to date are summarized in Table 1. All
these machines have a relatively short running lime, l> pit-ally of the order uf 100 psec. as
against substantial fractions of a second for larger conventional low-beta tokamaks. There
are several causes for this short experimental time. First and perhaps most fundamental is
the fact that the higher power systems used in toroidal pinch-tnkamaks are typically capaci-
tor banks which are crowbarred after a few microseconds. Thus, at this relatively early time
there is no further energy input to the plasma and naturally, because of radiation and par-
ticle diffusion, energy escapes from the plasma. There is no true steady state, and beta must
decay. In large tokamak experiments powered by large generators, there is continual power
input and a nearly steady state is achieved. Now that some toroidal pinch devices have
obtained what appears to be a stable high-beta configuration, it is desirable that much longer
power input (power-crowbar) arrangements be provided to achieve a true steady state and
thereby permit a real test of stability, transport, and energy confinement.

The machines listed in Table I have various shaped cross-sections: circular (screw pinch i.
rectangular (belt pinch), and more recently, racetracks. There are no doublet or D-shapod
pinches operating so far. As mentioned, reversed field pinches are not included in the table.
Among the machines listed, in our opinion, perhaps the two most advanced and successful
pinch-tokamaks to date are the Jutphaas SPICA and the (larching Hell-Pinch 11A. We now
briefly review all the machines in Table I.

SPICA [15] is the successor of SP-1 and other smaller screw pinches, which were de-
veloped and studied at Jutphaas. Its most notable accomplishment is a plasma lifetime of
200 jisec, at a relatively high beta and relatively long-lasting (25 /isec) sustained tempera-
tures (40 eV). Force-free currents have been observed, and are postulated as being essential
'o the stability. With care in initial plasma formation, the experiment appears to be free of
VIHD instabilities.

The Julich TEE [16] is a low density experiment, which has exhibited a skin current
sheet, but suffers a very rapid temperature decay. goin» from 150 e\" to 10 eV i:i smite
6 pisec. The Nagoya STP-2 [17] is notable in that it uses a power crowbar system. It also h.is
a pulsed vertical field fitted inside its conducting shell, which gives flux lines that inierscet
the vacuum vessel, and force-free currents cannot, occur The experiment terminate* with
an m = 2 or m = 3 kink instability ai the end of some 10-15 psec. The Mar. lunJ TIIUU i.-,
a high-voltage, high-power heating experiment; it is a purels toroidal ''-pinch withom h.Tu.ii
windings or toroidal current. Thus, it achieves very high temperatures, but there is no
equilibrium as of now [18].

Among the belt pinches, the Garching BP-1 [19] is notable as the . ,st device to .MU<I\

the equilibrium and stability of a highly elongated plasma. Axial contraction was observed
for strong radial compression. The plasma was rather cold, caused hugely by impuvit\
radiation cooling. The BP-II [20] followed, with higher temperatures and somewhat ! .n :r i
plasma lifetime. Clear evidence of beta poloidal much greater than 1 was achieved. >\m\ a
high beta (0 ~~ 0.5) stable column was observed for more than 40 Mill) instahiliu umwiii
times with q > 3. The newest Garching belt pinch is BP-IIA [211. similar to iiP-11 but foui
times the voltage (160 kV). It has achieved a plasma temperature of I'. - V, i 00 e\ . au,i
a plasma lifetime of 50 /isec, during which time the beta is about (30'' \ 'o vertual dihpl.n-e
ment or external MHD instabilities are observed, but at about 50 psei . an internal '.ink
mode seems to cause a sudden energy loss.

TENQ [22] is somewhat similar in performance characteristics to BP-II. as is also the
Lausanne Belt Pinch [23]. The latter has controllable radial equilibrium pus-iionm-. but
has the characteristic n = 0 vertical motion at about 20 psec which ei-ds the e \ ; i nn en'
The Columbia Torus I [24] operates as ;• pure belt-pinch or as a high-beta tokamak. •.shen ,i
initial toroidal bias field is applied. The plasma is relatively cool and dense, and ir in!1 N
the inner wall in about 10 psec because of ohmii docav of the plasma ciirrfni Torn -1 ' [ 2~rt \
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Table I

CO

o

Machine

SPICA
(Jutphaas)

TEE
(Jiilich)

STP-2
(Nagoya)

THOR
(Maryland)

BP-I
(Garching)

BP-II
(Garching)

BP-IIA
(Garching)

TENQ
(Julich)

Belt Pinch
(Lausanne)

Torus I
(Columbia)

Torus II
(Columbia)

TERP
(Maryland)

SP-4
(Jutphaas)

Cross-Section

Circle, a = 20 cm

Circle, a = 9.5

Circle, o= 10

Circle, a -= 20

Rectangle
17 cm X 104 cm

Rectangle
45 X 260

Rectangle
45 X 260

Rectangle
35 X 108

Rectangle
10 x 70

Rectangle
15X45

Rectangle
15 X 30

Rectangle
16 X 32

Kd^wdCk

12X48

Major R

60 cm

25

25

50

23

53

53

46

16

22.5

22.5

15

24

hot

300 kA

25

60

—

200

200

200

200

200

160

80

15

250

Btor

V kG

5

9

10

7

1.5

1.5

7

17

10

10

0.5

7

rrise

10/isec

1.8

3.5
5

1

8

5

5

9

5

6

1.7

2

10

Density n

5X 10l5/cm3

6X 1013

4 X 1015

1014

1016

5 X 1014

3 X 1014

1015

1016

1016

1015

2 X 1014

1016

Temperature

Te

Te
Ti

Te
Ti

Ti
Te

~40eV

~40
~130

- 2 0
~200

- 3.5 kev
~2Ti

2-5 eV

25

Te

Te
Ti

Te

10

?

5

+ Tj ~ 100

- 3 0
- 1 8 0

- 5 5

10-60

_£
0.2

.05

0p ~ 0.8
-1.0

.05

0.5

0.6

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.1

0.1-0.15

1.5 (wall)

2-3 (wall)

2.7 (surface)

4.5

4.0 (surface)

9

Times r Msec

Tplasma life
Tmax temp
Tplasma current
Ttemp decay
TE
rplasma current
Tplasma life

- 200 Msec
— 25 Msec

- 1 0 0
~ 6
~ 10

- 60
- 10

Texperiment "" 2
(Not yet a confinement exp)
rplasma life
Theta decay

lieta decay
TE

^experiment
TE

'"experiment
rtemp decay
TE

Tmax temp
^experiment
Texperiment

- 10-100
- 10

- 70
- 35

- 50
- 60

~ 60
- 30
- 10

~ 15
- 20

- 10

operational fall 1977

'"experiment - 35

Not yet crowbarred

Typical recent operating values are listed; maximum values are usually higher.



is a new machine, about to go into operation in the fall of 1977: it has a special fast bank
heating technique. TERP [24], [26] at Maryland is a low temperature device with modest
fields and currents. In contrast to Torus 1, it has the plasma drifting to the outer wall. The
experiment has been used to study the external kink instabilities [26].

SP-IV is a racetrack shaped belt pinch with a conducting shell. Unlike all the other belt
pinches, which rely on vertical fields, this machine relies on the conducting shell and on
force-free currents. Preliminary temperature and beta measurements are encouraging, but
crowbarring has not yet been applied [27].

All of these pinch experiments have glass or ceramic vacuum vessels, and most of them
develop plasmas with a relatively high impurity content. Because of their pulsed power sys-
tems, none of them has yet achieved a true steady state, and hence any conclusions about
stable equilibrium should be viewed with caution.

EPILOGUE

We summarize here the similarities and differences between FCT and pinch-tukamaks.
FCT begins with a well-studied low-beta tokamak and employs a high power neutral beam,
to achieve (eventually) both high beta and ignition. The pinch tokamak employs high spe-
cific electromagnetic power at the very beginning of the discharge. At the present time both
experimental procedures have a common objective-, i.e., to produce a high-beta tokamak
equilibrium state and to study its stability limits. In principle, if each technique produced a
comparable equilibrium steady state tokamak configurations—i.e., comparable density pro-
files, current distributions, etc., then similar stability results should be obtained. There are,
none the less, differences which may be significant. The two techniques, because of their
different initial conditions, may have different impurity profiles with subsequent different
radiation characteristics. Another fundamental difference is that pinch devices, at least to
date, do not employ a material limiter. This alters one of the basic boundary conditions of
the toroidal plasma and the full consequences of this are not yet known. It may be bene-
ficial. The FCT, by necessity a rather large experiment, more closely achieves reactor
length and time scales. On the other hand, pinch tokai.iaks, because they are smaller, can
be more easily and inexpensively charged to permit testing different cross section geom-
etries, etc. Each technique requires high voltage technology which must fusion reactor
designers would like to avoid. There are, of course, differences in the technology and it
is as yet, too early to make a judgment based upon potential reactor considerations. The
quest for high-beta tokamak stability limits is important. Many parameters are involved.
Each experimental technique to achieve high-beta has technological difficulties, and physics
risks, but they complement each other very well.
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Cold-Plasma Blankets

L.C.J.M. DE KOCK and F. C. SCUULLEK

Association Euratom-FOM, FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysiea
Rijnhuizen, Jutphaas, The Netherlands

It is well known that a sufficiently thick and dense plasma layer between a hot plasma
core and the wail (see Fig. 1) can prevent fast neutrals generated by charge exchange in the
hot core, from reaching the wall. There, they would produce sputtering of wall materials [11.
An upper limit in density of a cold plasma layer is considered in this paper. It is based on the
results of a Workshop on cold-blanket research, held in Jutphaas, May 2-5, 1977, under
auspices of Euratom [2].

I. BASIC CONCEPTS

1. The impermeability criterion [ 1). The mean free path for fast neutrals due to charge-
exchange collisions must be smaller than the thickness of the blanket layer, A:

f «,-</« > 3X 10IH m - - . (1)
-'A

The neutral flux will be attenuated and moderated in this layer. The outer layer must
have a temperature lower than the sputtering threshold. The product <«,- A) has to exceed
1019 m~2 to be effective. Experimentally, this lower limit has already been shown in
Alcator [3] and Pulsator [4], where the charge-exchange neutrals escapingfrom the discharge
were attenuated and moderated in energy to such an extent that the usual ion temperature
measurement by neutral energy analysis became impossible. This criterion is only valid for
a pure hydrogen plasma. When impurities are present, the collision cross-sections between
neutrals and impurities have to be taken into account. To evaluate the full possibilities of a
cold-plasma blanket estimates of the maximum density of this layer are necessary. It will
appear that hydrogen line radiation will restrict the maximum density.

2. The scaling law that relates the neutral density at the wall, nnw, to the plasma den-
sity across the transition layer, neb^ where the ionization takes placp, is given for the case
of Pfirsch-SchlUter diffusion:

nnw = constant n\ ^iB0- , (2)
nw

in which q is the safety factor and B is the toroidal magnetic field. The constant depends on
the geometry and the temperature in the transition layer. This relation can be derived from
the outward diffusion of ions and the inward transport of neutrals (i.e., recycling). Ana-
lytically, it has been given for a cylindrical model by Lehnert, and by Rem [5], in a numer-
ical model of a cold-plasma layer with toroidal corrections by Goedheer [6].

Experimentally, only rough measurements are available because, clearly, the neutral
pressure at the wall is difficult to determine. According to this law, it turns out that at elec-
tron densities in the blanket neb, above 1021 m'3, the neutral density at the wall nnw is
much higher than neb, i.e., there is a real "gas blanket,'1 At ncb = 1021 m"3, nr
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blanket

b-A

FIGURE 1. Schematic plot of radial
profiles of a steady-state plasma sur-
rounded b\ a cold blanket.

parable to nch. At nt.b 102 0 m 3 , the neutral density is orders of magnitude smaller. In
this density regime one should talk of a "coid-plasma blanket," since the screening function
of the blanket is now performtd by ions and electrons only.

II. RADIATION LIMITS

We shall use the results of the Ringboog experiment at Jutphaas,[8], to show that a
limitation to the density of a cold-plasma blanket exists. We shall apply these considerations
to results of Ali-ator. Ringboog is a tokamak-like device in which toroidal resistive arcs have
been studied. The dimensions are R = 0.52 m;a =0 .085 m;BT = 3.2 T (max); A0 = 1.2 V.
The objective <>f the experiment was to study stationary impermeable plasmas with high col-
lisionality ( ). The design parameters were: nc

n.A 1019 m -- with A ^ 1 cm; Jpl * 60 kA (max); Tc - T,
m ~3 in order to obtain

30 eV (with j3p ̂  1 and

„
The discharge was struck at. a high filling pressure. However, only Te ^ T-t ̂  3 eV has

been obtained. This low temperature is caused by radiation losses from the centre of the dis-
charge as follows from a comparison of the ohmic input and the radiation losses.

In Ringbonu we find experimentally for the ohmic input:

/pi * loop

volume ^ 108 W/m3

P'or the type of discharge considered with ne - 10 2 1 m "3 we find a neutral density at
the wall, nnv, - 10'-- m ;i in agreement with the scaling law of Eq. (2). An estimate of the
neutral density on axis i.-, difficult to make, as the scale length for the neutral profile L =
\Ace^~ion ^ Hngelmann [9J) is a strong function of the temperature. Numerical calculations
show a neutral density near the axis of 102 0 m" 3 . Radiation losses due to neutral line radi-
ation are coupled to the ionization rate (see Ref. 10)). for ne = 102 1 m ~3 and Te ^ 3 eV for
each ionization e* = 50 eV is lost by radiation. All in all, an estimate of the radiation loss
Prdd is found

= n,.«n<ou>ionc!| = 8 x 107 W/m3

m 3 'sec.with (av );;,*;; = 10~16

It is clear that the steep rise of (nv)lon with the temperature wiii prevent the discharge
from developing higher temperatures; this implies a radiaiion barrier. The numerical results
of Goedheer [6] confirm this explanation. At densities higher than 10 2 1 m~3 , we find that
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FIGURE 2. The electron density in the blanket nch as a function of the neutral density at
the wall, nnw. for several values of q/B and A (width of the blanket) [7j. Curve a: Numerical
results for an arc model with q/B = 14 T'1. Here, A is taken as the whole radius of the arc.
Thus, the value of the electron density on the axis is equal to neb. Curves b, c, andd: Nu-
merical results for a slab model with thickness A. nch is taken as the density at the location
where T = 5 eV. Curve b: q/B= 1 T'1; A=4X IO~-m;Curve c: q/B-2 T"1;A = 4 X JO"2 in;
Curve d: q/B = 1 T~l; A = 8 X 10 "2 m. Experimental results for some tokamak discharges
and for the Ringboog experiment are also shown. For the tokamaks the value of ne^ is
chosen as the experimental value of ne near the limiter.

the reabsorption of radiation invalidates this picture. However, Pulsator [4] and Alcator[3]
have reached regimes with much higher temperatures at comparable densities. We attribute
this to the time history of the discharge as expressed tentatively in a graph (Fig. 3) in which
the ohmic input power and losses per metre column are plotted against the temperature on
axis, To.

The ohmic power input is calculated as:

Pn = V - dr' = const. T0-3/2/0
2

in which 77 is the Spitzer resistivity with Zeff = 1 on axis;;0 is the current density on axis if
q0 = 1. The current density profile is taken as a Gaussian with a half-width corresponding to
q(a) = 5.3 (Alcator result).

The losses are only known experimentally at extremely low temperatures (Ringboog)
and at high temperatures (Alcator) (solid lines). Both experiments have nearly the same
geometry. The connection between these two extremes are just sketched (broken lines).

From this figure it becomes clear that if one starts with a high filling pressure the dis-
charge will stay cold and resistive, i.e., Artsirr.ovich's "high-density limit." Thr; low temper
ature causes a large charged particle diffusion, resulting in a high recycling rate and therefore
a high neutral density with overwhelming line radiation losses. A tokamak discharge started
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FIGURE 3. A tentative sketch of the ohmic power input and of the power losses (conduc-
tion + convection + radiation) a:: a function of the temperature on axis for tokumak dis-
charges with R ^ 0..53 m and a ̂  0.0.9 m. The ohmic power input is calculated for fi ••= 3.2 T.
q,, = 1 and q(a) = 5.3.

at low filling pressure has enough ohmic power to heat the plasma into the keV region. Mild
gas injection increases both nn and nt. according to the equilibrium scaling law nnu, °= n^h.
The temperature stays high and therefore the charged particle diffusion stays small as well as
the recycling. The history of such a discharge is indicated by arrows in Fig. 3. If one raises
the density to still higher values, the column will shrink due to edge cooling. This may lead
to the occurrence of a current disruption. It is found experimentally that one needs a higher
magnetic field to reach a higher density. This result can also be obtained if the current-
density profile is broadened by raising the current during gas injection, thus using the skin
effect to overcome the shrinkage. In case very high densities at the outer edge of a tokamak
are required, e.g., for the purpose of wall protection or the removal of impurities, this high-
density cold-plasma layer can only be sustained by an additional local power input. Several
methods are proposed [2], like injection of a neutral beam at moderate energy [11], local-
ized heating by skin currents or r.f. techniques.
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The ELMO Bumpy Torus — Present and Future

KBT Croup

l P resen ted h \ \ . A I ' l ' K . U I

< );ik Kidye N a t i o n a l L a b o r a t o r y

O a k Ridue . T e n n e s s e e Mti'M)

I. I M K O I J 1 V n o N

Tin- Kl .MO Bumpv l o r u - t K B T i e x p e r i m e n t | 1 | ai D K M . «.is d e s i g n e d i<> c i r c u m v e n t

; h e M U D stahi l i tv p r o b l e m .-n< nunterecl in si.ind;-,rd h u mp ' - I• • n !)\ usiiiu; tin- " n n n i m u m - B "

p r o p e r t i e s ni a n n u l a r h i s J i -he t a . li< >t-«-lt-i tri >n pl;i-.m.i- t o r m e d b> m i c r o w a w - hea t ing . T h e

KBT c o m b i n e s t h e . n t r a c t i v e f e a t u n s ut b o t h m i r r o r s .iiui t o k a m a k s . ' h e feasibi l i ty of t h i s

c o m b i n e d syst«-m has b e e n d e m o n s t r a t e d successfu l ly in t he K B T 1 e x p e r i m e n t and d i scussed

.it g r e a t e r l eng th e l s e w h e r e [ 1 . 2 ]

The p r e s e n t s t a t u s of t h e KBT re>eari h ai I iviUes ,i! i ) K \ ' | . is d e s c r i b e d briefly in t h e t'ol-

lowinu s e c t i o n s .

II rilK KHI PLASMA

In K B T . t he re are t w o pr in t ip.il p lasma l o m p u i - r m s m i n . i r - i r a p p f i ! . iii^;h-ener^\ e lec-

t r o n a n n u i i ami a h igher ' l i - n s i t \ . lower ener'. 'v to roni . i l jil.isma. I'he p . i r a m e i e r s oi t h " s e

c o m p o n e n t s v ar\ u M e h u ith o p e rat :n^ i < iiiilit i> 'ii>. ( ou t m l ot t he p l a s m a p r o p e r t i e s can h e

m a i n t a i n e d t h r o u g h con i rol • >t t h e appl ied mu " o u a w - p o w e r anti the a n i l . u n t neu t r a l n v d r o -

uen d e n s i t y . After tin- p lasma is t r ea ted . ami as t h e n e u t r a l dens i ty i.s l o w e r e d , t h r e e d i s t inc t

r e p r o d u c i b l e remines o | o p e r a t i o n ,irc iden; i t ' i ab le t h e '"-. T- ;ind M m o d i ' s . The ( ' - m o d e

o c c u r s at l o w e r p o w e r or hii;h neu t ra l den-.it \ . In t h i s m o d e . ver\ lew e n e r u e t i c ( a n n u l a r )

' l e c t r o n s a re observed a n d n o i^ros.s ins tab i l i i i es ire seen , but low a m p l i t u d e t l u c l u a t i o n s in

d e n s i t y a r e obse rvab le T h e i o n s .aid < ' e c i r o n s a r e r e l a t i w h < old wi th t e m p e r a t u r e s of a few

t e n s of e l e c t r o n \ < ilt.s.

As t h e p o w e r level ts nil r e a sed . at l o w e r presMiri---. \!ic s t o r e d e n e r m in t h e ene rge t i c

a n n u l i i nc reases s ign i f i can t ly , t h e f l u ' t u a t i o i i a m p l i t u d e d r o p s t o w-r\ |.>w values, and a

t r a n s i t i o n t o t he qu ie t T - m o d e iake.s p lace . Kii;. 1 s h o w s th i s t r ans i t ion c lear ly . T h e

a n n u l a r b e t a ( .• \ ?»— 1 ~>' - ) at wh ich ti i i- t r a n s i t i o n t a k e s p lace e x p e r i m e n t a l l y agrees w i t h

t h e o r e t i c a l e s t i m a t e s of t h e b e t a value r equ i red t o p r o d u c e a local m i n i m u m in t h e m a g n e t i c

field [ 3 | . B o t h t h e t o r o i d a l a n d a n n u l a r p lasma c o m p o n e n t s are free f r o m LTOSS ins tab i l i t i e s ,

and the toroidal core electron and inn temperatures rise bv more than an order of magni-
tude. This quiet regime of operation is consistent v.ith theoretical neoclassical transport
mode's. At still lower pressure, the densitv drops rapidly and onl\ the energetic electron
annuii remain, fluctuating marroscopica'ly, in the M-mode.

•Research sponsored by tin1 Wppartmrnt "' Kneryy undt-r contrafl .vith I nmn Carbide Corporation.
tEBT Group R. A Danril. V. \V. Baity, I). B. Batcht-lor. J A. CnbbU-. P L. Cole-stock, H. O. Eason.

G. R. Haste, C. L. Hednck, S. Hiroe, H Ikpgiimi, E. F. Jaeier. N H. Uuax. D. R. Ncl.-ion, L. \V. Owen,
D. A. Spong, B. H. Quon and N. A. Lckan.
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III. PLASMA HKATINC. IN KBT

In the present experiment, EBT-1 [1], the plasma is produced, heated, and stabilized by
electron-cyclotron heating (KCH). Two microwave power supplies effectively give independ-
ent control of the hot electron annuli and the toroidal plasma.

The magnetic field configuration and heating geometry in one section of KBT (KBT-I)
are shown in Fig. 2. Collisionless electrons mirror along flux lines (dashed lines); in passing
through mod-B surfaces (solid lines) that resonate with the applied microwave power
(hatched-solid lines), they gain energy from the resonant microwave field. On either side of
each mirror midplane, on mod-B surfaces that cross the mirror torus axis, electrons are
heated by 60 kVV of microwave power at a frequency <>! 18 (lllz. The location of these res-
onant zones provides heating of the toroidal plasma at all the minor radii and is called "bulk
heating" or "primary resonant heating." The 10.6 ( i l l / , 30 kVV of microwaves resonantly
heat the electrons in off-axis annular regions near the mirror midplanes and produce the
stabilizing high temperature, high-beta, hot-electron annulus. This 10.6-1 illz "profile heat-

ORNL-DWG 7J-2O66A-R?

• P r i m a r y R e s o n a n t n e a t i n q ( 1 ?

EBT 1 o d - E L r n t O u r s

FIGURE 2. Configuration of magnetic field in the t'.LMO Bumpy Torus. Two microwave
frequencies (10.6 GHz) are fed from the opening on the inside wall of the cavity. The wave
mode at the injection port is "ordinary" rather than "extraordinary." The hot electron ring
(runaway electrons) is observed to he a narrow belt encircling the local 2nd harmonic res-
onance (for 18 GHz) region in the midplane. The maximum microwave heating takes place
at the cyclotron resonance zone (hatched in tliv figure). This makes it conveniently possible
to control the density and temperature profiles in the humpy torus and also analogously ap-
plicable to tokamak plasmas.
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ins" source tailors the radial profile of the hot electron annuli and also provides parallel
heating of toroidal plasma electrons. Second harmonic coupling is also u ine in heating
electrons to relativistic temperatures in the high-beta annuli.

IV. PRESENT AND NEAR-FITI'RK EBT EXPERIMENTS

In the present experiment, EBT-1 [1], the plasma is produced in a bumpy torus with a
major radius of 1.5 m and a minor radius of 0.1-0.15 m by microwave heating (ECH) of
electrons that in turn transfer heat to the ions by Coulomb collisions. It employs a toroidal
array of 24 mirror roils which have magnetic fields of 1.0 I at their throats and 0.5 T at the
mirror midplanes. The toroidal plasma has ion and electron temperatures in the range of
100-400 eV, densities approaching microwave cutoff 1 — 4 • 101- cm"3, and beta (.•;'|Or,,j(ia|)
ofh • 10"3 .

EBT-I will become EBT-S in early 1978. EBT-S modifications are: increased magnetic
fields (1.4 and 0.7 T). increased microwave power (60 and 200 kW), and increased frequen-
cies (18 and 28 GHz). These changes are expected to increase tin- plasma parameters sig-
nificantly and provide operating experience with the 28-dHz power supplies. By adding
n'lativelv low current field shaping coils to the EBT-S structure. EBT-SA. substantial im-
provement to the confinement could be possible by an increase in the effective aspect
ratio through symmetrizing effects. These are called aspect ratio enhancement (ARE) coils.

A higher field, larger aspect ratio device, EBT-II, could come into operation in the
early 1980's. EBT-II would be a superconducting device and would use microwaves at 70
and 120 GHz. EBT-II would allow operation at plasma parameters that approach reactor
conditions. The operation of such a system will be a scale demonstration of much of the
EBT reactor technology as well.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The plasma properties have been determined mostly in the T-mode because of the rel-
atively long lifetimes and low fluctuation levels in this stable, well confined mode of opera-
tion. Outside the hot electron annulus, the plasma is dilute, cold, and unstable. Therefore,
the density profile in the T-mode sharply increases near the hot electron annulus and is
rather flat inside the minor cross section. The electron line density, measured by a micro-
wave interferometer, is <rcl> "v 4 • 1013 cm"-, resulting in an average ;;(. "i 1 - il • H)1'-
cm" ! . Soft x-ray measurements indicate electron temperatures of 100-400 eV with a nearly
Maxwellian energy distribution.

The parameters characterizing the hot electron annulus arc nt x "••- 1 - 4 • 1011 t-nr :1,
TrA ^ 100 keV, and 0.1 C p., u 0.5.

Spatially resolved measurements of the ambipolar electric field have been carried out
with a heavy ion beam system [4]. The potential may be either positive or negative relative
to the wall in the plasma core, but it always shows a large positive peak ( ^200 V) at a posi-
tion near the annulus. This space potential in EBT serves to improve the confinement
properties of most ions and electrons and to reduce the influx of impurities from the plasma
exterior(o).

The plasma stability in EBT is examined by measuring plasma fluctuations as one or
more external parameters are varied [1]. Recent studies involve the measurement of fluctua-
tions using the field error as an external parameter(6). Magnetic field errors can give rise to
a parallel (toroidal) current and in turn to instabilities in EBT. The field error effect be-
comes important when it exceeds a critical value of (f>B/B)cr ^v/372 (p'R), where p and R
are the particle gyroradius and major radius of the torus, respectively [6]. Figure 3(a) shows
a radially symmetric potential well measured with a global field correction such that the
toroidal current is minimized. The symmetry in the potential profile excludes any possible
formation of convective cells and is favorable to a neoclassical ambipolar transport [7-10].
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GLOBAL FIELD CORRECTION PRESERVES
SYMMETRY IN POTENTIAL PROFILE:

a) WITH FIELD
CORRECTION

b) WITHOUT FIELD
CORRECTION

FIGURE 3. The plasma potential profiles measured by using a rubidium ion beam probe
(15 kV); fa) is the two-dimensional profile generated using a spline fit to data obtained with
a proper field correction on EBT; (b) is measured without field corrections.

This desired symmetry breaks down when the global field correction is turned off. As shown
in Fig. 3(b), the central plasma potential seems to be short-circuited to ground through the
containment wall.

The effects of magnetic field error on plasma stability and containment in EBT are
demonstrated in Fig. 4 [6]. The net toroidal current, the averaged plasma density, the
averaged density fluctuation amplitude, and the plasma potential at the renter and near the
annulus are plotted together with the horizontal field error as a function of the current
applied to the field correction coil. The measurements show that all the parameters change
promptly as the field error scans across a critical value. The critical field error is estimated to
be (bBH B)cr ^ 0.6 - 1 x 10~3 ^ p/R. Field errors obtainable with superconducting coils
are in the range cf 10~6 to 10"", so this effect does not pose a problem for future devices.

The toroidal core plasma is surrounded by a region of magnetic drift surfaces which
intersect the wall. Observations from spectroscopic measurements show that the electron
density and temperature in this region are appreciably lower than in the core plasma
{n(, ^ 1011 cm"3. Te -v 30 eV). The impurity lifetimes are in the neighborhood of 300 Msec.
The dominant impurities are the lower charge states of aluminum, nitrogen, oxygen, and
carbon. The characteristic CV (Carbon V) radiation was unobservable, leading to the esti-
mate that n(CV)fnv < 6 X 10"5 in the toroidal core plasma. The short lifetime of impurities,
coupled with the requirement that they gain sufficient energy to overcome the potential
barrier at the surface of the core plasma, provides a reasonable explanation of the apparent
"divertor" efficiency of the surface plasma [5].

VI. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Several of the key aspects of EBT operation, such as confinement, equilibrium, ring
formation, stability, transport, etc., have been modeled theoretically. In the area of particle
confinement and equilibrium, codes have been developed to demonstrate existence of full
three-dimensional currents carried by hot electron annuli.

From the linearized kinetic equations, the diffusion coefficients were first calculated by
Kovrizhnykh [11] in the limit of large radial electric fields. This work is extended by Spong
et al. [8] to include arbitrary values of the ambipolar electric field which represent realistic
modeling of the EBT plasma. Additional dependence upon the electric field is found [8].
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FIGURE 4 . Correlations of several parameters measured simultaneously as the horizontal
field error scans in the range of -1-2 '••' 1O':I. The prnhuhle system global error is estimated
to be 3 X 10"*, as indicated by the arrowhead.

Procedures and codes at three levels of sophistication are now available for analyzing the
transport properties of the EBT system. These are a so-called "point model" [7], a radially
resolved "fluid model" [9], and a "kinetic model" [9]. A "two-region model" [10],aroutine
between a "point model" and » full one-dimensional "fluid model," has been formulated
recently to permit rapid surveys of parameter space while including most of the essential
physics. Results obtained from the zero-dimensional point model [7] and from the two-
region model [10] are in reasonable agreement with the EBT-I experiment.

In the radial fluid model simulation, coupled equations for plasma density, neutral den-
sity, electron and ion temperatures, and ambipolar electric field are developed along with
appropriate numerical solution techniques. This one-dimensional code is used for detailed
study of profiles with self-consistent treatment of the electric field and compared with the
EBT-I experimental data. It is found that this purely classical model [9] predicts many
features of EBT operation including steady-state solutions with radially inward pointing am-
bipolar fields [4] .

In EBT, the stability of the toroidal plasma component depends on the diamagnetism of
the hot electron annulus which transforms the bumpy torus into an average minimum-5
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configuration. The hot electron diamagnetic currents act as "invisible coils" colocated with
the bulk plasma and create a magnetic well when the beta value of the annulus exceeds a
minimum value. The theoretical prediction for this critical value of beta in the annulus is
about 5-15fV. and this is the experimentally observed value for the transition from the
C-mode to the quiet T-mode. Once a magnetic well has been established by the annuli, a
beta value of the toroidal core plasma comparable to the beta of the annuli can be achieved
which is stable to all modes encompassed by guiding center or ideal MHD theories [3], This
is a very encouraging result from the reactor application point of view.

The stability of the irot electron rings requires a Vlasov treatment because the charac-
teristic drift frequencies exceed the ion-cyclotron frequency. Analysis of the Vlasov-Maxwell
equations shows that the hot electron drift waves are stabilized by interference between the
responses of the fast drifting electrons and the slowly drifting ions [3].The recent calcula-
tions of Dominquez and Berk (121 indicate that the rings are stable provided the ratio of
cold to hot electron density k\ sufficiently high (e.g.. -10). These slab model calculations
are presently restricted to stability of the ho! electron rings, since the ion temperature was
set equal to zero. A similar Vlasov model including ion temperature has also been used by
Nelson et al. [3].

One can draw the following conclusions from the stability results to date. Apparently
there is a coupled relationship between the toroidal core plasma and the hot electron rings:
the toroidal core plasma provides the cooler electrons to stabilize the rings, while the hot
electron rings provide the minimum-/-* necessary to stabilize the toroidal core plasma.

VII. REACTOR APPLICATION

The experimental results from EBT have motivated a consideration of the EBT concept
as the basis for a potential reactor [ 13]. The first EBT reactor (EBTR) study was initiated
in 1976 and provided the required starting point for continued assessment of the validity
of the concept.

A power producing EBT reactor system is especially attractive because of its steady-state
operatkin at high plasma pressure. EBT is a large aspect ratio device, so the accessibility
problems are virtually eliminated, remote maintenance difficulties are eased, and relatively
uniform structural loadings (due to weak toroidal curvature) alleviate engineering design
problems. No pulsed fields are required for EBT operation: therefore, it is less likely to be
subject to thermal and mechanical fatigue than reactors with large pulsed fields and short
bursts of fusion power. The details of the reactor design are discussed in greater length
in [13].

A comparison of the parameters of EBT-I and those projected for EBT-S/SA, EBT-II,
. . . , EBTR yields an interesting result. Virtually all the dimensionless parameters which in-
fluence stability are roughly the same in EBT-l, EBT-I I, and in the projected EBTR. Thus,
the following dimensionless parameters are either the same or in the direction of increased
stability: annular beta, ratio of gyroradii to various scale lengths, field errors, aspect ratio,
ratio of cold to hot electron density, ratio of electron to ion temperature, ratio of electron
plasma frequency to cyclotron frequency, and ratio of am bipolar potential to temperature.
The beta of the toroidal core plasma, and. to a lesser extent, the collisionality are factors
which change appreciably. The approximate constancy of these dimensionless parameters
which are known to influence stability is very encouraging, and the extrapolation of EBT-I
results to EBTR is feasible. The first test of toroidal beta limitations on stability/instability
will be demonstrated in EBT-II, where the toroidal core beta will be about 10%. Collisional-
ity, v/Sl, differs from EBT-I to EBTR only by factors of two and ten for electrons and ions,
respectively.
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